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PREFACE

It is quite a common remark that there are

already too many religious biographies. This

may be true; but in writing these lectures for

his Bible Class the Author found that several

volumes had to be mastered in connection with

the study of each life, before material suitable

and sufficient for his purpose could be procured.

The contacts and collisions of virtue with its

opposite are as real and momentous to-day as in

times past; and if only we can catch somewhat

of the spirit of those great souls of bygone genera-

tions, then the study of their lives will make us of

the present wiser, better, and nobler.

In the treatment of these biographies complete-

ness has not been aimed at, multiplicity of detail

has been rigidly guarded against, and controversial

points have been studiously avoided.

Not from bias or bigotry of any kind has the
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author confined his attention exclusively to what

Sidney Smith calls
" that knuckle-end of England

that land of Calvin, oat-cakes, and sulphur,"

but solely with the view to narrow down the vast

field of biography, and so render a judicious and

an adequate selection possible.

Lastly, not in the spirit of perfervid hero-

worship, but with the desire to exhibit "the

master-faculty of Faith
"
operating in the lives of

eight noble Scotchmen, is the present collection

now put into the hands of the Reading Public.

G. W. T. M'G.

The Schoolhouse,

corstorphine.
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BIOGRAPHY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO MARTYRS AND MISSIONARIES





Voltaire said,
" I know of no great men except

those who have rendered great service to the

human race." Genuine biography deals only
with such lives.

To portray concerning those men the outward

failures and the inward successes, the open

triumphs and the secret mortifications to give
to the world the history of a life in all its fulness

of detail in relation to the circumstances of fate

and the realisation of the possibilities of the in-

dividual soul to show the workings, the strivings,

the temptations, and the ambitions of a single

chosen spirit hemmed in by its own inevitable

world of facts and, as the end of all, to proclaim
the message of such a life clearly and distinctly to

humanity, is the sphere and function of all true

biography.
Not always is it the duty of biography to herald

success with clarion voice; more often is it to

exhibit the super-excellence of victory in seeming
defeat. The great inwardness of biography is not

in the contemplation of mere success, but in the

full beholding of the intrinsic merit of the means

by which it was attained. It is this that man
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should magnify and adore, and not the outward

manifestation of prosperity.

What the world tickets off as dire defeat may
who knows? be only one move from glorious

victory may even, in a sense, be glorious victory.

The verdict of the world is often unjust, and

many a time brutal. One age finds her censuring,

persecuting, victimising certain of her sons : the

next sees her eulogising, fondling, and applauding
them. Milton, for example, was stigmatised as
"
the blind adder

"
by one race of men, while

another proclaimed him "
the mighty orb of

song."
Such facts of life only accentuate the momentous

truth that the question of success or failure cannot

be finally settled here and now by human intelli-

gence : only when the light of Eternity reveals

lives and deeds in their essence shall we see clearly

and unmistakably the true results in their finality.

The scales are in the hands of Omnipotent Wisdom
and Love ;

"
then at the balance let's be mute !

"

In that day of reckoning there will be some start-

ling revelations ! Many a head that was bowed

and stricken in Time will be seen erect and

laurelled in Eternity.

The noble form of
"
Wallace Wight

"
was

ruthlessly mutilated ; but he bequeathed to his

native land the spirit that breathes in
"
Scots

wha hae
"

the spirit that inspired a Bruce, and

set Scotland free. As Byron says,
"
They never
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fail who die in a great cause." Columbus departed
from life a neglected beggar, without house or

home ; but he discovered the continent whose

inhabitants will make the pace for coming genera-
tions.

The real function of biography is to show us

the true value of honest endeavour, of lofty

enthusiasm, and of noble self-denial, as they

operate among the particular experiences of the

individual life portrayed, and, in turn, are operated

upon by those experiences.
In the words of Carlyle,

"
Every noble work is

at first impossible." Instability of effort is a

fatal qualification for such undertakings. The un-

wavering aim is the telling element in all success.

Dissipation of energy spells disaster in every walk

of life. Concentrated and intelligent energy is

the sure goal-winner. If St Paul had been as

comfortable as some of our Church dignitaries
are in worldly possessions he would probably have
had his coat-of-arms bedecked with the motto,
"
This one thing I do

"
!

Singleness of eye is what makes whole-souled

actions those actions that make or mar both

men and nations, and that sweep everything

irresistibly before them. Burke says,
" The nerve

that never relaxes, the eye that never blenches,

the thought that never wanders these are the

masters of victory."
But honest endeavour must needs be backed
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up by enthusiasm, at once noble and sincere,

lively and infectious, Then we have a combina-

tion that commands success. Possessed of such

characteristics, Watt worked out the possibilities

of steam harnessed to a locomotive, and Stephenson
took up his work and developed it into a mighty

power for civilisation and progress.
It is this enthusiasm, this whole-heartedness,

that makes all the difference between the great
and the mediocre, the few bright spirits and the

thousands of commonplace individuals, the hero

and the nameless masses. Montaigne puts this

in a matter-of-fact way when he says,
" Men are

nothing until they are excited." Emerson ex-

presses the same idea not quite so baldly when he

says,
"
Nothing great was ever achieved without

enthusiasm
"

; and again,
"
Every great and com-

manding moment in the annals of the world is

the triumph of some enthusiasm."

This fervour of soul is a precious possession
and should be cherished and nurtured in ourselves

as a God-given talent, and respected and revered

in others.

But honest endeavour and lofty enthusiasm,

good and powerful in themselves and in their

union, are still incomplete without the grace of

noble self-denial permeating, influencing, and

guiding all their developments. They reach

sublimity only when their fruition is
" made per-

fect through suffering." It was this grace that
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made Socrates declare that the highest reward

he could enjoy was to see mankind benefited by
his labours. Selfishness has gone hand in hand
with degradation since the days of Adam. It is

the old truism asserting itself receiving by giving,

life from death. He only is the man of wealth

who, by conscious effort and expenditure, enriches

his fellows.
"
Treasures in Heaven "

seem to be

too imaginary and indefinite investments for the

worldly-wise : but returns in this investment are

insecure and visionary just in proportion to the

spirit in which the
"
treasures

"
are laid up.

Trusts and monopolies are as mortal as man.
" Thou fool

"
is still the correct form of address

for those who invest among the corruptions of
" moth and rust."

Real history gives, and, we believe, will more
and more give, the laurels only to those who have

denied themselves in the service of others. There

are names in the records of our country that are

not bounded by time, place, or even personality,
but are to us the embodiment of ennobling effort

and devotion in the service of their fellows. The
stories of their lives must have an uplifting and

exhilarating influence. The chief value of all

such lives is their boundless power of suggestion
and inspiration.

It is not only interesting, but highly enervating,
to those who are fixtures in the low places of the

earth, to read the tales of high life bequeathed
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by the ages as a priceless legacy to the human
race of the grand achievements of a Newton,
an Edison, and a Kelvin in the region of science

of the great gifts to the world of a Plato, a

Shakespeare, and a Milton in the realms of mind

of the
"
derring-do

"
of a Wallace, a Tell, or a

Napoleon in the field of action of the fair

creations of a Rubens, a Van Dyck, a Millais, and

the noble compositions of a Mozart, a Handel, a

Mendelssohn in the world of art. Leonidas at

Thermopylae, Horatius keeping an army at bay,
Nelson at the Nile, Wolfe at Quebec, and the

whole list of history's great ones we acclaim as

heroes.

But when the scroll of Time rolls back, and

we see the true relations of deed to deed in the

light of Divine understanding, in that moment
shall we know that Caesars, Hannibals, and

Alexanders are veritable pigmies compared with

the heroes of patience, of long-suffering, and of

calm assurance amid pain and persecution.

Heroism with the blood up, and an army at its

back, gaining its ends by the death of thousands,

and accompanied by the tears and groans of tens

of thousands, is not of as noble and sublime a

character as that which charms conquest from

wreckage and ruin, peace from entangling em-

barrassments, success from repeated humiliations,

and saving knowledge from gross ignorance.
This latter and nobler kind is essentially the
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heroism of the Martyr and the Missionary. Hard-

ship, ridicule, slander, persecution, toil, drudgery,

sickness, and privations, patiently, silently, faith-

fully borne in the name, and for the cause, of

Christ, have made up and are making up the

life's story of many a bright gem that has
"
blushed unseen." The accident of birth and

'*

giant circumstance
"
might have destined them

for biography; but, instead, their
u
sweetness

"
was,

in the eyes of the material world at least,
" wasted

on the desert air." Their lowly lot was the sole

cause of the world not being dazzled by the bright-
ness of their souls. Foxe's book of the Martyrs
of bygone ages does not contain a tithe of the

heroes of faith, even of those days. Other names
shall yet shine, though Time has not emblazoned

them on its scroll of fame. Obscurity is a favourite

powder with which Heaven polishes its richest

gems. Besides, let us remember that the life that

bears the clearest and grandest message to mankind

may have in it no clash of arms or blare of trumpets.
It may be utterly barren of stirring incident, and,
in the eyes of the world, monotonous to a degree.

But, on the other hand, all log-cabins do not

contain a Garfield. It is not to everyone to spurn
his lowly origin, and make "

lowliness young
ambition's ladder," by which to mount to fame
and eminence. It can be done, however : Nature
often belittles Society's pet castes, and derides

her rigid and punctilious standards. At the same
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moment a fool may be born in the lap of luxury,
and a saviour of his fellows in the fetters of poverty.
A castle may cradle a Nero, while a Christ is

swaddled in a stable.
" The rank is but the guinea

stamp ;
the man's the gowd

"
!

But it is worth remembering with Carlyle that

from the lowest depths there is a path to the

loftiest heights. Stumbling-blocks may be trans-

formed into stepping-stones if we watch and pray

aright. Adversity may be only a blessing in

disguise. There are people who maintain that had

Bunyan not been shut up for twelve years in

Bedford jail we would never have had his great

religious classic. Whether that be true or not,

the fact remains that success often means how
we use, not our victories, but our failures and

defeats.

Every blessing we enjoy to-day national

prestige, constitutional integrity, liberty of the

subject, personal security, religious freedom

these, and many more, have come to us through
"

killing times
"

of some kind. Savonarola says

that
"
the angel of martyrdom is brother to the

angel of victory." He is a good authority on such

a point ; and there is a depth of consolation in

believing it.

The law of sacrifice, like a broad path, runs

through all successful life. It is pre-eminently
so not only with martyr, but also with missionary

spirits. The commanding wish of all such is,
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" Room to deny ourselves ;
a road

To bring us daily nearer God."

In history and out of it there are events the

memory of which we fondly cherish, because

their mission was to spread far and near the

blessings of light and happiness. But such is

not the lasting effect of all that history relates.

There are recorded acts whose issues have been

so baneful to humanity that we would fain erase

them from our memories. There are others,

dark and dreadful in themselves, whose after-

results have been fraught with great blessing to

mankind. If it were possible we would gladly

draw a veil over the dark deeds of the Inquisition

and the
"
slaughter days

"
deeds of brutality,

done in a nation's name, that were disgraceful

both to Nature and Humanity. But we cannot

afford to lose the lessons that those troublous

times teach us lessons not only of sterling

ability and splendid victory, but also of whole-

hearted consecration and invincible faith.

The spirit that strives to learn wisdom from

the ignorance and bigotry of forefathers, that

seeks to draw lasting good from the evil of the

passing generations, that wishes to behold bright-

ness and blessings flowing from former gloom
and malefaction, is that with which we enter

this study. The lessons of ugly pages of histories

may be plentiful and precious ;
and so the con-
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templation of the deeds of even a great man in

wickedness of a bloody tyrant or a heartless

persecutor may not be without benefit.

Westminster perpetuates the names and fame

of the benefactors of our race : those who have

striven to lay bare the secrets of the elements,

of the universe of matter, of the human mechanism,
of the depths of mind ; those who have grappled
with the problems of history, of states, of institu-

tions
; explorers in untrodden regions, discoverers

of new worlds, creators of startling inventions,

administrators and judges, rulers and generals
all who have added to the world's progress and

enlightenment.

High among the names inscribed in the Temple
of Fame, thanks to the growing love of concrete

goodness in our national life, stand those who
have been renowned for Christian greatness, who
have shown to the world, often cruel in its callous-

ness and barbarous in its hatred, the grandeur of

a life of living sacrifice.

There is a God-implanted something in the

breast of the most cynical and materialistic among
us that compels us not only to respect but even

to love and admire the Christian hero no matter

in what latitude he may be found.

The altar of humanity is always demanding
a victim ; and devoted souls, in every age of the

world's history, have come forth ripe for self-

abnegation, trusting to the God of all wisdom and
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love to regulate the sheathing or the descending
of the sacrificial knife.

In the forefront of this voluntary array of

suffering saints is
" the noble army of martyrs."

It is not with the spirit of the romancer that we
refresh the recollection of those revolting and

barbarous exhibitions of past times, that were

carried out with every circumstance of inhumanity
that the spirit of intolerance and bigotry could

devise. It is rather with a view to exhibit the

supreme power of the Gospel in practice, even

when to mortal eye it is for the time overwhelmed

in a sea of horrors ; to show that the influence of

such consecrated sacrifice has immeasurably

quickened and enriched the life of all succeeding

generations ;
and to extract lessons of lasting

value from those saintly souls who, by the grace of

God, spurned honour and applause, emoluments

and luxury, position and power, and, instead,

freely gave themselves up to remorseless hatred

and persecution, to the callousness of friends and

the bitterness of foes, to racks and faggots, burn-

ing pincers and irons, thumbkins, rods, gibbets,

and lancets, and all the hideous instruments of

torture that the human mind could invent.

On the banks of the Rhine, in the valleys of the

Alps, on the plains of the Languedoc, in
"
Darkest

Africa," in the distant regions of the East, the

harvests of blood were reaped, but in vain.

Neither fire nor steel could destroy Christian
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fortitude, nor quench the ardent faith of those

disciples of " Christ crucified."

What records could the hills and dales of

Scotland alone unfold ! What a history could

many of her crags and knolls, mountain streams

and rugged gullies, moss-hags and moorland

stretches proclaim of the twenty-eight years of

persecution under Stuart despotism ! The stories

they mutely give to the world of stedfastness of

purpose, of daring for Christ's sake, of noble self-

sacrifice in the cause of humanity, easily equal the

records of any nation or cause that the archives of

history contain. The doughty deeds of the heroes

of Greece and Rome are not more noble or heroic.

There is another side to the picture, however,
and it is an aspect that makes one shudder at its

contemplation. In that day when the Lord of

all the Earth ascends His Judgment Throne, if

the decree of forgiving silence is not imposed

upon our Scottish mountains and rocky headlands,

on hill-closed streams and lonely lochs, upon the

mountain breezes that have wafted, articulate

through the ages, the psalm-singing of our fore-

fathers mingled with their groans and death-cries

if, I repeat, the God of mercy does not bid them
hold their peace, their testimony will be terrible.

It will be well also for those bands of wild and

reckless soldiery of the
"

killing times
" and their

masters if the monument in Greyfriars Church-

yard, Edinburgh, which testifies of 18,000 slain in
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the name of religion, does not proclaim their deeds

aloud in the Hall of Judgment. From Claverhouse,

Dalziel, Bruce, Grierson of Lag, and all their train

of revellers in heartless butchery who made the

times
" when mountain glens were tragedies,"

we turn with the prayer of the proto-martyr,

Stephen, in our hearts,
"
Lord, lay not this sin to

their charge."
And what shall we say of those great souls who

are linked so closely to the sons and daughters of

martyrdom that in many we might almost say
in most cases they are inseparable and indistin-

guishable from them. Missionaries require no

apologists to-day. No stronger proof of this

could be found than in the fact that the nineteenth

century has been pre-eminently the century of

missions ;
and it is authoritatively stated that

more has been done in the nineteenth and in the

first six years of the twentieth centuries than in

all the preceding centuries put together.

The brotherhood of bright souls who leave

behind them the worship of wealth, spurn the

success of the world, abandon self-seeking, and

devote themselves continuously to do what others

will not do, so that they may tell the good tidings

to those who live and suffer in the darkness and

cruelty of heathendom such a brotherhood is

not dying out, but is gaining in influence, strength,
and wisdom every day.

Missionaries demand our respect, admiration,
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and support, not only as denying themselves the

peace and privileges of home and fatherland, not

only as disseminators of the Gospel in heathen

lands, but also as pioneers and valuable aids of

travel and exploration. Their worth in this

respect is being more and more recognised by high
authorities. Turn to where you will in the map
of the world, and you will find that the Gospel

message of missionary pioneers to people in the

darkness of heathendom has inspired and paved
the way for the working out of the adventurous

instincts of the explorer and traveller. Take

but one instance : Sir H. H. Johnston says,
" When the history of the great African states of

the future comes to be written, the arrival of the

first missionary will, with many of these new

nations, be the first historical event in their

annals." He speaks of the missionary as
"
the

mediator between the barbarous native and the

invading race," as
"
the tribune of the weaker

race," as having
"
widely increased the bounds

of our knowledge," as
"
conferring great obliga-

tions on many sciences," as
"
imposing a huge

debt on philologists," as
"
enriching zoology,

botany, anthropology," and as
"
guiding com-

merce and civilisation." This is indeed high praise

from the secular side ; and Sir H. H. Johnston is

only one of many who have testified, and can

testify, to the sterling and all-round worth of

missionaries throughout the world.
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As in the case of martyrs, Scotland has ever

been to the front with volunteers for the mission-

field men who have heard the
"
marching orders

"

of their Heavenly King,
" Go ye into all the world

and preach the Gospel to every creature
" who

have obeyed that summons, and have gone forth

from home and kindred to brave the prostrations
of fatigue and fever, the consolidated prejudices
of generations, the bitter hostility and persecution
of native doctors and priests, and well-nigh in-

surmountable troubles, difficulties, and depressing
failures.

Every Scottish Christian worker or preacher,

however, is not a born missionary. The step
into foreign mission work must be taken deliber-

ately, and with prayerful self-examination. Every
atom of parochial narrowness and selfishness

must be overcome in the individual who under-

takes such work.

Though the sacrifices, dangers, and persecutions
to be undergone are not so great to-day as in

former times, there is still in the missionary ranks

no room for the phlegmatic, the ignorant, the
"
superior," the physically weak, the tactless,

the giftless, the graceless, the fireless, or the

faithless. The fact is that the true missionary
is born, not made born, at first, physically
and mentally fit, and afterwards spiritually. Art,

breeding, culture, and college, cannot of themselves

manufacture a genuine one.
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All honour to the martyrs and missionaries

who have consecrated and are consecrating

themselves, body and soul, to this noble work.

To be able to claim many of the bright ones

among their ranks as fellow-countrymen is to us

a precious privilege and high honour.

They are a royal race : there runs through
their veins the

"
blue

"
blood of love and devotion

to God and their fellow-creatures. Our most

lavish praise and loudest acclamations are not

commensurate with the glory of the work they
have accomplished ; and the world's greatest
honours and distinctions signally fail to give a

return comparable with the merits of this brother-

hood of great souls.



A SHORT HISTORICAL SKETCH OF CHRIS-

TIANITY IN SCOTLAND THE REFOR-
MATION AND ITS FIRST MARTYR,
PATRICK HAMILTON





II

Christianity made its appearance in Scotland

at a very early period. Conjecture has it that

Simon Zelotes and also Paul preached the Gospel
in our land. About 96 a.d., during the persecu-

tion by Domitian, the last of the dread Caesars,

it seems probable that some of the disciples of

the apostle John fled to our island, and there

taught the religion of Jesus. About 203 a.d.,

King Donald I. and his queen upheld Christianity

against pagan idolatry. The invasion of the

Emperor Severus checked this upward movement,
and the idolatry of the Druids was established.

Those priests-of-the-oak-groves were in turn

expelled by King Cratilinth about the year 277

a.d. Christianity prevailed again until the per-

secution under Diocletian in the beginning of

the fourth century. Professing Christians were

driven from the south of Britain to Scotland,

and there received hospitably. King Cratilinth

built the church of Sodor (crcor^/), Saviour) in

Icolmkill for their accommodation and benefit.

Who the Culdees (Cultores Dei, worshippers of

God) were, who came now into such prominence
in the religious life of the country, it is difficult to
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state emphatically. Their monks, it must be

noted, were true Christian teachers and ministers.

After the death of Fincormac, the successor of

Cratilinth, the Culdees, in common with both

Church and State, passed through a troublous

time. The Picts rose against the Scots and

signally defeated them at Doon, in Carrick. The

Scots were driven to take refuge in Ireland and

the western isles of Denmark and Norway.
A reaction took place about the beginning of

the fifth century, and Fergus II. successfully won
back all the country out of which the Scots had been

expelled, and the Culdees came again into favour

and power.
To confute the heresies of Pelagius (a monk of

Rome), that had gained ground in Britain, Celes-

tine, the Bishop of Rome, sent thither Palladius.

Having succeeded in his mission, he was invited

by Eugenius II. to Scotland. He was successful

in this commission also, and not only checked

Pelagianism, but remodelled the government of

the Church. Thus in the year 450 a.d. was the

first bishop, or holy magistrate, of Rome intro-

duced into the Scottish Church. But it was not

until the eleventh century, during the reign of

Malcolm II., that diocesan bishops prevailed ;

and on the whole those first bishops of Rome
seem to have filled their offices in a helpful and

beneficent manner.

Columba, a native of Ireland and royally
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descended, now steps upon the scene. Having
had the advantage of instruction from Irish

ecclesiastics in whose country Christianity
flourished while Scotland sat in darkness and
after having travelled both in Europe and Asia,
"
the apostle of the Highlands

"
set out on his

famous missionary tour. In the year 563 a.d. he

sailed in a small wicker boat from his own shores,

accompanied by twelve associates, and landed at

Hi, or Iona, now called Icolmkill i.e. I Challum

Cille,
"
the isle of Colum of the Church "

or

Columkill after himself. Here was established his

missionary college ;
and from it sprang those of

Dunkeld, Abernethy, St. Andrews, Abercorn,
Govan, and many other religious institutions.

Kentigern (St. Mungo) and other pious men
flourished about the sixth and the beginning of

the seventh century. Oswald, a Northumbrian

king, is said to have employed them to instruct

his people. About this time also missionaries

were sent by the Church of Scotland to foreign

countries, particularly to France and Germany.
But a change now took place. Austin and his

disciples in England gradually worked Papacy
into power and prominence. Divisions and dis-

sensions ensued. In the end the wiles of Rome

prevailed, and the Convention of Estates held

at Forfar in the reign of Gregory gave Rome

supreme power in Church and State. Even future

kings were ordained to take an oath at their
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coronation to maintain the power and privileges
thus gained. In the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies pontifical pride and spiritual tyranny were

all-powerful. A weak attempt at protest and
resistance was made in the reign of Alexander III.

but unsuccessfully. The Pope had now sway
over the whole of Christendom. We find Pope
Boniface VIII. commanding King Edward to

cease fighting against the Scots, alleging at the

same time that
"
the sovereignty of Scotland

belonged to the Church."

A list of the orders of monks or friars existing
at this time in Scotland is sufficient to show how

completely the land was in the grasp of Papacy.

Among others there were Templars, Trinity Monks
of Aberdeen, Cistercian Monks ; Carmelite, Black,
and Grey Friars ; Carthusians, Dominicans,

Franciscans, Jacobins, and Benedictines.

It is a fact, however, as wonderful as it is glorious,

that, from the very first entry of the Romanists

into the spiritual life of the nation, there were

found men who possessed moral courage and

stability strong enough to stand up against the

growing errors and abuses. Even the Culdees

of the seventh century furnished champions for

the supreme authority of Christ. Joannes Scotus

in the eighth century used his powerful pen against
Romish impositions. In the ninth century a

Convention of Estates was held at Scone, which

gives an idea of the feeling of the country. The
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object of the Convention was the reformation of the

clergy,
"
their lives and conversation at that time

being a reproach to common decency and good

manners, not to say piety and religion." Even the

hero of Bannockburn entered the lists as a deter-

mined opponent of the usurping practices of Popes.
In the beginning of the fifteenth century the

Reformation from Papacy began to dawn. The

time was opportune for combating the heresy,

tyranny, and immorality of the clergy ;
and there

came as champions of the Faith, John Huss and

Jerome in Bohemia, John Wickliffe in England,
and John Resby (an Englishman) in Scotland,

the last named being condemned to the flames.

About 1417 Paul Craw, a Bohemian and Hussite,

for denying that the substance of bread and wine

was changed by virtue of any words, and that

auricular confession to priests, and praying to

departed saints, were proper, was gagged to

ensure silence and burnt at St. Andrews under

the jurisdiction of Henry Wardlaw, the founder

of the University.
In the West, the Lollards of Kyle, Carrick, and

Cunningham were summoned in 1494 by the first

Archbishop of Glasgow before King James IV.

and his council. But those worthies, George

Campbell of Cessnock, Adam Reid of Barskimming,
John Campbell of Newmills, Andrew Shaw of

Polkemmet, Lady Pokellie, and Lady Stair, bore

themselves so boldly and consistently before their
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judges that it was deemed advisable by the clerical

authorities to read them a lecture against new
forms of doctrines, and to order them to prove
themselves subservient to the Church in future.

At the commencement of the sixteenth century,
in spite of bright souls denying themselves now
and again for religious and political freedom,

Europe was at the feet of Rome. Popish tyranny
and superstition had as their watch-words ignor-

ance and degradation. The Bible was a closed

book
;

minds and consciences were deadened

and enslaved by the lavish display of temporal

pomp and power. To exercise the mind freely

and fearlessly on matters of faith and Gospel
truth was to court punishment and even death.

There is no despotism so bitter and unscrupulous
as that of religion ; and a long course of it had

stamped spiritual initiative and confidence out

of both men and nations. They had ceased to

combat the tyranny of their spiritual oppressors,

and as entirely had they yielded up the God-

given privilege of independent thought. With

the people religion was a nightmare ; with their

spiritual masters it was a trade in which to traffic

with the souls of men as mere merchandise.

Crowns and coronets were placed and displaced

by a word ; whole realms were laid waste and

people rendered desolate at the will of Popery.

By unscrupulous fraud and high-handed force

the upholders of this system of bigotry and tyranny
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strained every muscle to smother each speck of

light as it appeared, and to close every avenue by
which it was possible for enlightenment and truth

to come to the people. Their teaching was

pernicious, degrading, false, and devised for the

aggrandisement, luxury, and worldly glory of

the ecclesiastics. The worship of the one true

God was thrust into the background, and a host

of lesser divinities were to be worshipped as equally

worthy ; the virtue of the finished work of the

Cross was unscrupulously minimised, and the

sacrifice of the Mass was ordered as an efficacious

means of procuring remission of sins for the living

and the dead alike ; everlasting redemption was to

be got through the manipulation of rites and cere-

monies ; absolutions, pardons, and penances were

ordered as the staple spiritual fare, instead of trust

in God through the merits of a crucified Saviour.

M'Crie, in his
"
Life of Knox," says :

"
It is

difficult for us to conceive how empty, ridiculous,

and wretched those harangues were which the

monks delivered for sermons. Legendary tales

concerning the founder of some religious order,

his wonderful sanctity, the miracles which he

performed, his combats with the Devil, his watch-

ings, fastings, and flagellations ; the virtues of holy

water, chrism, crossing, and exorcism ; the horrors

of purgatory, and the numbers released from it by
the intercession of some powerful saint ; these,

with low jests, table-talk, and fireside scandal,
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formed the favourite topics of the preachers, and
were served up to the people instead of the pure,

salutary, and sublime doctrines of the Bible."

Consciences were bound by the doctrines and

commandments of the Schoolmen, who were the

lynx-eyed guardians of Romanism. But neither

the pompous parade of learning nor the unscrupu-
lous exercise of clerical tyranny could stem the

tide that was now beginning steadily, slowly, but

irresistibly to flow over Europe.
The youthful Luther, buried in the library of

the Augustinian monastery at Erfurt, had perused
the Sacred Page until the errors of the Romish
Church stood before his sight in all their falsity

and hideous mockery, and by faith he saw Christ

the Reconciler as the only and all-sufficient means

of grace and pardon. Looking around upon the

deadening and degrading teaching of Rome, he was

transformed from an obscure monk into a glorious

Reformer, who shot out such a ray of light from

the Thuringian forest as lighted up the world for

all time coming. Luther in Germany, Zwingli in

Switzerland, and Calvin in France, almost at the

same moment sent forth their lights, and did much
to dispel the gross darkness of centuries.

This glorious light penetrated to our own dear

land, falling upon many a receptive soul
; and so

a struggle was commenced which was destined

to extend through a period of over a century and

a half. Beginning with the martyrdom of Patrick
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Hamilton in 1528, the warfare continued, with only
a few short intervals of respite, till the death of

James Renwick in 1688. The Lutheran Reforma-

tion became the Scottish.

This Reformation of the sixteenth century
the most glorious revolution in the history of the

human race was a natural result of the decaying
Mediaeval Church. We have already noticed

that it had long been abandoned to corruption
and an inner death.

In ordinary fairness, however, it must be said

that it had served its day and generation, and done

much good work. The knowledge of religious

matters had been fostered in the land ; the rude

Celtic regime of living had given place to a higher
and more enlightened civilisation ; the evil and

deadening effects of the feudalism of the Anglo-
Normans had been in great measure cancelled ;

and not the least good that the Romanists effected

was to found parishes, universities, and other

equally elevating institutions.

That is no mean catalogue of virtues ; but when

they have been enumerated, all has been said that

can be said in the Church's favour. As regards true

worship and devotion it knew not the people in

the slightest degree. The masses were beyond
the pale of its thoughts ; it had no message for

them. There was no sympathy extended in time

of trouble, and no kindly interest in the everyday

struggle of life. When it spoke, the language used
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was unintelligible to the bulk of the people, while

the Bible was an unknown and forbidden book.

Such was the state of the country and the Church

when Patrick Hamilton came upon the scene.

He is usually looked upon as the proto-martyr
of the Scottish Reformation, but we have already
seen that martyrs' crowns had been won in Scot-

land before his day. In point of time and im-

portance, however, he may justly be regarded as

the first martyr of the Reformation.

Neither the date nor the place of his birth is

given exactly by any chronicler. He is supposed
to have been born about 1503-4, at Stonehouse in

Lanarkshire, or at Kincavel in Linhthgowshire.
He was the younger son of Sir Patrick Hamilton

of Kincavel and Stonehouse, and of Catherine

Stewart, daughter of Alexander, Duke of Albany,
second son of James II. His father was a natural

son of James, the first Lord Hamilton. He was

nephew to the Earl of Arran by his father, and to

the Duke of Albany by his mother ; so that the

noblest blood in the land ran in his veins.

Nothing is known of his boyhood and early

training ; but we may be sure that, surrounded as

he was by cultured and chivalrous relations and

connections, his early education was by no means

neglected.
His cousins, John and James Hamilton, were

raised to episcopal rank in the Reformed Church
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of Scotland, and several others of his relations

received high ecclesiastical promotion. Patrick

was marked out from his youth for similar high

preferment in the Church. Destined by his parents
for holy orders, his attention would be drawn to

Church matters, and his acute mind would note

with lively interest the display of ecclesiastical

greed and corruption going on all around, and

especially the unscrupulous scramble among the

dignitaries of the Church for the Primacy of St.

Andrews. Scandals of Church and Churchmen

were the common talk even of the masses, and it

is certain they would leave their due impression

upon the alert and receptive mind of young
Patrick. In his fourteenth year he was ap-

pointed to the Abbacy of Feme in Ross-shire, so

that he might be furnished with an income by
means of which he could prosecute his studies,

and maintain himself in comfort while so doing.
About the year 1517, Hamilton seems to have

gone to the University of Paris. Though Erasmus
had long before this date left the University, his

spirit and teaching still gave bias to its whole

inner life, and darkness and stagnation were con-

demned. The obscurants were in disfavour with the

young life of this seat of learning : on the other

hand, the innovations of Erasmus and Budaeus did

not suit the policy of the old Schoolmen.

The young Reformer came into contact with

another influence, stronger and more commanding
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than that of the cautious and scholarly Erasmus.

Luther was beginning to be a power in the land.

The doctors of the Sorbonne, after a year's ex-

amination of his writings, declared Martin Luther

a heretic, and then ordered that his books should

be publicly thrown into the flames. The burning
of his books only made his voice rise higher and

reach farther than before.

Hardly had the ashes been scattered to the

winds than
" A Defence of Martin Luther against

the Furibund Decree of the Parisian .Theolog-

asters
" came from the pen of the young Philip

Melancthon of Wittemberg. People wondered at

the audacity of the young scholar as much as

they admired his pithy and learned arguments.

But his book also was consigned to the flames,

and its printers and publishers cast into prison.

This must have had a most profound effect

upon the mind of Hamilton. The teaching of

Erasmus was indeed an ideal preparation for re-

ceiving the stronger and more emphatic con-

victions and drastic innovations of Luther. The

scholastic reformer of Rotterdam went no further

than to urge improvements in the discipline of

the existing Church ; he had not mettle enough for

more ;
but Luther aimed at the sweeping away

of the whole rotten fabric, and replacing it by a

Church founded upon grace and goodness.

Hamilton was in the very midst of this doctrinal

warfare, and had intimate knowledge both of the
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various doctrines set forth, and of their cham-

pions. A better schooling for the future preacher
and martyr could not easily be imagined.
He took his degree of Master of Arts at the

University of Paris about 1520. Alesius, his

disciple, and most devoted biographer, tells us

that he went from there to Louvaine. His object
in going thither must have been to avail himself of

the advantages of its linguistic pre-eminence, and

also, probably, with the hope of enjoying personal
contact with the famous founder of the new learning
Erasmus. The theology of Louvaine could not

possibly have any charms for him ; but, as in Paris,

he met many kindred souls, with whom he could

have most beneficial and sympathetic intercourse.

He returned to his native country about the end

of the year 1522, or the beginning of 1523, to find

his beloved mother a widow, the brave and high-
souled Sir Patrick having fallen a victim to the

family feuds of the Hamiltons and the Douglases.
After a brief stay with his relations in Linlith-

gow, he went to St. Andrews at that time the

centre of Scottish learning and culture, as also

the ecclesiastical headquarters of the nation

and joined himself to the University. Intellec-

tually and clerically St. Andrews would be for him
a most congenial place in which to sojourn. He
came for the second time under the influence of

the teaching of John Major, whom Archbishop
Beaton had brought from Paris to be Principal
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of Glasgow University, and, when he became

Primate, he took his old favourite to St. Andrews.

Major's teaching went beyond the old regime on

many points ;
but it stopped short of falling foul

of the heads of the Church. In all probability he

would come into close relationship also with

Alexander Alane (Alesius), George Buchanan, and

John Wedderburn.

The literary and intellectual revival in Europe
which marked the beginning of the sixteenth

century was felt also in Scotland. New books

and new ideas were reaching our shores from time

to time from the Continent, and were stirring the

national mind. The brightest Scottish scholars

were devoting themselves more and more to the

liberal arts. Many native poets also sprang into

prominence and fired the native mind, such as

Henryson, Kennedy, Douglas, and Dunbar. The

Church did much to foster this revival of learn-

ing ; and nowhere was the effect of it more felt

than at St. Andrews.

Hamilton's visit to Paris and Louvaine had

prepared his mind for the reception and the full

enjoyment of this new flood of intellectuality, and

had marked him out as a youth, as Buchanan

said,
"
of singular learning, as well as of the

highest talents."

He was well skilled in the art of sacred music

a study for proficiency in which the canons of

the Cathedral of St. Andrews seem to have been
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widely famed and Alesius tells us that he com-

posed
" what the musicians call a Mass, arranged

in parts for nine voices," and that he also acted

as conductor when it was sung in the Cathedral.

This shows that his mind, although alive to the

errors and abuses of the Church, was not yet so

bitter against Roman ritual as to exclude him
from the confidence of the Church dignitaries.

His convictions developed gradually. He came
home an Erasmian ; and now slowly and surely,

though sometimes almost unconsciously, he was

becoming a staunch adherent of Luther. Alesius

tells us that
"
such was his hatred to monkish

hypocrisy that he never assumed the monastic

habit." He was made Abbot of Feme when
fourteen years of age, but he never went into

residence with the monks of his own Abbacy. John

Frith, the English reformer, says that,
"
to testify

the truth he sought all means, and took upon him-

self priesthood that he might be admitted to

preach the Word of God." Although not yet at

open variance with the Church, he was assuredly

coming very near the light of evangelistic truth.

In 1525 the Bishops rang the alarm bells against
the advance of Lutheranism in Scotland. The

authority of the young King James V. a boy of

thirteen was procured for the passing of pro-

hibitory acts, which were published and proclaimed

throughout the land. The fury of the clerics

defeated their purpose. Luther had hitherto
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been known only to the learned ; now the common

people talked familiarly and freely of him, and the
"
heretic

" and his
" new opinions

"
were im-

mediately forced into prominence. The Reforma-

tion had set in.

Only strangers were included in the first act of

prohibition ; but the Pope caused a second to

follow which also included natives of the kingdom.
In 1526, while Archbishop Beaton was in

political disgrace and a fugitive, copies of the

New Testament of Tyndale's translation were

brought over from the markets of Flanders and

the Netherlands by traders from Leith, Dundee,

Montrose, Aberdeen, and St. Andrews ; and the

last mentioned place seems to have received a

large share of these consignments.
Erasmus had long before said,

"
Let us eagerly

read the Gospel ; but let us not only read but live

the Gospel." The influx of Testaments made it

easier than before to obey the former, and there

was a steadily growing desire among the people
to carry out to the best of their ability the latter

part of this injunction.

The animosities of factions and parties, the

scandalous scrambles for place and preferment

every now and again, the openly licentious lives

of the clergy, their gross ignorance and neglect of

duty, the teaching of Erasmus and others at Paris

and Louvaine, the writings of German and English

Reformers, and now the proclamation of the Church
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dignitaries, acting as a challenge to all free thought
and conscience, formed a sequence of arguments

against the decaying Church, so convincing and

commanding, that men were roused to indepen-
dence who had before been content with a timid

acquiescence.
Hamilton saw that compromise was impossible,

that the proposed reforms of Erasmus in the

discipline and government of the Church were

useless and vain, and that the radical cure of

Luther and Melancthon was the real and only one.

The tree was rotten to the core because of its dead

roots, and it must be torn from its place of vantage
once and for ever.

Hamilton now began openly to declare his

evangelical convictions, and to advocate the beliefs

that afterwards cost him his life. This soon came

to the ears of the Archbishop, and the young

preacher was at once put into a position of extreme

danger. Persecuted in one city he fled to another,

as Christ advised His disciples. His soul was not yet

ripe for martyrdom : his spirituality was not yet

strong enough to face the stifling horrors of the

stake.

Again he visited theContinent, and for six months

had close intimacy with the greatest and most
noble teachers of the reformed faith. Personal

contact with Luther and Melancthon increased

his Christian knowledge, confirmed his faith, and

set his soul aglow with ardour to stand up for the
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truth. The influence of Lambert, the head of

the new evangelical University of Marburg,
tended strongly in the same direction. Com-
munion with William Tyndale and John Frith

both destined for martyrdom now helped to

complete this spiritual growth ; and he resolved

to return to his native land, there to do his duty
to his God and his fellow-countrymen, and to

make amends for deserting, six months before, the

banner of his gentle Lord.

Burning to expound to his friends this full and
rich Gospel in which he now gloried, he immediately
set to work on arriving at Kincavel.

" The bright
beams of the true light," says Knox,

" which by
God's grace was planted in his heart, began most

abundantly to burst forth as well in public as in

secret."
" Wherever he came," says Spottiswood,

"
he spared not to lay open the corruptions of the

Roman Church, and to show the errors crept into

the Christian religion."
"
Patrick's Places," the only composition that

we have of his, and written originally in Latin,

is the earliest doctrinal dictum of the Scottish

Reformation. From this we learn the substance

of his preaching and also his method of teaching
and disputations.

" The little treatise," says

Frith, its translator,
"
teacheth exactly of certain

commonplaces, which known, ye have the pith of

all divinity." It deals with the fundamental differ-

ence between the law and the Gospel, faith and
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works, justification and holiness, the great and

vital points of doctrine round which the Reforma-

tion war was to be waged in the years to come.

His preaching, like Paul's, was clear and con-

vincing, and went to the root of things.
"

If

thou do evil," he says, "it is an argument that

thou art evil, and wantest faith ;
if thou do good,

it is an argument that thou art good, and hast

faith ; for a good tree beareth good fruit and an

evil tree evil fruit. Yet good fruit maketh not

the tree good, nor evil fruit the tree evil ; so that

man is good ere he do good deeds, and evil ere he

do evil deeds. All things that are done in faith

please God, and are good works ; and all that are

done without faith displease God, and are evil

works." This is sound doctrine ; and, familiar

and commonplace though it appears to us, yet it

was uncommon teaching in those days.

His gentle bearing, noble descent, and ripe

culture gained for him a ready hearing, and also

won for him the heart of a young lady of noble

faith, to whom he joined himself in marriage.

In this matter he had his master Luther as an

exemplar. Alesius says that he took this step

to show his hatred of the hypocrisy of the Roman
Church. So at least it must have been inter-

preted by the Church dignitaries.

But the Reformer's enemies were already on

the move against him. From St. Andrews to

Dunfermline was not a far cry, and the
" fama "
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of his doings soon reached the ears of Archbishop
Beaton. He looked upon Hamilton as a most

formidable heretic, not so much because of his

teaching, as for the fact that he had the power
of the noble Hamiltons at his back. The Primate

felt the case to be critical, and one to be approached
with the utmost caution. He had no desire to

fall foul of the relations of this young heretic,

through whose veins ran the most princely blood

of the land. Deep though his resentment was

against him, his persecuting instincts were effectu-

ally cloaked under the guise of friendship.
Patrick Hamilton was invited to St. Andrews to

a conference on Church matters ; and, although
he knew well how things were drifting, he accepted
the invitation. The meeting with Beaton and

his colleagues lasted several days. In accordance

with the game they were playing they pretended
to look favourably upon many of Hamilton's

points, and appeared to frankly recognise and

confess to many evils in the Church. The young
Reformer, perhaps because unsuspicious by
nature, was at times inclined to hope for good
results from this meeting ; but he did not fully

know the depths of their scheming. The plan
was to let him move about with all freedom,

and have every facility to teach and preach to

his heart's content, Beaton's intention being to

afford Hamilton time and opportunity enough to

work out his own condemnation before the eyes
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of all, so that the onus of what might follow would

then, he hoped, be removed from his shoulders.

In the schools, in private, and in his own apart-

ments, by exposition and disputation, the young
Reformer took full advantage of his liberties,

and preached the Gospel to friend and foe, to

anxious inquirer and treacherous informer, to

Alane, at first an honest antagonist, and to

Campbell, the dissembling hypocrite. He had a

prophetic conviction that his sojourn on earth

would be short, and so he was "
instant in season

and out of season." His influence in that brief

but intense time must have been very great indeed.

It was a month of steady Gospel preaching that

was to have far-reaching and lasting results.

It is commonly thought that Beaton, the

Archbishop, had no desire to resort to extreme

measures, and that he secretly hinted to Hamilton's

friends that they should persuade him to leave the

country again. But personal escape are words not

now to be found in the vocabulary of the Reformer.

Once he had turned his face from danger and his

back upon his misled countrymen ; but he had

returned to his native land
"
to confirm the minds

of the godly by his death as a martyr to the

truth ; and to turn his back now would be to lay
a stumbling-block in their path, and to cause

some of them to fall."

Matters moved in the end with relentless and
scandalous speed. Powerful kinsmen were of no
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avail. A judicial examination was hurried forward.

His ardent spirit longed for this opportunity of

asserting the simple truths of scripture, and re-

futing established errors openly and formally in

presence of the august doctors of the Church.

He was questioned concerning thirteen articles

of doctrine. Seven of them he offered at once to

set his hand to, as undoubtedly true ; the others

he considered disputable, but, as far as his light

enabled him to judge, he inclined to subscribe to

them. Among the latter were :

That remission of sin is not purchased by any
actual penance ;

That auricular confession is not necessary to

salvation ;

That there is no purgatory ;

That the Pope is Antichrist, and that every

priest hath as much power as the Pope.
He affirmed also that it was not lawful to worship

images or to pray to the saints.

Within a few days the theologians gave their

verdict, to the effect that the articles were heretical

and contrary to the faith of the Church.

After nightfall the captain of the castle of St.

Andrews apprehended him. On the last day of

February 1527, an imposing array of the highest

dignitaries of the Church bishops, abbots, priors,

and doctors were assembled in the cathedral

for the last act of this heartless tragedy. The

peace-loving and gentle Hamilton was conducted
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from the castle prison to the cathedral under a

strong guard of horsemen, the enemy making
sure that no escape was possible.

Now the farce began. He was brought face to

face with his accusers and their long list of

doctrinal charges ; but the spirit of Patrick

Hamilton did not quail. He stood up manfully
for the teaching of Christ, exposed their hollow

charges, and denounced their own false doctrines

and practices. Nothing was kept back that his

heart prompted him to say. He maintained the

whole truth as revealed in Christ Jesus.
"
Heretic

"

was shouted at him, but his reply was
"
Brother !

"

even to the dastardly Campbell !

There was never a vestige of room for doubt

as to the nature of the sentence. His own words

had condemned him. The Primate, with the

unanimous consent of his colleagues, pronounced
his doom with solemn pomp and ceremony. No
doubt to give dignity and weight to the list of

subscribers, the Earl of Cassilis, a child of thirteen

years of age, was made to add his name to the

signatories of the sentence.

In hot haste the secular power carried out the

wishes of the spiritual. A few hours after the

formal recital of the sentence, executioners were

preparing the stake.

The martyr was ready. With stedfast step he

walked to the place of execution before the gates

of St. Salvador College. In his right hand he
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carried a copy of the Evangelist his precious
"
vade mecum." When he came to the fatal

spot he engaged in silent prayer, no doubt for

strength to endure his martyrdom nobly. Ap-

proaching the stake, he handed over his scriptures
to a companion ; next he gave his cap and cloak

to his attendant, saying,
" These will not profit

in the fire ; they will profit thee. After this,

of me thou canst receive no commodity, except
the example of my death, which I pray thee bear

in mind. For albeit it is bitter to the flesh, and

fearful before man, yet it is the entrance to eternal

life, which none shall possess that denies Christ

Jesus before this wicked generation !

"

He was importuned to recant and live.
" As

to my confession," he said,
"
I will not deny it

for the awe of your fire, for my confession and

belief is in Christ Jesus."

The executioners bound him to the stake by
an iron chain passed round the middle. The

martyr prayed to God to be merciful to his perse-

cutors, to be kept stedfast in suffering, to accept
his offering, and receive his soul. The fire was

now laid to the pile and exploded some powder
that was placed among the faggots, presumably
to help on the work of destruction. The left

hand and cheek of the martyr were scorched by
the explosion. The wood used seemed not to

have been sufficiently dry, and a fierce storm was

blowing up North Street. Three times the attempt
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was made to kindle the faggots. "Have you
no dry wood ? Have you no more gunpowder ?

"

the sufferer asked of his remorseless executioners.

While fresh material was brought from the castle,

Alesius tells us, he addressed the bystanders ;

and to one who kept bidding him cry
"
Salve

Regina," he said,
" You are late with your advice,

when you see me on the point of being consumed

in the flames. If I had chosen to recant I need

not have been here. But I pray you come forward

and testify the truth of your religion by putting

your little finger into this fire in which I am burn-

ing with my whole body." Campbell was not

backward in his molestations even here
; but the

sufferer turned upon him, and challenged him to

appear with him before the Judgment Seat of

Christ.

The fire was rekindled. The martyr com-

mended his dear mother into the hands of friends.

When nearly burned through the middle by the

red-hot chain, one of the crowd shouted that he

might make a sign if he were still constant in faith.

Three fingers of a half-consumed hand were raised,

and held steadily there until the noble heart

ceased to beat. The last words heard were,
" How long, Lord, shall darkness overwhelm this

kingdom ? How long wilt Thou suffer this

tyranny of men ? Lord Jesus, receive my spirit."

Alesius, his devoted friend and disciple, and him-

self a grief-stricken eye-witness of the ferocious
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tragedy, has preserved for us the heart-rending
details of those six hours of terrible torture ;

"
but during all the time," says that biographer,

"
the martyr never gave one sign of impatience

or anger, nor ever called to Heaven for vengeance

upon his persecutors ; so great was his faith, so

strong his confidence in God."

Thus fearlessly and gloriously did Patrick

Hamilton win a martyr's crown at the age of

twenty-four. Few were the active years of his

ministry, but the testimony of his death was

more convincing to the world than long years
of vigorous preaching. Son of a noble house,

lovable and gentle in his manner, trained in all

mental accomplishments by the elite of the

scholarship of Europe, led by the hand of God
from grace to grace, from conviction to convic-

tion, from strength to strength, until the ripe

evangelist stood forth, he came upon the theo-

logical platform of his native country at the

psychological moment, and alike by his life and
death produced a profound sensation, and set

men thinking as nothing had ever done before.

Lofty station, bright prospects of preferment,
and splendid intellectual gifts had been sacrificed

on the altar of humanity, with a success that was

to be felt through all the ages to follow. The
mortal body was reduced to ashes in six hours,

but the spirit of the martyr lives and teaches to

this day.
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It is often difficult in life to distinguish between

success and failure, and many a time our reckon-

ings are much beside the mark. Sometimes a

person is commiserated who needs no pity ; and

sometimes also the applause of the world is gained
when hisses would be nearer the true record. In

the main we are short-sighted in calculating the

success or failure of ourselves or our fellows ;

and it takes years of experience and of the

teaching of facts before we can fully recognise
that what we looked upon as enviable success

was miserable failure, and what we estimated

as defeat and disaster was in reality glorious

victory.

The foiled and discomfited ones who have ended

their years of unselfishness, faith, and noble en-

deavour amid the sorrow and gloom of abortive

toil, have been seen afterwards to shine and glow,
and to be crowned with the garland of fame.

The betrayed and butchered patriot, the baffled

and worn-out explorer, the maligned and derided

investigator, the misjudged and persecuted pioneer
and missionary, and the whole noble army of

devoted souls who, having scorned ignoble ease,
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were rewarded during life with the payment in

full of disappointment and malevolence, are now
seen to be bright vignettes adorning the pages
of the world's history. The Florentine monk
Savonarola practically failed when his body was

reduced to ashes in the great Piazza. There was
no triumph visible on that fatal May morning ;

but we are convinced to-day that his life of devo-

tion and heroic endeavour was a splendid success.

In the Colosseum at Rome one hundred thousand

of the sons and daughters of the Mistress of the

World assembled to feast their eyes upon the

sight of the hated Christians struggling for

their lives with wild beasts in the amphitheatre.
There were all the circumstances of ignominy and

failure in thus being wantonly sacrificed to make
a Roman rabble cheer ; yet we know that Ter-

tullian spoke truth when he said that
"
the blood

of the martyrs is the seed of the Church"

(" Apologeticus," c. 50).

During the three centuries of the existence of

the Inquisitorial system that revolting store-

house of horrors ! it is computed that about

32,000 people were burnt at the stake, over

17,500 in effigy,while about 291,500 were sub-

jected to other inhuman forms of torture. But

even in its zenith of power, when it ruled the

countries through the agency of terror and pain,

there was not awanting evidence of its impotence
to stem the tide of Reformation that was swelled
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and strengthened by the blood of every single

victim. This diabolical tribunal might have

recourse to forced confessions, to a heartless

system of spying, to secret prison-houses, to the

most excruciating tortures that the mind of fana-

tical clerics could invent, to humiliating foolery

and mockery, ending in the martyr's "shirt of

fire
"

; and yet, despite their worst and most

fiendish acts, there were still found souls who
were ready

"
the threats of pain and ruin to

despise," and to lay down their lives for an im-

mortal principle the mediatory supremacy of

Christ as their Head and King.
The murderers of Patrick Hamilton sought in

vain to stifle this spirit of Reformation. The mild-

ness, patience, and uniform courtesy of the nobly-
born martyr were mill-stones about the necks of

his bigoted persecutors. From admiration of his

heroism, the mind of the people progressed to

inquiry, and from inquiry to conviction. The

principle became more firmly established in the

heart of the nation, that it is not just in a ruler

or rulers to visit with the punishment of a crime

a person whose sole offence consists in differing

from his brethren on points of spiritual belief. It

was a struggle from freedom of conscience, and,

to quote the well-known saying of John Lindsay,
servant to Archbishop Beaton,

"
the reek of

Patrick Hamilton infected all on whom it did

blow."
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Byron says in
"
Marino Faliero

"

"
They never fail who die

In a great cause : their gore may soak the block,

Their heads may sodden in the sun, their limbs

Be strung to city gates and castle walls

But still their spirit walks abroad. Though years

Elapse, and others share as dark a doom,

They but augment the deep and sweeping thoughts
Which overpower all others, and conduct

The world at last to Freedom."

Prominent in the vanguard of the noble army
of Scottish martyrs stands George Wishart. He
was probably born about the year 1513 ; but the

date is uncertain, and 1516 is also mentioned as

the probable year of his birth. His father was

James Wishart of Pittarrow, in the county of

Forfarshire or Mearns, Clerk of Justiciary and

King's Advocate ; his mother James Wishart's

second wife was a daughter of Learmont of

Balconie, and was descended from the house of

Learmont of Earlston, in the county of Berwick.

He was an only son, and was left fatherless

when about twelve years of age. As in the case

of Hamilton, he would be indebted for his early

training and education to his mother and influential

relations.

George Wishart chose the Church as his pro-

fession. Many of his relations occupied high
clerical rank, and, taking into account the close

and friendly connection of his family with David
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Beaton, Abbot of Arbroath and the future

Cardinal, his prospects of preferment were very

bright.

He seems to have been an exceptionally pro-

ficient Greek scholar a most rare accomplish
ment in those days. It is not clear whether he

acquired that branch of his education at King's

College, Aberdeen then the only seat of learning

that professed to teach Greek or from the learned

Frenchman whom John Erskine of Duns had

established in a school for the Greek language at

Montrose in 1534.

As was the custom among families of any note

in those days, young Wishart was sent, probably

by his maternal uncle, to Germany and France.

While there he imbibed the teaching of Luther,

and warmly espoused the reformed faith.

On the retirement of the first Rector, when
Wishart returned from the Continent, he took up
duties as superintendent of the Montrose School

of Greek. Having imported copies of the Greek

Testament, he distributed them among his pupils.

Such doings could not long escape the notice of

the clerical watch-dogs. To teach from the Greek

Testament was looked upon as most heretical, and

deserving of the direst punishment the Church

could decree and secular power carry out. He
was summoned to appear before John Hepburn,

Bishop of Brechin, and to answer to this charge
of heresy.
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Wishart saw that his situation was one of

extreme danger, and so, like many of that time,
he sought safety in flight to England. He knew
full well that those who had not stopped short

of the death of a scion of the powerful house
of Hamilton would not scruple at extreme
measures towards the representative of a less

important family.
From the time of Hamilton's martyrdom till

now, Papal tyranny had thriven by fire and

faggot without stint and without control
;

so

there was wisdom in flight at this stage of his

short career.

He proceeded to Cambridge and entered as a
student of Bennet or Corpus Christi College.
Driven from home by his would-be destroyers, he

was, through the working of
"
that Divinity that

shapes our ends," enabled to join himself to quite
a number of kindred spirits and devoted re-

formers, such as Dr. Barnes, Coverdale, Bilner,

Latimer, Ridley, and Cranmer.

Latimer, Bishop of Worcester, had got into

trouble at Bristol for preaching against purgatory
and the invocation of saints. When Cranmer
became Primate, matters were considered favour-

able for the reformers, and Wishart proceeded to

Bristol to strengthen the hands of Latimer. But
the enemy was as alert as ever, and on his first

attempt he was arrested. Latimer, his patron,

coming under the regime of
" The Bloody Act of
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the Six Articles," was imprisoned and deprived of

his bishopric. The inquisitorial wave that set

in at the present time also engulfed Latimer's

Reader. Archbishop Cranmer, unable to protect

Wishart, advised him to retract. Yielding to

Cranmer's persuasion, he recanted, and was sen-

tenced to bear the faggot in St. Nicholas Church

on Sunday, 13th July, and in Christ Church of

the same city of Bristol on the following Sunday.
The charge preferred against Wishart, that of

denying Christ's supreme redemptive power, is

open to very grave suspicion. It is not at all

probable that Latimer would countenance or

sanction the preaching of such a doctrine ; and
Wishart himself, in his translation of the Helvetian

Confession, refutes Socianism in no uncertain

voice. Perhaps he did at this time entertain

such an idea, but it is highly improbable, and the

record of it may quite conceivably be due to a

clerical error. That the Virgin Mary had no

redemptive power, and that Christ was All-in-all,

were at all times doctrines more akin to his mind
and heart.

Having paid the penalty, and saved his body
by burning the faggot, he now proceeded to

Germany, and probably to Switzerland.

In 1542 he returned to Cambridge and became
a tutor.

Foxe, the martyrologist, has preserved for us a

description and estimate of him by his loving
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and devoted pupil Emery Taylor. He says," He was a man of a tall stature, black-haired,

long-bearded, of a graceful personage, eloquent,

courteous, ready to teach, and desirous to learn.

. . . He frequently gave away several parts of

his apparel to the poor, some weekly,some monthly,
some quarterly. ... He was a man modest,

temperate, fearing God, hating covetousness : for

his charity had never end, night, noon, or day.
... If I should declare his love to me, and to all

men, his charity to the poor, in giving, relieving,

caring, helping, providing, yea, infinitely studying
how to do good unto all and hurt to none, I should

sooner want words than just cause to commend
him."

In 1543 (or '44), Wishart returned to Scotland

in the company of the Commissioners who had been

sent to the English court to treat with Henry VIII.

For the time matters had taken a turn favourable

to the reformed faith
; but it proved only a

passing glimmer. No sooner was Wishart once

more settled in Scotland than his circumstances

became as perilous as ever.

In the rural retreat of Pittarrow, in the parish
of Fordoun, he remained till the spring of 1545,

studying theology, and, presumably, cultivating
the art of fresco-painting. Knox tells us that he
"
excelled in all human science."

But his spirit was chafing under this enforced

and prolonged seclusion, and he longed to preach
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and teach those truths that had become so dear

to his own heart. Being a licensed reader, he rented

a house in Montrose, and there read and expounded
the scriptures to all who chose to come to him.

His real ministry had begun.
Next he moved to Dundee, the scene of his

former scholastic labours, and launched forth as

a preacher of the Word of Life. He chose the

Epistle to the Romans as the subject of his public

prelections. The fame of his discourses spread
far and near. Churchmen were fully alive to the

disastrous effects of such teaching upon their

time-honoured system of ignorance and super-

stition. Cardinal Beaton, like a sleuth-hound,

was soon at his heels. He managed to secure a

Dundee magistrate, Robert Mill by name, an

apostate from the reformed faith, as a willing tool.

Mill handed a proclamation to Wishart as he

conducted service, ordering him in the Queen's
name and the Governor's to desist from preaching,
to leave the town, and to trouble them no more.

The preacher protested before the people that his

whole wish was for their comfort ; but he must
do his duty to them, and to God. Knox tells

us that he concluded his sorrowful remarks thus :

" When I am gone, God will send you messengers
who will not be afraid either of burning or banish-

ment. I have offered you the Word of Salvation,

and with the hazard of my life I have remained

among you. Now ye yourselves refuse me, and
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therefore must I leave my innocence to be declared

by God. If it be long prosperous with you, I am
not led by the Spirit of Truth ; but if unlooked-for

trouble apprehend you, acknowledge the cause

and turn to God, for He is merciful."

In fulfilment of a promise to the Earl of

Glencairn, he at once proceeded to Ayrshire.

Archbishop Dunbar, of the See of Glasgow,
warned of his intentions, forcibly took possession
of the parish church of Ayr ; and Wishart pled
with his adherents to use no violence. He preached
a powerful sermon at the Market Cross, while the

Archbishop in the parish pulpit floundered

through an attempt at sermonising for which

he was conspicuously incapable to a gathering
of

"
underlings and parasites."

Wishart preached for some time in Galston.

Invited to preach at Mauchline, his ministrations

were resisted, and, by order of the sheriff of the

county, a civic guard was stationed at the church

door. His friends would have placed him in the

pulpit by force, but he said to Campbell of

Kinzeancleaugh,
"
Brother, Christ Jesus is as

potent in the fields as in the kirk. He himself

oftener preached on the mountain, in the desert,

and at the seaside than in the temple. God sends

by me the Word of Peace, and the blood of no man
must be shed this day for the preaching of it."

They proceeded to the edge of a moor on the south-

west of the parish, and from a ditch-dyke, for three
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hours, he preached a soul-stirring sermon to a vast

and eager gathering.
After a month of such good work in Kyle, an

urgent entreaty came to him from his old friends

in Dundee. It seemed as if the prophetic words

attributed to him by Knox had received fulfilment

four days after his departure. A terrible epidemic
had broken out, and was raging with appalling

force, carrying off vast numbers daily.

He had still a warm corner in his heart for

Dundee ; and so, taking leave of his sorrowing

Ayrshire friends, he immediately set out to the
"
comfort

"
of those who had formerly received

his services so callously. He had hopes that now
the love of God in them would prove stronger
than the fear of man. Only a month before,

though risking his life every day for their sakes,

he had been forced to quit their town in despon-

dency ; but now that they had sent out a cry for

help, the humanity and love in his great heart

bore down all grudge and resentment, and he felt

impelled to go to them, and, like a true disciple

of the Master, to return good for evil.

It must have been a scene as impressive as it

was unique when Wishart took his stand on the

archway of the East or Cowgate Port, with the sick

and suspected without the walls on the one hand,
and those free from infection on the other hand
and within the walls. Taking for his text Ps.

cvii. 20
" He sent His word and healed them "
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he preached to the dejected people the Gospel
that can alone relieve distress of both body and
mind. It is no wonder that a deep impression
was made, not only upon the hearers, but upon
the whole community.

Like a true pastor he did not stop at preaching,
but fearlessly visited the lazar-houses, exposing
himself to the fiercest ravages of the disease, so

that he might bring succour to the poor and

needy, as well as minister with kindly care to the

sick and dying. Such devotion to duty and good-
ness is beyond praise.

All this took place within a few miles of St.

Andrews and the haunts of his avowed and bitter

foes ; so it was no wonder that means were again
set on foot to compass his destruction. This

time the attempt upon his life was more treacher-

ous and dastardly than ever. He was to be dis-

patched by the whinger of a hireling priest, named
John Wightman. Descending the pulpit, with

most marvellous intuition he suspected danger, and
seized the dagger-hand of the skulking and would-

be assassin before it could be uplifted for the

fatal stroke. The crowd would have vented its

resentment in summary vengeance upon the

cringing culprit, but Wishart shielded him with

his arms, saying,
" He who touches him will

trouble me."

Such a lesson in Christian forbearance and

forgiving charity could not but have a profound
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effect upon the people, not only in heightening
their respect and love for the Reformer, but also

in causing minds to revolt from a governing body
that could stoop to such contemptible treachery
for working out its ends.

The enemy now attempted to get rid of the

evangelist by stratagem. At Montrose a letter

was handed to him by a messenger purporting
to be from his friend Kinnear of Kinnear, in Fife,

who was stated to be lying dangerously ill, and

wished to see him. Ever full of solicitude and

loving care, he immediately set out upon a horse

provided for that purpose. Once again an over-

ruling Providence shielded him from danger and

death. Outside the town he suddenly stopped,

saying to his companions,
"
I am forbidden by

God to go this journey." He rightly suspected
that treachery was afoot, and that he had been

sent on a bogus errand. Some of his attendants,

riding forward, saw an ambuscade of sixty horse-

men lurking in a place of vantage, ready to pounce

upon him. Once more "
the snare of the fowler

"

had been set in vain. His enemies were exasper-
ated beyond measure ; his friends were racked

with anxiety for his safety ; he alone, although

having a clear presentiment of his quickly ap-

proaching doom, was calm and unmoved.
The Reformer now proceeded to Edinburgh

in order that he might appear before a convention

of the clergy in defence of the doctrines he taught.
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Taking a last leave of his friends in Montrose,
he travelled by way of Dundee, Invergowrie,

Perth, Kinross, Kinghorn, and Leith. He was

advised to remain in concealment until his western

friends arrived in Edinburgh, but his spirit chafed

at inactivity.
"
Wherein do I differ from one

dead," he said,
"
except that I eat and drink ?

Hitherto God has accepted my labour for the

instruction of the ignorant and the exposure of

error. Now I lurk in secret as one who is ashamed."

His friends gave way to his strong entreaties, and

he preached at Leith on the Parable of the Sower.

So fervently and boldly did he hold forth the

simple Gospel truths to the discomfiture of the

soul-destroying dogmas of the established Church,

that his friends quaked more than ever for his

personal safety.

At this time he was introduced to three deter-

mined opponents of the Church of Rome, namely,
Alexander Crichton of Brunstone, John Cochrane

of Ormiston, and Hugh Douglas of Longniddry.
The Governor and Cardinal being now in Edin-

burgh, the Reformer was taken for safety to the

mansion-house of Longniddry, situated about four

miles from Tranent. Here he met John Knox,who,

having renounced his priestly office at Haddington,
now acted as tutor to the two sons of the house.

Knox at once became a devoted disciple, and ac-

companied Wishart from place to place, armed

with a two-handed sword, which he carried before
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his master for his defence a custom kept up from

the time of Wightman's attempt upon his life.

Under the protection of the lairds of Brunstone,

Ormiston, and Longniddry, he next preached
at Inveresk, where he denounced two grey friars,

who had come from the neighbouring chapel of

Loretto, near Musselburgh, to dissuade the people
from listening to him. On the next two Sabbaths

he preached at Tranent.

He made frequent references at this time to

the near approach of his end. After this he pro-

ceeded, accompanied by his faithful henchman

Knox, to Haddington. On the first day his con-

gregation was a large one ; but fear of the Earl of

Bothwell caused only a few to turn out to hear

him on the second day. News reaching him at

this time that his friends Lords Cassilis and Glen-

cairn could not meet him at Edinburgh as promised,
he yielded for a moment to despondency and

dejection. He said to Knox that he was "
weary

of life, since men were weary of God."

The notable sermon delivered on the second day at

Haddington was his last pulpit utterance. He took

leave of Knox who would gladly have gone with

him with the significant words,
" One is sufficient

for a sacrifice." The Reformers never met again.
So eager was the Cardinal to put a stop to the

career of this bright servant of God, that, to make
"assurance double sure," he accompanied the

Earl of Bothwell to Elphinstone Castle, about two
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miles from Ormiston. About midnight the house

of Ormiston was beset by BothwelTs troops.

Knowing that resistance was in vain, and being

promised, on the Earl's word of honour, that the

prisoner's safety would be ensured, the gates were

thrown open, and Wishart became a captive,

with "
God's will be done

"
upon his lips.

The fair promises of Bothwell were only made
to be broken. His prisoner was delivered up to

the Governor, and in a few days the Cardinal,

thirsting more than ever for his blood, found

ways and means of coercing the Governor into

handing him over into his power.
With Wishart safely imprisoned in the loathsome

Sea-Tower at St. Andrews, despite the loud com-

plaints of the people and the remonstrances of the

Regent, the Cardinal, with startling speed, had his

victim tried for heresy. Archbishop Dunbar and

the Cardinal for a time became to all appearance
bosom friends, so that they might jointly work the

destruction of this formidable antagonist.

Wishart was served with a summons to appear
before the Cardinal, the Bishops, and superior

clergy in the abbey church on the last day of

February 1546. The Cardinal appeared at the

place of judgment in pomp and impressive

grandeur, accompanied by a train of armed men.

The captain of the castle was ordered to fetch the

man of peace from the prison, which he did in war-

like fashion, assisted by one hundred soldiers, as if
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hauling to justice a desperado, or the ringleader
of a formidable rebellion.

As they entered the Abbey Church door, he

noticed an infirm beggar, to whom, with char-

acteristic thoughtfulness and kindness of heart,

he threw his purse. His ruling passion, that of

continually doing good, was uppermost even under

such direful circumstances.

The court was opened by a discourse from John

Winram, the Sub-Prior of the Abbey, who spoke

upon heresy from Matthew xiii. It was a clever

and highly ambiguous utterance, applicable as

much to the clergy as to the prisoner at the bar.

When the harangue was over, Wishart took his

place in the pulpit, there to answer the accusations

put forward against him by John Lauder, who
did so with scandalous coarseness and virulence.

The fanatical fury of this priest whom they had
set up as his formal accuser was strikingly at

variance with the uniform mildness and composure
of their victim. Accusation after accusation was

hurled against him with bewildering rapidity, the

whole interspersed with such epithets as
"
False

heretic, renegade, traitor, and thief !

" The furious

zeal of this wretch ran so high against the accused,

it is said, that in his rage he foamed at the mouth.

The eighteen articles of indictment included
" disobedience to the Governor's authority ; teach-

ing that man had no free-will ; contemning fasting

(all of which charges he absolutely refuted);
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denying that there are seven sacraments; that

auricular confession, extreme unction, and the

sacrament of the altar, so called, are sacraments ;

that we should pray to saints ; saying that it was

necessary for every man to know and understand

his baptism; that the Pope had no more power
than another man ; that it is as lawful to eat flesh

upon Friday as upon Sunday; that there is no

purgatory; that it is in vain to build costly

churches to the honour of God ;
also condemning

conjuration, the vows of single life, the cursings

of the Holy Church, etc."

Wishart, in reply, modestly affirmed
"
Many

horrible sayings ye have spoken this day, which

not only to teach, but even to think, I hold in

abomination. . . . Since the time I came into this

realm I taught nothing but the Ten Command-

ments, the Twelve Articles of the Faith, and the

Lord's Prayer. In Dundee I expounded St Paul's

Epistle to the Romans."

But his judges would have neither explanation
nor defence. With one consent, as of old, they
cried out against the servant of the Lord, and

stopped his mouth. He appealed from the Cardinal

to the Governor, as being a more impartial judge ;

but they only heaped fresh abuse upon him, and

cried him down with more inhuman vehemence.

Three times he knelt down and prayed before this

array of bitter foes
; but piety, innocence, humility,

courtesy, and reason were alike in vain to con-
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vince such a tribunal. They were assembled to

condemn, not to judge, and after dismissing the

common people they pronounced their judgment

definitive, condemning him to be burned next

day as a heretic.

The mock trial was ended. No mercy had been

shown ;
but he had hoped for none. With sted-

fastness and composure worthy of a Stephen he

knelt before his accusers, and prayed that God
would deliver His people from the hands of their

oppressors.
A night of prayer preceded the eventful day.

A stake was erected in front of the principal

entrance to the castle, and the blood-thirsty

Cardinal had all the guns focussed on the stake,

and the gunners ready at their posts, so that there

could be no possible escape for his victim. Two
executioners came, robed him in a black linen

coat, fastened bags of gunpowder about him, put
a rope round his neck and a chain about his waist,

bound his hands behind his back, and so he was

led forth to the place of execution. The portion of

the castle opposite the stake was hung with tapestry,

and the windows and balconies that commanded a

view of the last scene in this infamous tragedy were

laid with cushions, on which reclined the Cardinal,

Archbishop Dunbar, and their satellites. This was

the very luxury of inhuman butchery, and a dis-

play of heartlessness fit for the days of Nero.

At the stake the martvr knelt and exclaimed
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aloud,
"
Saviour of the world have mercy upon

me. Heavenly Father, into Thy hands I commend

my spirit." To the multitude he said,
" For the

Gospel which was given me by the grace of God
I suffer this day with a glad heart. Behold and

consider my visage ; ye shall not see me change

my colour. I fear not this fire, and I pray that

you may not fear them that slay the body, but

have no power to slay the soul." Having prayed
for his accusers and all who had wronged him

through ignorance or malice, having given a

forgiving kiss to the executioner, and once more

commended his spirit to his Heavenly Father,

the fire was applied to the pile, the bags of powder
attached to his body exploded, the executioner

pulled the rope tight about his neck, and the

sorely tried but dauntless spirit entered into its

eternal rest and reward.

On the sea-shore at St. Andrews a monument

may be seen bearing the following inscription :

IN MEMORY
OF

THE MARTYRS

PATRICK HAMILTON, HENRY FORREST,
GEORGE WISHART, and WALTER MILLS

WHO

In support of our Protestant Faith

Suffered Death by Fire at St. Andrews

Between the Years

MDXXVIII and MDLVIII
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Thus died George Wishart, a man as remark-

able for innocence of life and purity of faith as

his persecutors were for debauchery, licentious-

ness, and degrading dogmas as remarkable for

unceasing deeds of kindness and love to all men
as his enemies were for clerical tyranny and

barbarous cruelty as remarkable for an acute

and ever-active spirit of forgiveness alike to friend

and foe as his murderers were for spiteful perse-

cution and revengeful malice and, in himself, as

remarkable for Christian humility as for scholarly

attainments, and for his short and epoch-making
life as for his glorious death.

And what can we say in favour of a system of

religious government that finds such deeds of shame

and horror necessary to its existence ? Surely
there can be but a small atom of presumption in

the belief that God's smile and blessing cannot

possibly be with it. But there are still would-be

strong-minded people who sneer at those early

martyrs as fanatical zealots and narrow-minded

bigots who unwisely goaded the governing body
to persecution, coerced it into deeds of cruelty for

the purpose of gaining personal notoriety, and

deliberately and ostentatiously pitted their own

opinions against established government, secular

and sacred.

There are always with us minds that can generate
such thoughts, and tongues that can give them
utterance. But never were such detractions from
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Christian character more false and uncalled-for

than in the cases of Patrick Hamilton, the proto-

martyr of the Scottish Reformation, and his noble

successor George Wishart.

The key-note of their lives was humility ; their

daily work was one of loving self-sacrifice ; they

might have mingled on terms of equality with the

world's great ones, but they abandoned family

prestige and certain preferment, so that they might
serve their fellowmen in meekness, and even

amid difficulties and dangers ; they sought neither

fame nor earthly reward, but devoted every fibre

of their being to raise their fellows from the

darkness of ignorance and error into the glorious

and free Gospel-light that shines for every man.
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IV

From the barbarous tyranny of Rome and her

Popes to that emanating from London and the

Stuarts is a long distance when we take into

account the intensity of the times, and the number
and momentous character of the deeds that were

enacted in the interval. They were, however,

only successive stages on the one road that which

led to absolute freedom, civil and religious. The
actual number of years occupied in performing
this journey was, perhaps, considering its great

results, astonishingly small ; but the wayside,
all along the line, was dotted with numerous
red patches that marked the spot where a Hamilton,
a Wishart, a Guthrie, an Argyle, a Cameron, or a

Renwick, had ceased to strive forward, handed
on the torch to another, and finished his course.

Such crimson blotches on the highway of freedom

pointed out the places where overwhelming perils
had formerly lurked for the traveller, but which
are now havens of refuge and rest along the river

of life, while the sacrificed bodies of those devoted

pilgrims are as stepping-stones across the some-

times swollen and turbulent waters, and their

testimonies as safe and solid bridges that ensure

progress and security to the wayfarer of to-day.
73
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The all-potent sway of Rome had gradually

given way, and the blood of her victims had been

the active agent in bringing about her downfall.

She was no longer to be omnipotent, and hence-

forth powerful only in fitful fashion. Though the

regal Defenders of the Faith were not always
devoted and valiant soldiers of Christ, yet they

fought against the usurpation by the Vatican of

supreme authority in Church and State : some

of them were professed Romanists, and their

terms of power were sad times for the Reformers.

But the progress of the evangelical movement
overcame all difficulties. The blood of the martyrs,

enriching the soil sown with precious seed by the

Culdees of old, yielded a plentiful harvest of

Reformation. It took only a small fraction of a

day to reduce Patrick Hamilton's body to ashes,

but in that short time the Scottish Reformation

had dawned. Wishart was followed by his greater

disciple Knox, who fixed the standard of the

Reformation so deep into the soil of his native

land that neither despotic royalty, tyrannical

laws, nor clerical craft could afterwards uproot
it from its firm foundations.

Hierarchic pride and feudal oppression had now

succumbed. Popery had been superseded by

Prelacy. Episcopacy was set up. In opposition

to it the National Covenant was signed by the

noblemen, barons, gentlemen, burgesses, ministers,

and commons of Scotland. When Spottiswood,
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Archbishop of St. Andrews, heard of the doings at

Greyfriars, Edinburgh, he exclaimed in despair,
" Now all we have been doing these thirty years

bypast is at once thrown down."

For the next twenty years peace reigned in

the Church, because civil war raged throughout
the land. Now the head of Charles I. rolled

from its trunk as
"
the head of a traitor." Then

the Commonwealth of Cromwell occupied the

national stage, to be followed by that fatal 29th

of May 1660, when a too fond and foolish nation

brought back the perfidious Stuarts, and Prelacy
was once more established in the land, as Presby-

terianism, according to King Charles, was "
not a

religion for a gentleman."
The Act Recissory, concocted by Middleton

and his band of debauchees, swept away at a

stroke all the good that had been effected for

Church and State in the last two decades.

Argyle had placed the crown upon the head of

Charles at Scone
; but his own head now rolled

upon the scaffold-boards, as the proto-martyr of

the Protestant Church that was about to endure

twenty-eight long years of distressful persecution.
The same doom awaited the saintly James
Guthrie. Lawn and mitre were in the ascendant.

The sacrifices of the past century were for the

moment obliterated. From north to south and
east to west the Reformation seemed dead. The

royal prerogative ruled the details of Church and
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State. The Solemn League and Covenant was

burned with the authority of the English Parlia-

ment. The National Covenant was publicly and

ostentatiously torn by heralds at the Market Cross

of Edinburgh.
Ministers must now be presented to their charges

by the patron, and instituted by the bishop.
Three hundred of them at once refused to renounce

Presbyterianism and the Covenants, and un-

flinchingly declined to embrace Episcopacy at the

dictation of an earthly sovereign. For conscience'

sake they left their manses, and faced heart-

rending privations and distress.

Coarse and uneducated youths were brought
down from the Highlands to fill the churches of

the
"
outed

"
ministers, and taught to serve as

curates, that is, cure- or care-takers of the soul.

They had neither culture nor morality those

characteristics being quite unnecessary in the

eyes of the bishops ! The merest modicum of

attainments was all that was required ; the real

requisite was slavish, unscrupulous, and heartless

obedience. The ridiculous, if not the comical,

aspect of this state of matters becomes apparent
when we are told that the Highland lairds com-

plained that
"

it was no longer possible to find

herd-boys, seeing the bishops had carried them
all off to be curates !

"

In 1663, field-meetings or conventicles began^to
be held. The curates were the informers of the
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troops of brutal soldiery, and the willing tools of

the bishops. Blasphemy and drunkenness were

prevalent alike in private soldier and officer, curate

and bishop, governor and king. No good man's

life was safe, nor could he call house or possession

his own. Rullion Green came and went with its

dismal tale. A typical persecutor of the Cove-

nanters was Dalziel of Binns,
"
a crasy, cruel,

and brutal bigot," who, says Burnett,
"
acted

the Muscovite . . . grossly." Like leader, like

soldiery. The story of the times is one of a long
unbroken record of indescribable terror, wretched-

ness, and suffering. Perhaps the half has

not been told of the miseries of those
"

killing

times."

Having traced the connection between the

Reformation from Popery and the Reforma-

tion from Prelacy sometimes called the Second

Reformation we are now able to consider the

lives of two of the staunchest and most promin-
ent champions of the Covenant, Richard Cameron

and James Renwick.

We will first treat of Richard Cameron "
the

Lion of the Covenant"

His birthplace was the royal burgh of Falkland,

in Fifeshire. He was the eldest son of Allan

Cameron, burgess and general merchant of that

town. The exact date of his birth is uncertain,

but probably it was 1648.

The little that we know of Cameron's life^ is
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derived from Patrick Walker's "
Biographia

Presbyteriana."
The nearest University was St. Andrews

;
and

in the matriculation register of that college stands

the name Richardus Cameron, which is supposed
to be that of the Covenanter.

In 1665 he graduated Master of Arts. At this

time Archbishop Sharp, who had formerly been

Presbyterian minister of Crail, was all-powerful at

St. Andrews. Episcopacy had been firmly es-

tablished in the city. The gifted and holy Princi-

pal of St. Mary's College, Samuel Rutherford, had

died before this great downfall of Presbyterianism
had been effected, and his book " Lex Rex "

was

publicly burned by the common hangman.
These were the days of an enthusiasm that

meant intolerance of opposition, and a church-

manship that entailed the unscrupulous seizing of

advantage, and the ruthless exercise of it when
secured. The influence of Rutherford and Blair

had been for a time paramount at St. Andrews,
and good and saintly though those men were

they exercised their power to the full. But a

change came. Rutherford died before his enemies

could wreak their vengeance upon him. Blair was

banished, and Sharp
"
of that Ilk," as Cromwell

not inaptly titles him ! developed speedily from

Presbyterian minister to Professor, and from

Professor to Prelate, Archbishop of St. Andrews,

and Primate of Scotland.
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Now peace and Episcopacy reigned.

Young Cameron, a student at the University,

would be an eye-witness of the almost regal

splendour of the aforetime minister of Crail
;
and

no doubt the spirit of the Covenanter would, even

in those days, be growing in him.

No certain date can be put to his taking leave

of the University and returning to Falkland
;
but

we find him there filling the offices of school-

master and precentor, or
"

tune-raiser," in the

church.

Judging from the thoroughness of Sharp's

administration, it is almost certain that before he

received those appointments he must have bowed
the knee to Episcopacy. It is quite certain that

it was on that score that he quitted both offices.

Patrick Walker significantly and curtly says that

he
"
sometimes heard the Indulged." There is

evidence enough in this fact to show that he never

could have been wholly enamoured of Episcopacy,
and that now his mind was actively revolting
from it.

Those Indulged ministers, though not perhaps

advocating Prelacy, were yet acquiescing in its

policy. Their preaching was done by licence of

the king and sanction of his prelates. At first

twelve, then thirty, and afterwards eighty ministers

accepted this not quite heroic position. Those

who refused to conform were driven from their

churches, their goods confiscated, and their lives
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forfeited. In self-preservation the worshippers
came armed to conventicles. The spy and the

informer did a thriving trade. To harbour a

suspect was to be guilty of his crime
; magistrates,

landowners, and householders were made re-

sponsible for all under them. The Bass Rock
was converted into a huge prison.

Such a system of heartless injustice could never

have been possible in this country but under the

rule of a Stuart !

How then can we look upon those men as

mad zealots, religious fanatics, or canting bigots,

who had courage and independence enough to

face disaster and death in opposing the most

iniquitous and tyrannical laws on the world's

statute-books ? We do not brand Bruce, Wallace,

Hampden, Tell, and the long list of Freedom's

heroes as fanatics, bigots, or hair-brained zealots.

Why then should anyone seek to do so to men
who sacrificed themselves for freedom of conscience.

If we have not heart enough to call them heroes,

and to give them a place among the world's great

ones, let us at least recognise them as noble

martyrs in the cause of civil and religious liberty.

The next stage in Cameron's spiritual develop-
ment was reached when he went to hear

"
the

persecuted Gospel in the fields." John Welch

great-grandson of Knox the
"
outed

"
minister

of Irongray, in Dumfries, was the boldest and

most active of the field-preachers. Cameron
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must have heard him as he journeyed from place
to place throughout Fifeshire, preaching the free

and simple Gospel, and advocating adherence to

the Covenants.

When he had once made up his mind about the

error of Prelacy, not all the flattery, pleading,
and threats of its curates could keep Cameron
from joining himself heart and soul to Welch and

his devoted band.

Erastianism propounded by Thomas Erastus,

a German physician and theologian of the sixteenth

century the fundamental idea of which was that

the Church should be entirely under the control

of the State, was a doctrine acutely abhorrent to

the Covenanters.

It was at once the weakness and the strength
of these men that they saw it to be their bounden

duty to speak out forcibly and fearlessly against
all error and this one in particular.
Cameron was now anxious to do something.

Leaving Falkland he became private chaplain to

Sir William Scott of Harden, in Selkirkshire. One
of his duties seems to have been to accompany
the family to church. In this part of his office

there was for his rigid soul too much of compro-
mise to the Indulged. A crisis however came one

Sabbath when, refusing to follow Lady Scott into

the church, he returned to Harden, and passed
the day in private worship in his chamber. It was

an act characteristic both of himself and his set.
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Even at the risk of being deemed discourteous

and obtrusively opinionative, he must openly
stand up for what he was convinced was his

spiritual duty. Of course such extreme behaviour

was not relished by the Master of Harden, and so

the services of the headstrong chaplain were no

longer required.

Going south he joined himself to John Welch,

of Irongray. This was a decided and momentous

step. He had "
crossed the Rubicon "

: there

was no turning back. He had formally and

deliberately entered the ranks of the advocates

of spiritual independence, and of the bitter

antagonists of those craven ones who, in their

weakness or fear, had accepted the Indulgence.
It was no light task to which he devoted himself ;

but he had not only the indomitable spirit re-

quisite for the champion of such a movement,
but also a well-developed aggressive tempera-
ment that was ever eager to push that cause to

the front. He now stood forth as the determined

leader of a derided faction, and the unflinching

champion of an unpopular cause.

But the contest, begun in the name of a faction

of seemingly bigoted discontents, soon developed
into national proportions, and became an issue

of world-wide interest and importance. Local

sufferings and contendings for freedom of con-

science developed, in a remarkably short time, into

a struggle for freedom, civil as well as religious.
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In this struggle the Covenanters themselves

were split into sects, instead of being knit together
in the common cause. It seems to be easy for

the religious mind to become unchristian in its

working, when "
brethren

"
do not see eye-to-eye !

Perhaps it would have been better for this cause

if there had been a little more give-and-take

among themselves but who can tell ?

The hateful Letters of Intercommuning an

old relic of Catholic times were now brought
into force. By them more than one hundred

persons were virtually outlawed. They were

denounced as rebels, and the king's lieges were

forbidden to furnish them with
"
meat, drink,

house, harbour, victuals, nor no other thing useful

or comfortable unto them, nor have intelligence

with them by word, writ, or message, or any other

manner of way, under the pain to be reputed and

esteemed art and part with them in the crimes

foresaid, and pursued therefore with all rigour
to the terror of others."

Is it to be wondered at that those stalwarts

who esteemed the simple Gospel, and freedom

to enjoy it according to their lights, more than

emoluments and even life itself, did not supinely
suffer under such inhuman and unjust treatment

as was meted out to them by those in authority ?

Lauderdale was pursuing a thorough policy of

extermination ; but he little knew the mettle of

his intended victims. Toleration was a grace
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unknown to both sides in the contest ; and it

is certain that Cameron was the strictest and most

intolerant of his faction. We are sometimes

prone to criticise him severely for this ; but we
must ever remember that compromise in dealing

with the Stuarts was equivalent to weakness, and

dumb obedience, to acquiescence in the
"
divine

right
"
of a rule of blasphemy, injustice, and every

form of iniquity.

The next step taken by the Government was to

bring down the so-called Highland Host, a body
of some eight thousand soldiers. Wodrow calls

them "
a barbarous, savage people, accustomed

to rapine and spoil." Their descent upon the

Lowlands was the beginning of a system of inhuman

and riotous brutalities perpetrated upon private

persons and homes, such as not even the records

of the Cossacks, or the Bulgarian atrocities, could

surpass.

This experiment of Lauderdale's was a short

one ;
but it was a very trying time for the

oppressed while it lasted.

It seems that Cameron was licensed to preach
in 1678, after being duly and formally tried by
Mr. Welch, Mr. Gabriel Semple, and others, at

Haugh-head in Teviotdale, at the house of Henry
Hall. He does not seem to have been eager for

this step ; and Walker tells us that he declared

to those who licensed him that he would certainly

be a bone of contention among them, and that he
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would preach with all his strength against the

Indulged, and plead for separation from them.

His first commission was to preach in Annan-

dale to
"
the Annandale thieves," as Walker

styles them. Plain and vigorous speaking was the

order of the day. Welch urged him to his first

mission with the words : "Go your way, Ritchie,

and set the fire of Hell to their tail
"

; and it is

evident that the preaching on that occasion was

no finely-woven theology.
Details of Cameron's wanderings as a field-

preacher are very scarce ; but the nature of his

daily life may be gathered from what Kirkton says
of Welch in that respect :

"
Notwithstanding all

the threats of the State, the great price set upon
his head, the spite of the bishops, the diligence of

all blood-hounds, he maintained his difficult post
of preaching upon the mountains of Scotland,

many times to many thousands, for near twenty

years' time. ... I have known him ride three

days and two nights without sleep, and preach

upon a mountain at midnight in one of the nights."
We may be sure that Cameron was not less diligent.

In 1677, the field-preachers began to dispense
the Sacrament. I would fain quote Blackadder's

graphic description of Holy Communion among
the Scottish hills, but time does not permit. Of

the congregation he says :

" There was a rich and

plentiful effusion of the Spirit shed abroad in many
hearts. Their souls, filled with heavenly trans-
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ports, seemed to breathe in a divine element, and

to burn upwards as with the fire of a pure and holy
devotion." Of the ministers he says :

"
They

were visibly assisted to speak home to the con-

science of the hearers. It seemed as if God had

touched their lips with a live coal from His altar,

for they who witnessed declared they carried more
like ambassadors from the court of heaven, than

men cast in earthly mould."

In five short months, Cameron not only fulfilled

his prophecy of becoming a bone of contention

among the brethren, but unhesitatingly set at

nought the wishes and authority of his seniors in

the ministry. Neither youth nor inexperience
were crimes in his eyes, when once his fervent soul

saw its clear path of duty. He had the elements

in him that go to make the reformer. The toler-

ance that comes sometimes with age, and some-

times with a desire for peace and ease, never yet
in the world's history helped to sweep away a single

injustice. Cameron's words may have been strong
and bitter, but such were required in those days,

and he spoke as champion of a vital principle

against those whom he judged to be lukewarm

friends on the one side, and savage foes on the

other.

After his first trial at the hands of his brethren

as a fomenter of discord and a hot-headed pro-

bationer, and in spite of their solemn injunctions,

he preached at Monkland and Kilmarnock. Im-
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mediately after his second trial at Dunscore, in

Nithsdale, he preached against the Indulged ;

and after another trial at Dundeugh, in Galloway,
he did the same. Whatever were the solemn

findings and resolutions of his clerical brethren in

relation to him, they made scant impression upon
the object of them, nor did they influence his

programme of duties in the slightest degree. He
continued to inveigh against the Indulged, and to

denounce the brethren who paid
"

cess," a tax,

imposed by the civil authorities, by which to raise

funds for the keeping up of a standing army for

the suppression of the Covenanters.

At Dunscore, in an unusually weak moment,
and in his eagerness for unity, he had given a

promise to his brother-preachers to avoid disputed

points for a time. By reason of this compact he

felt crippled in his work, and became despondent
and morose. To get over this enforced time of

silence more easily, he resolved to leave Scotland

for a time, and went to the Scottish ministers at

Rotterdam, in Holland. Robert M'Ward, author

of
"
Earnest Contendings for the Faith," and

formerly minister in Glasgow, and John Brown,
author of

" The History of the Indulgence," and

formerly minister of Wamphray, were exiles in

Rotterdam.

M'Ward had been prejudiced against Cameron

through letters from Scotland
; but he found him

"
a man of savoury, gospel spirit, the bias of his
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heart lying towards the proposing of Christ, and

persuading to a closing with Him." Cameron

was now solemnly and forma^y ordained by
Messrs. M'Ward and Brown, assisted by a Dutch-

man, Mr. James Koelman, who had translated

Rutherford's Letters. At the conclusion of the

ceremony, M'Ward, with his hands still placed

upon Cameron's head, cried,
"
Behold, all ye

beholders, here is the head of a faithful minister

and servant of Jesus Christ, who shall lose the

same for his Master's interest, and shall be set up
before sun and moon in the public view of the

world."

Much bitter feeling was evinced among the

Covenanters over the validity or otherwise of his

ordination ;
but there was no doubt in the mind of

the ultra-Covenanter himself that he was an

ambassador of the Lord. M'Ward had enjoined
him to go back and lift up the fallen banner

of the Gospel in Scotland, and in the autumn
of 1679 he returned, full of enthusiasm for the

task.

He found that great deeds had been enacted

during his absence. Archbishop Sharp had run

his full course, and been murdered with " Jeddart

justice
" on Magus Moor. The Rutherglen

Declaration, a formal protest against the ecclesi-

astical policy of the Government, had been pre-

sented. Claverhouse, handsome and dashing, but

a prince of butchers despite all his apologists
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can say in his favour ! had been defeated by
Robert Hamilton and the Covenanters at Drum-

clog. And lastly, the Covenanters, weakened and

distracted by petty and unseemly jealousies and

rivalries, had suffered disaster at the hands of the

Duke of Monmouth at Bothwell Bridge.

Now the
"

killing times
"

set in with full force,

and Claverhouse earned a name second to none

for wanton barbarities. It is slight cause for

wonder that those who had begun this struggle

for freedom of conscience had now developed into

fearless rebels against the royal prerogative.
Cameron's band had been almost annihilated by

Bothwell Bridge and the consequent persecutions.
Donald Cargill, who had been evicted from the

Barony Church, Glasgow, was now Cameron's

staunch supporter. There was the wisdom of

age and the enthusiasm of youth in this loving

partnership.
From the sermons which have been printed we

can see how boldly and vigorously Cameron spoke
out on all matters, and especially against the civil

rulers of the country. At one time we find him

crying out,
"
I will tell you where our help is : it

is in Him who delivered our fathers from Popery in

the days of Queen Mary and her tyranny. Our

help is in Him who delivered them from the

subtlety and cruelty of that fox James VI. He
delivered us, too, from that yoke wreathed on our

necks by Charles I. In Him is our help. And
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oh ! that He would help us from the tyranny of

this man upon the throne." At another time he

said,
"

If ever the Devil had a vicegerent on earth,

it must be Charles II."
;
and again he speaks thus :

"
Let the King and those under him take heed unto

themselves, for though they should take us to

scaffolds or kill us in the fields, the Lord will yet
raise up a party who will be avenged upon them
. . . and if it be done we cannot hut justify the

deed." There is a sound of "killing no murder"
about this utterance. Our vocabulary contains

one term alone that truly characterises such words

and sentiments, and that is
" treason

"
! He was

indeed a bold man who had the heart to speak thus

of a Stuart and his government in the hour of their

power.
The question arises in our minds a question

that will not stay in the background
" Was it

necessary for a single individual, conscientious

and zealous for truth though he may be, to go to

such extremes as this ? It is a difficult question
to answer perhaps an impossible one to answer

with finality ; but of this we are sure, that a

weaker and less sincere man would not have gone
so far ! Cameron's soul could brook no half-

measures, no hedging of difficulties, no compromise
with Satan and those whom he considered his

minions. We must remember also that times

change habits of thought, as well as manners and

customs. What we look upon to-day as vulgarly
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strong language, needlessly extravagant opinions,
and notoriously headstrong deeds, would be viewed

by us differently, and with more leniency and re-

spect, could we transport ourselves back into the

times and circumstances of the Covenanters. This

much must be said for Cameron, that whatever

difficulties his rigid opinions and fiery words

raised for himself were bravely tackled, whatever

dangers he incurred were unflinchingly faced, and

whatever dogmatic or disloyal utterances he

expressed he was ever ready to seal with his

life.

As a preacher he excelled more in persuasive

power and intensity of feeling than in the rhetorical

accomplishments of the orator. Fervour and

passion would be ever present in his sermons, and

local and practical turns were given, that must

have had a most powerful effect upon the hearers.

The personality behind the sermon was what told.

Auchinleck, Douglas, Crawfordjohn, and other

places visited by him, heard no air-drawn theory
of morality, but had the Gospel of free salvation

offered to them in most pointed and forcible

language. Wherever he preached, a loving memory
of it remained with the hearers, and the people of

the districts visited in his wanderings are to this

day proud of their connection with this Covenanter

of Covenanters. In Darmeid, Cambusnethan, and
in Auchengilloch, Lesmahagow, monuments have

been erected in his memory. Communities do not,
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in cold blood, set up such mementos to firebrands,

bigots, or wanton rebels !

As in the case of Peden and other leading Cove-

nanters, many stories are told of Cameron's remark-

able power of intuition bordering sometimes on

definite prophecy and of his wonderful escapes
from peril and death, as if through the direct

guiding and interposing hand of God. Walker

relates the case of a certain Mr. H. E. (probably

Henry Erskine, Minister at Cornhill, and after-

wards at Chirnside, and father of Ebenezer and

Ralph Erskine, founders of the Secession Church)
who had carefully prepared a sermon antagonistic
to Cameron and Cargill ;

" but on the Saturday

night there was a voice spoke aloud to him, saying
' Audi '

(Listen !), two times. He answered,
' Audi est

'

(I hear). The voice said again,
' Be-

ware of calling Cameron's words vain.'
"

This

stopped him from carrying out his hostile intention.

The story is probably, like some others, a garbled

one, but it shows how deep an impression Cameron's

personality had made in such a short time upon the

imagination of the people. It possibly embodied,

also, a greater amount of fact than some of those

told with the direct intent of detracting from his

character.

The Queensferry Paper, known as the Cameron's

Covenant, was found on the dead body of Henry
Hall one of the noble trio who had been

murdered by the minions of the Governor of
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Blackness. It was mainly a renunciation of

allegiance to Charles, and an appreciation of a

Christian commonwealth. The Sanquhar De-

claration followed in a few days. On the 22nd of

June 1680, being the first anniversary of Bothwell

Bridge, Richard Cameron entered the town of

Sanquhar with twenty followers. With drawn

swords and pistols in their hands they marched

in solemn procession to the market-cross, where

the Declaration was read by Michael Cameron,
and afterwards affixed to it. Like the Queens-

ferry document it disowned Charles Stuart as

King, declared war against him as a tyrant and

usurper, resented the reception of the Duke of

York,
"
that professed papist," and expressed

determination to fight,
"
as the Lord gave oppor-

tunity, against all such as would betray or deliver

up our free mother-kirk unto the bondage of

anti-Christ, the pope of Rome."

Twenty men had raised the standard of re-

bellion, and sounded a distinct note of revolution.

We might call them religious bigots, were we not

convinced of their sincerity in trial, and their

sacrifices for truth as they conceived it ; we might

laugh at them as members of a narrow-minded

and domineering faction, did we not know that a

moment of yielding meant additional years of

tyranny, and that conciliation meant lasting
destruction to their cause

; we might also scorn

them as rebels, were it not that they stood up
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against traitors in high places, and that the whole

country eight years afterwards rose as one man and
ratified for all time the action of those twenty
brave men at Sanquhar market-cross.

Vindication availed little : Cameron and his

little band had challenged Charles Stuart and all

his satellites. It was of no use to maintain that

the war gage thrown down was one of defence, and

not defiance, or that their rebellion to the Stuarts

was only loyalty to King Jesus.

In a sermon preached at Carluke on the 8th of

July, on a text from Isaiah xlix. 24,
"
Shall

the prey be taken from the mighty, or the lawful

captive delivered ?
"

he defended the Sanquhar
Declaration. Professor Herkless refers to Kettle-

drummle's sermon in Sir Walter Scott's
" Old

Mortality
"
on the same text, and based upon this

Carluke sermon. Scott's Kettledrummle, how-

ever, expresses himself with a venom and an

incentive to physical force that is entirely wanting
in Cameron's utterances. Professor Herkless says,

not without cause,
"
Scott had evidently read

Cameron's sermon, which is not ridiculous, and from

it sketched Kettledrummle's sermon, which is."

The sum and substance of Cameron's sermon was
" We must either quit Charles Stuart as King, or

else quit Christ. I am for this, to have no King but

Christ, since they will have none but Caesar." With

him it was religion first, politics next freedom of

conscience first, and civil liberty afterwards.
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This Carluke sermon, entitled
" Good news to

Scotland," and published in 1733, was the only one

that appeared in print for many years.

Sanquhar Council put the matter into the hands

of Lauderdale, who lost no time in having the
"
villains,"

"
ruffians," and " scum of the people,"

as the Council had characterised them, declared as

rebels, and a warrant issued for the arrest of the

ringleaders as traitors. Five thousand merks were

offered for Richard Cameron, dead or alive, three

thousand each for Michael Cameron, Cargill, and

Douglas, and one thousand for any of the others.

A bond for mutual protection was solemnly
entered into by the small, devoted band ; but

little effect could such a union have against the

terrible odds of a promise-breaking and tyrannical

king and a blood-thirsty Claverhouse.

In 1864, Sanquhar atoned for the harshness of

its Town Council to Cameron and his brave

adherents by erecting a granite obelisk, bearing
the inscription :

" In Commemoration of the two
famous Sanquhar Declarations which were pub-
lished on this spot, where stood the ancient Cross

of the Burgh : the one by the Rev. Richard

Cameron on the 22nd of June 1680 ; the other by
the Rev. James Renwick on the 25th of May
1685 : The Killing Time. If you would know the

nature of their crime : Then read the story of that

killing time."

Neither royal decree, government bribery, nor
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the threats of Claverhouse could deter Cameron
and Cargill from field-meetings. Preaching at

Cumnock, Patrick informs us, Cameron prophesied
of his early death, of the sweeping of the Stuarts

from the throne, and of disaster soon to follow upon
Scotland before

"
the right and thorough Reforma-

tion was carried out." At Crawford]ohn he

preached and fell into a
"
rap of calm weeping,"

in which his hearers joined. On the last Sunday of

his earthly sojourn, accompanied by Cargill, he

preached in Clydesdale from the text,
" Be still and

know that I am God." There is a deep touch of

pathos in the fact that on that day these two

devoted servants of God made a compact with each

other to preach together again in a fortnight ;
but

before the two short weeks were over, Airsmoss had

come and gone !

The night before Cameron died he slept at the

house of William Mitchell, in Meadowhead, at the

Water of Ayr. In the morning, it is related, after

washing his hands and face, he said :

"
This is

their last washing : I have need to make them

clean, for there are many to see them." Whether

such stories are actually true it is difficult to say ;

but it is certain that Cameron must have been

convinced that his end could not now be far distant.

His body-guard consisted of twenty horse and

forty foot. The brave Hackston of Rathillet, of

Magus Moor and Bothwell Bridge fame, was

their military leader. Of the number also were
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Michael Cameron and James Gray, younger of

Christon.

The prime mover in the opening of the last

tragic act of this troublous career was Robert

Miller of Ochiltree. Though his position in this

infamous deed may not be quite that of the Judas

of Scripture, or the Monteith of Scottish history,

yet it was on his initiative that the betrayal of

Cameron took place. Bearing the preacher a

grudge, whether with or without cause it is

difficult to decide, he informed Sir John Cochrane,

of Ochiltree, of Cameron's hiding-place. That

gentleman, though himself a Covenanter, immed-

iately sent the necessary and much-desired in-

formation to General Dalziel.

From the farm of Meadowfield, Cameron pro-

ceeded eastward along the valley of the Ayr, and

reached Airsmoss, a lonely moorland stretch

situated partly in each of the parishes of Muirkirk,

Auchinleck, and Sorn. This was his last halting-

place on earth.

Hackston, writing afterwards while a prisoner in

the Tolbooth, describes the last grim scene. The
scouts reported that the enemy was approaching.
Hackston chose a spot suitable for a stand. With

eight horse on the right and three on the left, and

the forty foot between, they awaited the onset of

the enemy. The only soldierly characteristics of

those desperate men were determination to fight

against oppression, and willingness to die for their
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cause. Their foes numbered one hundred and

twelve, well-drilled, armed and trained, and com-

manded by Bruce of Earlshall, Fife. The Cove-

nanters fired first, and the melee began. Hackston

soon forgot leadership in the fury of fighting. He
laid about him as if the one hundred and twelve

men of the enemy were to be overcome by his own

right arm alone. While he and young Gray
" mauled

"
their foes, the day had been lost and

won.

Hackston was struck down from behind and

secured. Nine of his men lay dead, and among
them was Richard Cameron. Walker tells us that

when the enemy came upon them, after a brief

prayer, he three times cried, "Lord, spare the green,

and take the ripe
"

;
and when the prayer was

ended, he looked at his brother and said,
"
Michael,

come let us fight it out to the last : for this is the

day that I have longed for, and the death that I

have prayed for, to die fighting against our Lord's

enemies ; and this is the day that we will get the

Crown."

In such a spirit Cameron met his death.

The bodies were buried in the moss where they
fell. Cameron's head and hands had previously

been cut off, and were carried in a sack to Edin-

burgh. Robert Murray who was said to have cut

them off on payment of a guinea from Bruce, is

also reported to have said, when taking them out

of the sack at Edinburgh,
"
There's the head and
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hands that lived praying and preaching, and died

praying and fighting."

Allan Cameron, the father of the fallen hero, had

long been a prisoner in the Tolbooth, for refusing to

pay a fine imposed upon him for holding a con-

venticle in his house. Presumably to strike terror

into the father's heart, he was shown all that

remained above the ground of his son Richard.

Kissing the head and hands, the fond parent said,
"
I know them, I know them

; they are my son's,

my dear son's. It is the Lord ; good is the will of

the Lord, who cannot wrong me or mine, but has

made goodness and mercy to follow us all our days."
Great father, greater son ! With the blood of such

a parent coursing in his veins, we cannot wonder

at the spirit of the son indomitable and faithful

unto death.

It is needless to detail the cruelties inflicted upon
the living, and the indignities perpetrated upon the

dead, in the name of religion and civil government.
When we think that Cameron only escaped the

diabolical and gruesome treatment meted out to

the brave Hackston, by dying in the thick of the

fray, a death congenial to his spirit ! we are

inexpressibly relieved that that day on Airsmoss

there were hostile spears enough pointed at the

breast of the Lion of the Covenant to ensure

speedy entrance for his ripe soul into rest and

glory.

Two hundred years have done much to change
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the thoughts and customs of a people. There is no

halo of romance encircling this life, and no glamour
of title or family prestige : there is only a stern

exhibition of the strictest Presbyterianism, a

genuine intensity of religious devotion, a stead-

fastness to principle, intolerant and uncompromis-

ing the championing of the cause of freedom in

face of insignificance, suspicion, and calumny, and

that, too, by a man who had no personal fascina-

tion, except what earnestness of purpose, devotion

to duty, and hatred of the worst form of slavery

impart to a human soul.

With the text of the sermon preached by the

venerable and mourning Cargill at Shotts the

Sunday after Airsmoss, I will close this sketch :

" Know ye not that there is a great man and prince
fallen this day in Israel ?

"



JAMES RENWICK THE LAST SCOTTISH

MARTYR





On the 22nd July 1680, Richard Cameron paid
tribute to the Scottish Reformation with his life.

According to the barbarous custom of the times, his

head was fixed upon the Netherbow Port, and his

hands beside it, with the fingers pointing upwards.
It mattered little how the poor body was abused

by the agents of King Charles, for the spirit had

done its work, and the result was in the hands of

the King of Kings.
A year later, almost to a day (27th July, 1681)
the venerable Cargill, his worthy henchman, had

also forfeited his
"
old head," as he himself called

it ; and, while affirming that his day of martyrdom
was the sweetest and most glorious of his pilgrimage
on earth, he had prophesied with his last breath

that God would return gloriously to Scotland.

The sky was black with storm for the remnant of

the Covenanters. It seemed as if the banner that

had fallen from the hand of the Lion of the Cove-

nant at Airsmoss had been trampled into the

dreary and desolate moss-hags for ever. The gloom
that enveloped the persecuted band was now
darker and more intense than before.

God's ways are not man's ways. There was
103
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soon to be a glorious daybreak upon the mountains

of suffering and tyranny ; but the devoted band

dared allow themselves only the most dismal hopes
of seeing such days of gladness on earth.

The Lord has ever been
"
mindful of His own,"

His arm works strongest when His children plead
in impotence. The cry

" out of the depths
"

is

one that the Father cannot hear without hasten-

ing to succour.

Cameron and Cargill were gone, but a worthy
successor was being prepared, in the providence of

God, to carry on their labours to the very threshold

of victory.

Fully eighteen years before the tragedy of

Airsmoss (15th February 1662), James Renwick

had been born at Moniaive, in the parish of

Glencairn, Dumfriesshire, the influence of whose

life and labours was destined to work wonders for

the cause of civil and religious freedom in Scotland.

Of humble origin, his father being a weaver, the

absence of affluence or family dignity was more
than compensated for by the presence of a very

high degree of piety.

Family worship, which especially distinguished
the strictest sect of the Covenanters, must have

been a daily experience in the early years of the

youth who afterwards proved to be, what Carlyle

calls,
"
the last of the Cameronians." Perhaps

this custom of personal and social religion a

splendid illustration of which Burns gives us in
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" The Cotter's Saturday Night
" was originally

caused by the impossibility to worship God in

churches, or at regular and stated diets of worship.
The piety of the Cameronians was living and

practical, and communion with God was felt to be

a constant essential to its existence. Hence the

fact that every head of a household was a man of

devotion and prayer. It is also noteworthy that

where Cameronians most abounded in the shires of

Ayr, Dumfries, and Lanark there this invaluable

Scottish characteristic long and widely may it

prevail ! flourished most.
" From scenes like

these old Scotia's grandeur springs," and will

ever spring ; and her glorious name is doomed to

decay in that moment when her individual sons

and daughters limit and confine their devotional

exercises and homage to God to the four walls of

a building called a "
kirk," and to the smallest

possible fraction of one day in seven. There are
"
superior

"
people always among us who sneer

at such remarks as weakly sentiment and silly

twaddle. Let them sneer until more grace and

wisdom is granted them ; but do not give a

moment's hearing to the words, or harbour to the

thoughts, of such worldly-wisemen.
It is clear that the religious atmosphere in which

young Renwick was nurtured was pure and

healthy.
Andrew Renwick's wife, having lost several

children in infancy, seems to have petitioned God
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to grant her a child who would be spared to serve

Him worthily ; and when James was born, she

looked upon his advent as a direct answer to her

prayer, and she resolved that he should be set

apart from childhood for the ministry.

Young James Renwick must have been pre-
cocious in goodness at a very early age. Howie
relates that he able to read his bible at six years
of age was about that time much harassed

"
with

doubts and debates
"

concerning various knotty

problems of life and morals that do not usually
affect ordinary mortals until a much more advanced

period in their lives. He came out of the ordeal

satisfactorily ; only, however, at a later period to

go through the same process in regard to the

fundamentals of life and religion, and again, by the

grace of God, to come out of the conflict into a

settled peace, and an absolute belief not only in the

existence of God, but in the fact that that God was
his own and personal Heavenly Father.

All chroniclers emphasise the uniform sweetness

of his disposition, and state that it was especially

noticeable in implicit obedience to the wishes of his

parents.
His lovable nature was not more remarkable than

his desire for study. So bent was he upon literary

pursuits that friends took notice of his pronounced

gifts, and gave the boy a greater opportunity for

developing his mental abilities than a weaver could

provide even for an only son.
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Assisted by these admiring friends, he attended

the University of Edinburgh, supporting himself

in some measure also by tutoring in rich families.

Coming in this capacity into close contact with the

sons of the gentry he seems to have slackened in

the strict piety that characterised his youth, and

engaged for a time in the frivolities peculiar to

those young gentlemen. It is said that he spent
too much of his time in gaming and recreations ;

and his enemies " who knew him not
"

were not

backward in using the proof of such license in

behaviour as a means of casting a blot upon his

character.

His studies do not seem to have suffered from

his conduct during his student days, for he came

through his college career successfully ; nor does

his religious nature seem to have been blunted by
his behaviour, for when required to subscribe to the

oath of allegiance in connection with the laureation,

or graduation ceremony, he refused to do so, and

was thus debarred from taking part in this public
function. The degree of Master of Arts, how-

ever, was afterwards privately conferred upon
him

; and so the future martyr became a graduate
of Edinburgh University.
But his student days did not end with gradua-

tion. It seems as if the hand of God was in this

great desire for knowledge, for the time soon came
when access to books and libraries was impossible,
and leisure to study absolutely denied him. To
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have the fruits of his former close and strenuous

study as a reserve to fall back upon must have

been a great boon and consolation to him in after

years.

He had a high-strung and sensitive nature that

was ever prone, especially in those early days, to

plunge him suddenly into doubt and despondency,
sometimes as much from the uncharitable be-

haviour of others as from his own spiritual diffi-

culties, conscious shortcomings, and dread of

moral insufficiency.

Renwick now became aware of the delinquencies
of the non-conformist ministers. He passed them

through a most searching and severe examination,

and found them deplorably wanting in all the

graces that should go to adorn their calling. His

next step was to seek out the true shepherds of the

flock, if such there were in the country. Alas !

he found them to be few in number, and, to all

appearance, on the highway to complete extermina-

tion. But the discovery, appalling though it was,

did not daunt the spirit of young Renwick.

He was an eye-witness of the death of the

venerable and noble martyr Cargill. The brave

show made by the old disciple in the name of the

Lord had a powerful effect upon his youthful mind.

Such an exhibition of faithfulness, trust, and willing

self-surrender, had a result beyond the possibility

of human words or arguments. The crowning

testimony of death following upon the unbroken
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line of testimonies of such a life opened the eyes of

the young man to a wider and grander vision, and

he went home from the Cross of Edinburgh, on the

27th of July 1681, resolved to know nothing in

life but Christ and Him crucified, and if need be

to give up his life for the emancipation of church

and state. Far otherwise was the effect aimed at

by the instigators and organisers of those scaffold

scenes. By the side of the block another soul was

being filled with a love and devotion strong enough
for joyful sacrifice, and the cruel deed of the

tyrant was cancelled in the very moment of its

perpetration.
The resolution then formed and the vow then

taken by Renwick was proof against the fiercest

persecution that the organisers of the Scottish

Inquisition could carry out, and the bitterest

calumnies so lavishly meted out to him in after

days
"
not only by Papists and malignants, but

by professing ministers and people."

Having finally resolved upon his life's work he

now examined his surroundings for friends and

helpers ; but the result of the investigation was

discouraging. He found his clerical brethren, as

a body, indifferent or favourable to cess-paying
and every form of Erastianism

; and a worse

state of matters ! he saw them to be eager in their

desire to point the finger of scorn at the remnant
of the faithful for their extravagant allegiance to

conscience, ready to aid and abet, under a cloak
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of circumspect religion, in their unjust persecution,
and distorting every word and deed so that the

non-conforming ones might fall more readily into

the clutches of the civil power.
Renwick left no possibility of doubt as to his

exact position and attitude in regard to the burning

questions of the day. His whole aim throughout
life was to be clear and definite in every word and

act. It was the strength of this desire that some-

times carried him beyond the necessary means to

the end, and caused him more than once to regret

words that were
"
too tart," expressions that

lacked somewhat in charity, and straightforward
disclosures that sometimes placed friends in

unnecessary jeopardy.
His whole soul was now yearning to be of service

to the faithful few, and to contend against the

corruptions of the times. He actively assisted in

the removal to Greyfriars Churchyard of the bodies

of five martyrs, who had been executed at Gallow-

lea and buried at the gibbet-foot, affirming that the

burial allotted to murderers was not meet treatment

for the martyrs of the Lord. This act was an

insignificant one in itself, but it was the first open
declaration of war, and a proclamatory act of

adherence to the persecuted followers of Cargill and

Cameron.

With everything around so hostile, and the out-

look so hopeless, it was deemed necessary to unite

for mutual advice and sympathy, support and
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protection. This union was called the United

Societies. Their first meeting was held at Logan
House, Lesmahagow, on the 15th December 1681.

By correspondence, meetings, and delegates, they

kept in constant touch with each other, especially

in the south and west of the country. Renwick

had had much to do with putting the Societies into

a good state of organisation, and was a regular

attender at their meetings.
Under the influence of these Societies forty men

rode into the burgh-town of Lanark on January

12th, 1682, and affixed to the Cross a document

entitled,
" The Act and Apologetic Declaration of

the True Presbyterians of the Church of Scotland,"

which ratified and approved of the Rutherglen and

Sanquhar Declarations, gave strong and pertinent
reasons for renouncing allegiance to Charles, and

spoke in no uncertain language anent the popish
Duke of York.

Renwick had no share in the actual work of

drafting this document ; and, while approving of

it as a whole, he afterwards deeply deplored the

inconsiderate language of several parts of it.

The publication of the Declaration marked the

beginning of fresh troubles and complications.
Their action was misrepresented by friend and foe,

at home and abroad. To ensure an open door of

refuge, they deputed Sir Alexander Gordon, of

Earlston, as their representative in Holland.

Gordon was brother-in-law to Renwick's life-long
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friend and supporter, Sir Robert Hamilton of

Preston.

One undoubtedly good work which the Societies

rendered to Scotland is of itself sufficient to make
them worthy of our favourable regard, that of

sending young and earnest men to Holland to be

trained as faithful ministers of the Gospel. Under

their auspices Renwick, along with some others,

went there for that purpose. He studied at the

University of Groningen, the capital of the most

northerly province of Holland, and one of the

Seven United Provinces that had William of

Orange as Stadtholder.

His fellow-student, John Flint ("minister of

Lasswade, and of Edinburgh after the Revolu-

tion "), who seems to have conceived an intense

enmity towards him, affirmed that he read too

little, and prayed and pondered too much. He must

have been a diligent and successful student, despite

Flint's opinion, for after less than six months' stay

at Groningen, his ordination was pushed forward

by Sir Robert Hamilton and Mr. Brakel, with the

full approval of the professors under whom he

was studying. After a considerable number of

difficulties of various kinds, he was formally

ordained by the Classis, or Presbytery, of Groningen
on the 10th of May, 1683.

Scotland was calling him, and, now that he had

received the hall-mark of the ministry, his own

strong desire urged him homewards.
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Five weeks after his ordination, hearing of the

arrest of Gordon of Earlston, he wrote to Sir

Robert Hamilton :

" The loss of men is not the

loss of the cause. What . . . though we should

all fall ? I assure all men that the cause shall not

fall." Fired with the spirit that dictated those

words, and armed with testimonials of his ordina-

tion and scholarship, his face was now turned

towards the persecuted brethren in Scotland.

Fourteen miles from Rotterdam, near the mouth
of the Maas, stands the fortified haven of Brill

(Brielle). Here he embarked for home in the

summer of 1683. The voyage proved to be full

of hardships and dangers. Quitting the first boat

on account of the profanity of his fellow-passengers,
he boarded another bound for Ireland. A storm

drove them into Rye Harbour, in the South of

England, just at the time when the Rye House
Plot had put the whole nation into the greatest
commotion. Eventually Dublin was reached, and

the Presbyterian ministers there,
"
whether out

of compassion, or desire to be quit of him," as

Shields quaintly remarks, procured for him a

speedy passage to Scotland.

Hazardous as had been his journeyings up to

this point his dangers and difficulties may be said

to have only begun when he landed once more upon
the shores of his native land.

It was a dark and difficult time, and hopeless

enough to make the strongest covenanting heart

H
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quail and withdraw from a contest so unequal.
To ordinary sense the difficulties seemed insuper-

able, defection was at its maximum, personal

danger had long been acute and harassing to the

point of death, field-meetings had succumbed to

the rigorous persecution of an infuriated govern-
ment. The cruelties of the days of Cameron and

Cargill were "doubly redoubled." Like blood-

hounds, a savage soldiery scoured the country,

tracking and hunting down their victims. The

disastrous effects of exposure to the pitiless blast

on moor, moss, and lonely hill-side, and subjection
to the extremities of cruel hunger, were only allies

to the hourly jeopardies of shot and sword. As in

all previous persecutions the hired spy and informer

was everywhere. The wording of the royal pro-

clamation to the lieges against the remnant was

almost identical with that issued in the time of

Cameron, and need not be repeated here. Shields,

in his biography of Renwick, says :

"
Having

neither ability to fight nor possibility to flee, nor

probability to hide themselves, nor means of sus-

tentation to preserve themselves alive by hiding,

they were forced to fall back upon such expedients
to prevent their utter extermination, as in other

circumstances they would never have thought

upon."
To such a depth of suffering had the reformed

Presbyterians fallen when Renwick appeared upon
the scene. It was well for him that he had now
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overcome his tendency to doubt and fear. His

weak body was the outward covering of a masterful

mind and indomitable spirit, not so bellicose,

perhaps, as that of Cameron, but equally as fervent

in the cause of freedom and justice. His nervous

ability was never at any time great, but abandon-

ment to devotion, to strengthening prayer, to

perfect trust in God, was as complete as that of

mortal man can well be. He had the weapons of

mind and spirit that were to prove sharper and

more deadly than the finely tempered steel of

government hirelings.

Cameron possessed the heart and mind of a

successful aggressor : Renwick, though occupying
the stage at a much more difficult and complicated

period, and at times seeming decidedly rash, was,

however, in the main, more of the saint than the

soldier. But the peace he strove for, let it be

said, was not peace at any price. Even prior to

peace was the claim of the everlasting and funda-

mental principle of freedom of conscience.

On the 3rd of October 1683 he formally entered

upon the work of the ministry, at Darmeid, in

Cambusnethan Parish, Lanarkshire. Fear of the

enemy compelled the Societies to choose this lonely

and secluded moss between Newmilns and Eagles-
ham as a fit place for this important general

meeting. At the gathering he gave full account

of his ordination in Holland, his views on all vital

points, plainly and unmistakably indicating the
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grounds upon which he was resolved to stand,

adding that he
"
might be helped to hazard life

and all, for the testimony of that day, which, he said

(the Lord assisting), he would seal with his blood."

His first public sermon was preached at the same

place fully a month and a half later. By it he

approved himself a true evangelist and a worthy
successor of Cargill and Cameron.

During the entire course of his ministry his steps

were dogged and his work hampered by heartless

calumny. Shields says :

"
Never more reproaches

more invidiously invented, more impudently re-

ported, more greedily gaped after, more clamor-

ously asserted, and more credulously entertained,

were cast upon any man than upon him." The
most moderate representation against him, Shields

tells us, was that he was "
ignorant, empty, and

unlearned, and could preach nothing but the stolen

sermons of others, or what he had learned off

books." His biographer remarks that "liars should

have a better memory than to affirm that he could

preach nothing but railing against the ministry
and magistrates, which is a novel and unheard-of

extravagancy, and yet to allege that he learned it

all out of books, for then it was no novelty
"

; and

adds that
"
he had neither time nor means of

consulting books or other men's sermons seeing

that he was continually wandering. A copy of the

Scriptures would at most times compose his entire

library."
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Despite opposition so depressing and treatment

so unjust, harassed by many and trying privations,

and labouring all the time under the disadvantages
of a weakly body, the amount of work he managed
to get through was truly astonishing. He was a

voluminous writer of letters. From those to his

staunch friend Sir Robert Hamilton we learn much
of the inward details of his strenuous life. It is

said that in a few months he baptised more than

six hundred children. Such records show the

enormous fund of energy and activity possessed by
him. His services were sought after by friends far

and near. The stories of his many hair-breadth

escapes from the clutches of the enemy read like the

details of a stirring romance.

But amid all this work and worry he marched

steadily forward in his Master's business.

The spread of the bitter hue-and-cry among his

supposed friends attracted the attention of his per-

secutors, and had the immediate effect of stirring

them up to an even higher pitch of fury.
"
They

raised a hotter and more cruel persecution against
him than can be instanced ever to have been

against any one man in the nation ; nay, than ever

the most notorious murderer was pursued with
"

(Howie).
The sterling metal of the man and the minister

is shown in the fact that difficulties from enemies

did not cause a single sermon to be postponed,

discouragements from friends did not make a
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moment's break in his labours, and the incessant

malice of ministers failed to make him swerve one

degree from the clear path of duty to God and

kirk and native land.

On the 4th of September, 1684,
"
Letters of

Intercommuning
"

already mentioned in connec-

tion with Cameron were issued against him. He
was described as a "pretended" preacher and a
" seditious vagabond," and all lieges were com-

manded to give him no rest or supply, nor furnish

him with meat, drink, house, harbour, or anything
useful to him ; and requiring all

" sheriffs to appre-
hend and commit to prison the person of the said

Mr James Renwick wherever they could find or

apprehend him."

His followers were subjected to a fresh wave of

persecution fiercer and more inhuman than before.

This was " the last straw." As men fighting for

freedom they, in duty to the cause, could not allow

themselves to be shot down as game upon the

hill-sides, or exterminated as vermin upon the

streets. To be spitted upon the sword-points of a

brutal and ignorant soldiery, to be hounded off

the surface of the earth into dreary moss-hollows

and lonely caves, to be denied less food and

shelter by the decrees of their fellowmen than is

provided for bird and beast by the laws of nature,

to be fined, imprisoned, robbed, abused, tor-

tured, and butchered, and all to be borne without

protest or retaliation might be sublimely ideal and
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theoretically beautiful in an individual saint, but

there is room for grave doubt in regard to the

beneficial effect of dumb and spiritless submission

by a whole body of people to a cruel, unjust, and

uncalled-for oppression. Surely the Scriptural

injunction of turning the other cheek to the

repeated blow of the smiter was never meant to be

applied mechanically to all circumstances of life !

So at least thought Renwick and his little band.

At the instigation of the United Societies, but

somewhat reluctantly on his part, he drew up a

declaration known as
" The Apologetical Declara-

tion and Admonitory Vindication of the true

Presbyterians of the Church of Scotland, es-

pecially anent Intelligencers and Informers." This

document, which was fixed upon several market

crosses and parish church doors on Novem-
ber 8th, 1864, was to give warning that they
would not passively submit, from this time

forward, to the present unjust persecutions, but

in self-defence would punish their oppressors of all

classes
"
according to their power and the degree

of their offence." They took this stand in defence

of the work of Reformation, and their own lives,

and intended neither injury nor offence to any

except treacherous and perfidious informers, shame-

less murderers of their brethren, and those who

persisted as beasts of prey to harass and destroy
the innocent.

This Declaration has been severely criticised ;
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and Renwick himself, when he saw the dreadful

effects that followed its publication, was often

heard to say that though he " had peace in his end

and aim by it, yet he wished from his heart that

it had never seen the light of day."

Perhaps it was a false step ; but even regarding
it as such, the wonder grows that so few actual

cases of revenge or murder are traceable to its

influence. Reclining at our ease in comparative

luxury, and free to run the whole gamut of civil

and religious liberty, with such oppression and

persecution as an inconceivable absurdity, it is

easy to indulge in hypercriticism concerning those
"
wild hill-men's methods of self-protection, to

denounce them with the fervour of good citizens

as so many avowed enemies of law and order, and

to hold up our hands in Christian horror at the

heinous attempt to authorise assassination in the

name of religion." He is but a poor specimen of

humanity who cannot strut about as a philosopher,

and even as a moralist, when fair weather is in the

harbour, and the storm is far distant. It is the

pinch that settles the history of men and nations.

Let us try to imagine ourselves in the place of our

covenanting forefathers, and the prevailing feeling

will be one of wonder that those sturdy and stern

men so seldom resorted to the use of arms or

extreme measures under such prolonged and

heartless treatment. With the same provocation
would there be such toleration, such patience under
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sore suffering, such submission to iniquitous laws

and ruthless lawgivers, exhibited among us to-day ?

It is an important question to the person who is

inclined to criticise uncharitably, or to the in-

dividual who, in a superior way, heaps censure and

execration upon the memories of those poor
sufferers for Christ's sake !

The immediate result of the Declaration was the

increased fury and savagery of the government.
Charles II. died in February 1685, and his brother

James, an avowed papist, ascended the throne.

Renwick for safety had to fall back upon his former

pseudonym of James Bruce, as a signature for

his correspondence with friends. The "
bloody

Clavers," in his own words,
"

left no den, no

knowe, no moss, no hill unsearched." He had

shot down John Brown of Priesthill in cold blood,

and in presence of wife and children. The soldiers
" were allowed and authorised to kill, shoot, hang,

drown, and destroy them, pro libitu, without either

trial or sentence."

Though hemmed in by difficulties and dangers
almost beyond human endurance, Renwick's faith

in the success of the cause never faltered, nor did

he cease for an instant to hold up his testimony
before the eyes of men. As a protest against the

proclamation of James II., on the 28th of May,
1685, with about two hundred men he rode into

the town of Sanquhar and affixed a Declaration to

the Market Cross. It was almost an exact re-
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petition of Cameron's act on the 22nd June

1680.

The increased severities that would inevitably
have arisen from the publication of the Second

Sanquhar Declaration were checked because James

and his government had their hands fully occupied
at that moment with the risings of Monmouth in

England, and of Argyle in Scotland.

Renwick was strongly urged to join issues with

Argyle, but he could not clearly see his way to do

so. His refusal to ally himself to Argyle's move-

ment caused him much trouble from many sources ;

and, as if that were not sufficient, he shared in

the consequent persecution as though he had been

one of the rebels.

Monmouth and Argyle being out of the way, the

enemy
" must now fall on with Renwick and the

old regiment." He characterises those days as

times of
"
continual hurrying and tossing," of

being
"
hurried and chased with continual alarms."

In a letter in which he affirms that his followers

are increasing in number and in spiritual strength,

he adds,
"
There are not many days wherein His

truths are not sealed with blood, and that in all

places, so that I think within a little there shall not

be a moss or mountain in the west of Scotland

which shall not be flowered with martyrs." In

May, 1686, he writes,
" The work did never thrive

more than since man opposed it so much."

The false accusations and distracting oppositions
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to which he was subjected to the last day were

never keener or more vindictive than in this year.

Gordon, Cathcart, and Hutchinson are three of the

hundred traducers who strove, but in vain, to

wreck his work and destroy himself. Such is often

the experience of unflinching Faithfuls in the

Vanity Fair of this world. The number and vehe-

mence of enemies are often in direct ratio to the

pilgrim's faithfulness to the banner that he bears.

Even the venerable Peden turned too credulous

an ear to the misrepresentations of false brethren,

and temporary alienation set in between these

two men of God. But the old prophet, as he

was called, feeling his end near, and hearing that

Renwick was in the neighbourhood, requested an

interview with the young preacher. It was a

memorable meeting that took place in the cave

at Auchincloich between the old covenanting seer,

full of the wisdom that comes from long years of

strenuous conflict and devoted service, and this

young master-spirit, full of the vigour of youth and

the enthusiasm of an intensely earnest soul. It

was a source of the deepest consolation and delight
to both. The conversation was opened with :

" Are you Mr James Renwick there is so much
noise about ?

" and ended with,
"

Sir, I find you
a faithful servant of your Master."

It must have been a great relief and consolation

to Renwick in those times of ever-increasing calls

from all parts of the country to be joined in the
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work by two such devoted men as David Houston,
who came from Ireland, and Alexander Shields,

afterwards the author of
" Hind let loose," and

Renwick's biographer.
On December 9th, 1686, a reward of 100 was

offered to anyone who should bring in Renwick,
dead or alive.

The beginning of the year 1687 saw a third

Indulgence granted by the king to all dissenters.

This seeming leniency was only a subterfuge by
which to allay suspicion, and to pave the way for

the introduction of popery into the land, and of

Catholics into all offices of importance in Church

and State. Worship in private houses was allowed

but Conventicles were forbidden.

Renwick and his friends could not conscien-

tiously accept this royal favour ; and the extra

toleration extended to those who did accept it

was counterbalanced by increased severity to the

strict Covenanters.

But more heart-rending to Renwick than the

malice of his foes was the never-ceasing, spiteful,

and malevolent whisperings against him by people
who were labouring in the same Master's name.

The history of religions, and of Christianity even

up to the present day, is one long disclosure of such

degrading incidents.

In company with Alexander Shields he prepared
and published the Informatory Vindication. It

was written at Leadhills, Lanarkshire, in 1687,
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printed in Holland, and brought back to Scotland

for circulation. The third division of this publica-

tion vindicates Renwick, in seven heads, from the

principal accusations made against him and his

friends from time to time. It does him credit

both as an individual and as a preacher of the

Gospel. Point by point the main matters of con-

troversy are handled in a straight-forward and

masterful fashion. The conclusions arrived at

may be open to hostile criticism by many ;
but the

desire to avoid all possible friction, care to dis-

countenance and prevent all unreasonable excesses

in word and deed, solicitude for the spiritual

emancipation of his native land, and the manly
and heroic spirit breathed through the entire

Vindication, are patent to all impartial judges. As

the closing sentence expresses it, they desired
"
to

throw down what God would throw down, and to

build what He will establish when He comes."

Renwick had now entered upon the last stage of

his career. Within five months fifteen determined

searches, accompanied by much needless riot and

destruction of private property, were made for him.

Worn out with labours his body had become so

weakened, that he could neither mount nor sit on

horseback, and had often to be carried to the place
of meeting. In a letter to Sir Robert Hamilton

this pathetic passage occurs :

"
Excessive travel,

night wanderings, unseasonable sleep and diet,

and frequent preaching in all seasons of weather,
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especially in the night, have so debilitated me that

I am often incapable for any work. I find myself

greatly weakened inwardly, so that I sometimes fall

into fits of swooning and fainting." But he gloried

in the infirmities brought on in Christ's service, and

not a breath of murmuring escaped him.

In September he was present at a Conventicle at

Lochwinnoch. We find him next at Peebles,

where he had one of his narrow escapes from

capture. From Peebles he went to Edinburgh,
where he held two Conventicles on the Braids.

Fife now claimed his labours, and there he

held several Conventicles. His last sermon was

preached at Bo'ness then called Borrowstounness,

from the text
" Who hath believed our report,

and to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed ?
"

(Isaiah liii. 1). In it he gave very pertinent
answers to many questions regarding the recent

Toleration or Declaration of Indulgence.
Two days later he returned to Edinburgh,

lodging on the Castle Hill in the house of a friend

who dealt in goods smuggled from England. Some
time previously he had written to someone in

regard to taking precautions for safety : "I have

left that to the Providence of God." On this

occasion he seems to have taken no pains to protect
himself. At any time the house in which he stayed
was a suspected one ; and a Custom-house officer,

John Justice, prowling about, detected the silvery

tones of Renwick's voice as he was engaging in
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prayer. Next morning, as if searching for smuggled

goods, he surrounded the house. Seeing his in-

tended captive coming to the door, he exclaimed,
"
My life for it, this is Renwick !

" and immediately
rushed to the street shouting for help to carry
"
the dog Renwick "

to the guard.
He and two others made a rush for liberty ;

but

a blow from a long staff disabled him for effective

flight, and running down the Castle Wynd with

bare head he attracted the notice of a man in the

street who seized him at the head of the Cowgate.
When Graham, the Captain of the Guard, saw

before him a young man of twenty-six years of age
he cried out :

" What ! is this boy Mr Renwick

that the nation hath been so much troubled

with ?
"

Shields tells us that the prisoner's

answer was a smile "in great meekness."

In irons and a prisoner, he acquired by constant

prayer that degree of spiritual nerve and courage
that he had always dreaded might prove in-

sufficient when his hour of torture or death came.

He was able to say, a day before his end, "He
has strengthened me to brave men, and face death,

and I am now longing for the joyful hour of my
dissolution." To his mother who mourned at the

grim prospect of her dear son's head and hands

being stuck up to public gaze on the Netherbow

Port, he gave the assurance that his enemies would

get
"
leave to do nothing more against his body

but to take his life."
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He was brought three times before the Council,
and each time his defence was in full conformity
with his life-long preaching and testimony. The
three main charges, namely, refusal to acknowledge
the king's authority, refusal to pay

"
cess," and of

having taught his hearers to bear arms, were

answered clearly, calmly, and boldly.

Magistrates, doctors, curates, prelates, gentlemen
of the Guard, and even the King's Advocate, visited

him in prison, some in sympathy, some in derision,

and some with a feeling partaking of the nature of

both
; but whatever the motive of the visitor, the

effect of the visit in all cases was the same. No-

body and nothing could make him swerve from

his full testimony. In his eyes pardon and release

were worthless if they meant "
complying in the

least with enemies."

When his mother asked him how he was, he

replied :

"
Well ;

but since my last examination I

can hardly pray." Seeing that his reply grieved
her he added :

"
I can hardly pray being so much

taken up with praising, and ravished with the joy
of the Lord."

On the morning of his execution he said to his

mother and sisters, who alone were allowed access

to him : "I have many times counted the cost of

following Christ, but never expected it would have

been so easy." Hearing the drum beat for the

guard to bring him out he cried in ecstasy,
"
Yonder

is the welcome warning of my marriage : the
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Bridegroom is coming. I am ready, I am
ready !

"

During the entire progress of the last grim act,

the drums were beat incessantly so as to drown his

parting words to the people. They were inaudible

to the vast throng around the scaffold ; but enough
was gathered from the person who attended him,
and from fragments gleaned from spectators who
were stationed near enough to hear him.

He refused the services of a minister with the

words :

"
If I would have had any of them for my

counsellors or comforters I should not have been

here this day." The usual tormentor or tempter
of martyrs was present on this occasion also. It

was a curate who cried to him,
" Own our king, and

we shall pray for you !

" He answered :

"
I will

have none of your prayers. I am come here to

bear testimony against you, and such as you are."

The crown of martyrdom was an honour direct

from the hands of the King of Kings and Lord of

Lords, before Whom within a little he was to

appear, and Whom he was about "to enjoy and

glorify, without interruption or intermission for

ever."

His speech at the scaffold was almost identical

with his written testimony. His last prayer was,
"
Lord, I die in the faith that Thou wilt not

leave Scotland, but that Thou wilt make the

blood of Thy witnesses the seed of the Church,
and return again, and be glorious in our land."

1
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With the napkin tied about his face he added

parting words for the
"
faithful few

"
:

" Let them

not quit or forego one of these despised truths.

Keep your ground, and the Lord will provide you
teachers and ministers. And when He comes He
will make those despised truths glorious upon the

earth."

Commending his spirit to God, he was turned

over, and the last Scottish martyr had joyfully

sacrificed himself upon the altar of truth, justice,

and freedom.

Twenty-six years and three days is not a long

spell of life, but Renwick showed to the world

how much was possible in that short time. He
was a handsome stripling of only nineteen summers

when he stood by the scaffold of the saintly Cargill.

There was in front only a period of seven short

years in which to carry out the vow then taken

and the work then begun. Thousands of worthy
lives of three score years and ten have not a tithe

to their credit of work done for truth and liberty

that this frail-bodied young man had at the age of

one score and six.

His death is said by his chroniclers to have
" confounded enemies, convinced neutrals, con-

firmed halters, comforted friends, and astonished

all." The tongues of the scoffer, the critic, and

the traducer were silenced by his death. Even
his murderers, it is recorded, said that they
"
thought he went to Heaven."
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It was life in death, religious life for Scotland

in the death of this meek but intrepid martyr.

Although the
"
Killing times

"
were followed by

the
"
Suffering times," the dawn of a brighter day

was very near.

No one can doubt but that the perfect integrity
and consistency of the last martyr's life, his breadth

and strength of character, his intense zeal and

devotion in the Master's cause, and his meek and

ready submission to the final sacrifice of death,

did much to rouse his countrymen from their

slavish lethargy, to expose the utter unworthiness

of the Episcopacy of the Stuarts, and to open the

eyes of the whole nation to the fact that civil and

religious freedom was not only their birthright,
but was in their power of instant possession, if

they would only stand up for it as the last martyr
of the Scottish Reformation had done.

In the words of Carlyle we take leave of the four

bright martyrs whose lives and labours we have

been considering :

"
Farewell for the last time in this world of

shadows. In the world of realities may the Great

Father again bring us together in perfect happiness,
in perfect love."
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If it be true that intense love for God alone can

constrain mortals to accept the martyr's crown,

surely it is equally true that a consuming love for

their fellowmen arising out of the former love

has compelled so many to take up the missionary's
cross.

Certainly it is only the love of God that can

ripen men's hearts to such a sacrifice : mere

intellect fails ; bald knowledge is powerless.

Paul, the great pioneer of missionaries, saw the

blood of the proto-martyr Stephen flow, but his

heart remained as hard as the merciless stones that

were beating out the breath of life before his eyes ;

he saw the upward look and shining face
"
as of an

angel," but neither pity nor remorse ruffled the

composure of the youthful custodian of the

murderer's clothes ;
he heard the last prayer of

the saint a prayer that, in like circumstances, was

to be uttered often down through the centuries
" Lord ; lay not this sin to their charge

"
; but,

as far as we can judge, it left no echo in his law-

bound soul. Only the overwhelming disclosure

of a persecuted Saviour's love could awaken his

callous spirit into
"
newness of life."

135
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Mere intellectual perception, unsanctified erudi-

tion, and even splendid enthusiasm, are weak and

inadequate possessions, compared with the moral

grit and spiritual heroism that are the direct

endowments of the Holy Spirit. Such endowments
alone can impart the stern heroism of patience,
the saving grace of invincible hope, and the noble

and Christlike capacity for total self-surrender,

that have been, and are, so essential to successful

missionary enterprise.

It used to be very common to find the missionary
an object of banter, of satire, and even of open
ridicule. He was looked upon by sleek religionists

at home as a fanatic, or, at best, an enthusiast,

sometimes troublesome, but usually harmless ;

the world of fashion, even in its most generous
mood, dubbed him a super-moral knight-errant,
to whom it was decorous, and perhaps

"
class,"

to extend its gracious pity ! the public press did

not fail to impugn his motives, misrepresent his

aims, and exaggerate his weaknesses, mistakes,
and failures. He was the butt of the society wit,

the carping cynic, the "
superior

"
critic, and also

of the ease-loving nominal Christian.

Sidney Smith, while railing at all missionaries,

but especially at the Methodist missionaries of his

own day in India, prophesied that they would, if

not watched narrowly and kept in check,
"
in

twenty years infallibly produce the massacre of

every European in India."
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Coming to our own day we have the testimony
of the Right Hon. James Bryce, M.P., an accom-

plished statesman, and an expert upon foreign

affairs, which is not quite
" on all-fours

"
with the

opinion of the Elizabethan wit and scholar. Speak-

ing of missions and missionaries from practical

experience, he says in his
"
Impressions of South

Africa
"

:

"It is odd to find Europeans, and most con-

spicuously, those whose own lives are not models

of Christian morality, continually growling and

sneering at the missionaries, because their converts

do not always turn out saints." He recalls the

difficulties of dealing with the man with
"
hundreds

of generations of savagery behind him," and says

truly that the missionary had
" to create a religious

sense," before anything good could be effected.

Happily to-day no argument is needed to back

up this grand work, the aim of which is to hasten

the time when all the ends of the world
"

shall

know Him, whom to know is life eternal." Happily
also for the betterment of the world there are in

every age those who rise higher than local outlooks

and ambitions, and who go beyond the spirit of their

day and place for the well-being of their fellows.

Though as in the case of the martyrs the

lives and labours we are about to consider are not

likely to be forgotten by a grateful nation, yet it is

a pleasant and profitable task for us every now and

again in this way to make a pilgrimage to their
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shrines, and redeck their scattered graves with

fresh and fragrant flowers.

The subject of our first study takes us to
"
Darkest Africa," the land that groaned so

long under the dreadful curse of slavery, a trade

that arrested for many years the march of civilisa-

tion, and hindered the advent of Christianity.

The Moravian Brethren have the honour of

being the pioneers of missions in South Africa.

Their first station was founded by George Schmidt,
a German, in 1737, at the Bavian's Kloof (Baboon's

Glen). The Dutch, then the masters of Cape

Colony, were inveterate enemies of the missionaries;

but in spite of their opposition, the entrance of

the Gospel into this dark continent was gradually
effected. Krapf and Rebmann in the interior,

the Moravian Brethren, John Campbell, and

Robert Moffat approaching from the South, and

Livingstone and Charles New from the East, made
the first inroads into African heathendom.

Except for the North, which is practically

untouched, stations have been planted every-

where by almost every section of the Christian

Church, Wesleyan, Church of England, American

Presbyterian, Scottish Presbyterian, and Baptist,

as well as the London, The Propagation and The

Norwegian Societies, The Society of Friends, etc.

In 1795 the year in which the subject of our

sketch was born the London Missionary Society
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was founded. Their first great missionary was

John Theodore Vanderkemp, a native of Holland,

refined,scholarly, heroic, and devoted, who laboured

among the kaffirs amid appalling difficulties.

A worthy successor to Vanderkemp was John

Campbell, at one time an ironmonger in the Grass-

market, Edinburgh, and the originator of the

Edinburgh Religious Tract Society. The London

Missionary Society sought him out in their need

for a man with brains, zeal, and courage sufficient

to face the dangers and difficulties of visiting the

mission stations of South Africa for the purpose of

putting new life into the lagging work of evangelisa-

tion. Strong faith overcame all fear, and Campbell
did heroic deeds in the cause of Christ. Dr

Philip, who was his companion on many of his

travels, tells us that though he was constitutionally

the most timid man he ever knew, nobody would

have surmised that he had ever known what it

was to fear :

" Whether encountering lions in the

path, nine of which once stood in the line of his

caravan in a single day, or crossing swollen rivers

on crazy rafts, with some of the company holding
on to the tails of oxen, or negotiating with blood-

stained chiefs ... or panting over burning

sands, enduring incessant thirst ... his joyous-
ness drove all shadows away."

His labours paved the way for those of Robert

Moffat, the next great missionary sent out by this

Society.
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Robert Moffat,
"
the Apostle of South Africa,"

was born on the 21st December 1795, at Ormiston,
near Haddington.
In 1806 the family removed to Carron Shore,

about three miles from Falkirk, where his father

held an appointment in the Customs. When
about the age of twelve he says,

"
I wanted to be

a man before the time. I lived among shipping,
and went off to sea." A short spell of life in a

coasting vessel effectually weaned him from the

thoughts of a sailor's life. He returned to school,

but only for a few months. His education as a boy
must have been very meagre.
On leaving school he was apprenticed as a

gardener. The training that was destined to fit

him for his future career had commenced. Early

rising, hunger, and cold, seem to have entered

largely into his first experiences of this work.

In the midst of drudgery, however, he found time

to attend an evening class, where he was instructed

in Latin and Mensuration ; and his leisure hours

were varied by such widely different occupations
as working at the anvil and learning the violin.

His characteristic from the first was to put his

hand to everything that came his way a sensible

Jack-of-all-trades ! Botany and horticulture had

naturally a strong fascination for him in those

days. Surely a Divinity was shaping his ends !

In 1811 his father was removed from Carron, to

Inverkeithing in Fifeshire.
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On the expiration of his apprenticeship Robert

received employment at Donibristle, a seat of the

Earl of Murray, at Aberdour. For a year he was

within touch of the family circle, and no doubt the

habits and influences of the pious home were

making a deep and lasting impression upon the

young man's mind.

Having obtained an appointment as under-

gardener to Mr. Leigh of High Leigh, Cheshire, his

parents were unwilling to stand in the way of his

advancement, though fearing to let their boy so

far away from the restraints and prayerful training

of home.

The parting with his austere and godly mother is

a scene full of pathos. The mother pressed her

son for a favour a parting promise to read his

bible morning and evening. Robert's nature

could brook neither evasion nor dishonesty. After

a momentary struggle of counting the cost, the

promise was given, never to be broken. At first

he kept it as a pleasing duty he owed to his mother,
but soon afterwards, from a higher motive, as

an essential to spiritual health and strength.
At High Leigh, under the influence of some

evangelistic Wesleyan Methodists, a great change
came over him

; and this he believed to be the

direct result of the working of the Spirit of God

through reading the Bible, which was at this time

the constant occupation of his leisure.

An incident, simple in itself, now occurred,
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which was destined to shape and direct his whole

future career. Walking from High Leigh into the

neighbouring town of Warriston one beautiful

summer evening, musing upon the problems that

were besetting his own life, his eye was attracted

by a missionary placard, announcing a meeting
to be held under the auspices of the London

Missionary Society. The stories of the Moravian

Missionaries in Greenland and Labrador, that he

had heard so often from his mother's lips, now
came back to memory with full force and a new

significance ;
and a

"
tumult

"
took hold of his

mind which ended in a steadfast and noble resolu-

tion to become, like them, a humble bearer of

salvation into some dark corner of the world.

It was no fleeting emotion: fickleness of pur-

pose was foreign to Moffat's spiritual constitution

from youth to the grave. With him to catch the

missionary spirit was to be entirely possessed by
it. "A flattering and lucrative prospect

" was

presented to him,
"
but," he answered,

"
I would

prefer my God to white and yellow ore." Friends

shook their heads pityingly at the young man, and

said to one another that
"
his brains were turned."

"
Yes," he said,

" but they are turned the right

way." Such was the mettle of the would-be

missionary !

In those days to go as a missionary to heathen-

dom was equivalent to bidding farewell for ever

to home and friends, fatherland, and civilisation.
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Unknown regions claimed them, and, in most cases,

returning was beyond their fondest dreams.

Although it would necessarily entail untold

hardships and dangers to their son, the pious

parents gave their consent in those noble words :

" We have thought of your proposal to become a

missionary ;
we have prayed over it, and we

cannot withhold you from so noble a work."

Along with Robert Moffat eight other young
men were publicly designated in Surrey Chapel,

London, in October 1816, among whom was John

Williams,
" The Apostle of Polynesia and the

Martyr of Erromanga
"

; and a few weeks later

the Alacrity bore them from the shores of their

native land.

Robert Moffat was only a youth of twenty,

when, after a journey of eighty-six days, he landed

at Cape Town, on the 13th of January, 1817 ; but

never for a moment did he waver in his high

resolve, or slacken in his devoted enthusiasm.

During the journey he wrote home :

"
Oh, that I

had a thousand lives, and a thousand bodies !

All of them should be devoted to no other employ-
ment but to preach Christ to these degraded,

despised, yet beloved mortals." Such was the

spirit in which he stepped upon African soil.

A hitch took place at the very beginning.
Moffat and Kitchingmans were destined for

Namaqualand. This territory was beyond the

border, and special permission was required from
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the Government before they could set out for the

sphere of their labours. On the plea that mission-

aries outside the Colony might cause trouble and

complications with the natives, the needful sanc-

tion was refused.

But idleness was intolerable to young Moffat.

While waiting on the permission that was at length

granted he was stationed at Stellenbosch, where

he set himself to acquire the Dutch language,
and to preach in it. The delay thus proved an

inestimable blessing to him, for he was able,

when the time came, to enter at once into his

missionary work unhampered by interpreters.

The hearty manner in which he threw himself

into this study during his enforced detention

illustrates the plucky spirit and practical wisdom

of the man, qualities which were uniformly
evinced by him during his whole career. He showed

here as elsewhere the wisdom of energy, the happy
union of faculty and opportunity which commands

success in every department of human effort.

In September 1817 he left Cape Town and

Stellenbosch behind, and set out for the territory

of the notorious and dreaded Africaner, the chief

of Namaqualand. He travelled in waggons drawn

by oxen, across desolate regions, bivouacing in

wild spots, serenaded by prowling jackals and

hyaenas. The oxen would sometimes sink down

in the sand from sheer exhaustion. Crossing

desert plains, animals and men were often at the
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point of perishing from want of water. The hot

season was dogging their steps with its grim ally,

fever.

Many were the warnings he received not to go
near the country of Africaner, the terror of the

Bechuanas. Moffat's words on this point were :

" One said he would set me up as a mark for his

boys to shoot at ; and another, that he would strip

off my skin, and make a drum of it to dance to ;

and their most consoling prediction was that he

would make a drinking cup of my skull. I believe

they were serious, and especially a kind, motherly

lady, who, wiping the tear from her eye, bade me
farewell, saying :

" Had you been an old man it

would have been nothing, for you would soon have

died, whether or no ;
but you are young and going

to become a prey to that monster." Such gloomy

predictions had no deterring effect upon Moffat :

they only made deeper and keener his resolve to

face this terrible chief in the spirit and name of his

Heavenly Father.

The strong common sense and practical wit that

saved him from many difficulties and dangers in

later years was conspicuous even at twenty-two.

There is a story told of those days that splendidly
illustrates this :

One evening found them at the farm of a wealthy
but rough-mannered Boer. The burly farmer

abruptly shouted out his refusal to the request for

a night's lodgings under his roof; but, nothing
K
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daunted, the young missionary repeated his

petition to the more soft-hearted frau, who at

once extended to him the hospitality of the house.

The heart of the young preacher was also gladdened

by the request that he would hold a service in the

house, for he knew that over a hundred Hottentots

were in the employment of the Boer ;
but great

was his surprise to find that the only occupants of

the long barn, in which he was to preach, were the

farmer, his frau, three sons and two daughters.
"
May not your servants come in ?

"
modestly

asked Moffat.
" Eh ?

"
roared the master of the

house,
"
Hottentots ! Are you come to preach

to Hottentots ? Go to the mountains and preach

to the baboons ; or, if you like, I'll fetch my dogs,

and you may preach to them."

Neither confidence nor wit deserted our young

missionary. He had intended to preach from the

text,
" How shall we escape if we neglect so great

salvation ?
" but in the instant, acting upon the

rude rebuff of his host, he chose, and calmly gave

out, the text,
"
Truth, Lord ; yet the dogs eat of

the crumbs which fall from their master's table."

It was a bold shot, and went straight to the mark.

Moffat having repeated the text, and spoken from

it for a few minutes, the farmer, rising hastily,

cried,
" Hold on ! no more of that ! wait a

moment and I'll bring all the Hottentots in the

place." He immediately did so; and the barn

was soon filled with a motley crowd of slaves,
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open-mouthed with wonder at this strange conduct

of their master. Moffat did not take long to get
to work : the sermon fell upon many ears that had

never heard the Word of Life before, and it made
a profound impression. After the astonished, but

now glad, Hottentots had trooped out, the Boer,

in a much more pleasant and subdued tone, said :

"My friend, you took a hard hammer, and you
have broken a hard head. I'll never object to the

preaching of the Gospel to Hottentots again."
It was a decided and notable victory.

Moffat's own pen describes how that through

dangers and difficulties many and various, he

pushed on to Africaner's Kraal, which was reached

on the 26th of January, 1818.

His reception by the terrible outlaw was cold

and discouraging ; but there was no going back

in Moffat's programme. Strength of purpose,

promptitude in doing the right thing at the right

time, a native shrewdness in dealing with the

untamed savage, and abundance of all-conquering
tact, attuned and strengthened by incessant and

trustful prayer, made him gain ground, slowly
no doubt, but steadily, with Africaner's warriors,

and finally won the personal esteem and affection

of the great chief himself.

For fully twelve months he laboured inNamaqua-
land. As difficulties increased so did his power to

cope with them ; as disappointments and failures

assailed him, then did his faith in God shine out
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most clearly. He commenced stated services,

opened a school, and itinerated amongst the

neighbouring
"
werfs

"
or villages. His food was

meat and milk. He would live for weeks upon
the one, and then, for a while, on the other ; but

frequently he had recourse to the
"
fasting girdle."

Alone, in a barren country, with a salary of twenty-
five pounds per annum, his confidence in God's

goodness and power remained unshaken.

Not only did Moffat excel in spiritual and mental

gifts suitable for a missionary, but he was a man
of great resource in the ordinary arts and crafts.

It was his ambition from childhood, as we have

seen, to be a
"
handy

"
man, and it was a capacity

that had a most wonderful and beneficial effect

upon the Namaquamen.
"
My dear old mother,"

he says,
"
to keep me out of mischief in the long

winter evenings, taught me to knit and to sew.

When I would tell her that I meant to be a man,
she would say,

'

Lad, ye dinna ken whaur your lot

may be cast.' She was right ; for I have often

had occasion to use the needle since."

He had been brought up in the practical school,

and from childhood had been inured to muscular

exertion. Manual labour was no burden
;
on the

contrary it came as a relief, a relaxation, a health-

giving exercise. It was also a great source we

might almost say the great source of his initial

influence and power over the natives. It has

always been so in the history of successful missions
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civilisation going hand-in-hand with Chris-

tianity, physical elevation being the powerful ally

of mental and spiritual enlightenment. John

Williams, the Martyr of Erromanga, while fervent

and whole-hearted in his missionary labours, with

his own hands built a house in English fashion,

manufactured the necessary furniture, provided
and surrounded his home with the advantages of

civilisation, and not until he had aroused a desire

in the natives for such an improved state of living

did he attempt to inculcate the principles of

morality, of law, of government, the idea of right

and wrong, and lastly, the higher truths of the

Gospel.
John Coleridge Patteson, the missionary bishop,

considered that a
"
missionary ought to be a

carpenter, a mason, something of a butcher, and a

good deal of a cook." He was all these, besides

having to play the role of farmer, gardener, tailor,

doctor, teacher, and preacher.
David Livingston, Moffat's more famous son-in-

law, had a vigorous frame, and manual labour

came easy to him. Brick-making, house-building,

reclaiming waste land from the vast wilderness,

attacking wild beasts in the jungle were all engaged
in willingly and joyfully, because of the conviction

that soul-saving cannot be alienated from the

saving of the body, and that at least the elementary
details of civilisation must be present before a

spiritual elevation is possible.
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This was also the firm conviction of Moffat.

No office was too menial, no task too laborious, if

by performing it he could win the hearts of those

benighted people to Christ.

At length his arduous labours bore fruit. The

savage Africaner himself was the first to yield to

the Gospel of Peace. The thirst for war, murder,
and plunder gave place to personal friendship with

the missionary, remorse for his former life of havoc

and bloodshed, and a deep desire for the know-

ledge that saves to the uttermost. His conversion

was a great victory for the cause of Christ. Al-

though one hundred pounds sterling had long
before been put upon his head by the government
of Cape Colony, yet when he visited that part of

the country in company with Moffat, the Governor

expended that sum in good-will offerings upon this

miracle of grace. Such a notable conversion to

Christianity gave a great impetus to missions

everywhere, strengthened the hands of those who
were battling against fearful odds, and gave
Moffat both heart and confidence to go on with his

arduous, but now hopeful, labours.

But Moffat was not to return to Namaqualand
with his disciple. Dr. Philip and Mr. Campbell

strongly desired him to take up mission work

among the Bechuanas. His position was one of

obedience ; and so he had reluctantly to bid

Africaner a sorrowful farewell.

The station to which he had been appointed
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was one of the foremost posts on heathen soil :

beyond it were regions thickly populated by races

who had never seen the face of a white man, had

never heard of Christianity, had no conception of

a Creator, and were without any system of religion

whatever.

It was when he was about to set out to face the

task of Christianising Mothibi's Bechuanas that a

step most important and far-reaching in its effects

was taken by the young missionary. Mary Smith

and Robert Moffat had long been betrothed lovers ;

and now she left home and kindred to join him in

a happy and helpful union of hearts and lives. In

oneness of hope and purpose they faced the toils

and difficulties, the trials and sorrows, as also the

encouragements and joys that arose for them in the

land of the Bechuanas. Never wife and mother

preserved more nobly and unselfishly the sanctity

of the home. For fifty-one long years it was her

daily joy and triumph to be a helpmeet to her

husband in all the absorbing duties of his

laborious and hazardous life. But her heart went

beyond the mud walls of her hut to the heathen

among whom her husband was labouring. She

was a humble and devoted Priscilia to her daunt-

less and greater Aquila. The ripeness of the

matron, as the years went on, the tenderness of

the mother, the head and heart endowments of a

keen woman, turned a hut into a holy shrine, a

wife into a wise and invaluable colleague, and a
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mother into the best of missionaries. It was a

splendid co-operation a complete ministry ! A
combination sweeter, closer, more efficacious and

noble, could not well be imagined. The blending
of temperament and heart, of aims and spheres of

labour, on the part of two such souls, was sure to

possess a unique power, and to be able to work

wonders, and so it did.

Mary Moffat's mission is well expressed by her-

self in these words :

"
I always strove to study the

comfort of my husband, and never to hinder him

in his work, but always did what I could to help
him up to it." She lived for him, so that he might
be free to live for others. That is surely the very
essence of the nobility of wifehood ! A good
woman's influence upon her husband is limitless

in its possibilities. There is a depth of inspiring,

invigorating, and propelling power behind the

little details of the daily words and acts of home-

life of which most wives never dream. Mary
Moffat seemed to have a lively consciousness of

this fact, and she acted up to it consistently during
her whole married life.

For five long years her husband laboured among
+he Bechuanas without a single ray of hope to

brighten his toil-worn head and heart. One

day the missionary said to his wife :

"
This is

hard work, Mary !

" The remark was common-

place, and came as a matter of course.
"
It is

hard," answered Mary,
"
but you must remember
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the Gospel has never yet been preached to them
in their own tongue wherein they were born ! They
have heard it only through interpreters, and

interpreters who have no real love for the truth.

We must not expect the blessing till you be able

from your own lips, and in their own language, to

bring it through their ears into their hearts."

This simple chat between man and wife had most

momentous and far-reaching results. Moffat

immediately discerned the wisdom of his wife's

opinion. It was at once a disclosure of the cause

of former callousness and failures, and a revelation

of the true way to success.
" From that hour,"

he says,
"

I gave myself with untiring diligence to

the acquisition of the language."
And never was a foreign tongue acquired under

more disadvantages. Not the least of these was

the absence of academic method in his study ;

but an intense determination and desire supplied
all lack of former scholastic training.
The Bechuanas turned a deaf ear to the message

of love, and spurned the saving truths of re-

demption. They stole food, corn, and sheep

openly : more than once when the missionaries

came home from preaching, they found a stone

occupying the place of the meat they had previously

placed in the pot, and upon which they hoped to

dine : knives, forks, tools, and such-like utensils

were pilfered continually : the rainmakers blamed
the missionaries for the drought that had come in
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spite of their pretended power and the natives

believed them. Worries and disappointments
were endless ; but the heroism of patience pre-
vailed. Moffat and his wife knew that faithfulness

to duty would eventually win the day.
In the meantime, however, matters grew worse

and worse. Hostility became so bitter that violent

expulsion was threatened if the missionaries did

not instantly take their departure. One of the

most formidable chiefs of the tribe, accompanied

by twelve braves, was told off to let the devoted

band know of this resolution. The warriors were

met at the door by the intrepid missionary, his

wife, baby in arms, and their aged fellow-labourer,

Hamilton. Moffat was not a man to quail before

his kind, even though they were blood-stained

savages. His eye never flinched : with brave

and fearless mein he stood erect before the chief,

who quivered his spear in a menacing manner. He
listened calmly to their demands, and then gave
his answer :

" We are more than ever resolved to

abide by our post. We care not for your threats,

for you know not what you are doing. If you are

resolved to rid yourselves of us, you must resort

to stronger measures, for our hearts are with you.
You may shed our blood or burn us out ; but I

know that you will not touch my wife and children ;

and you will surely reverence the grey hairs of my
venerable friend. As for me, my decision is taken ;

I do not leave your country."
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Even savages could not but admire such daunt-

less and unselfish bravery. His noble words

caused them to waver in their avowed determina-

tion. In a moment, the heroic Moffat threw open
his waistcoat, presenting his breast to the enemy,
and shouted,

"
Now, if you will, drive your spears

into my heart, and when you have slain me, then,

and not till then, will my companions know that

the hour has come for them to depart."
The savages had come with threats, and murder

if need be, but the splendid heroism of devotion

had overcome them, and the chief withdrew with

the remark to his attendant warriors :

"
Surely

these men have ten lives. When they are so

fearless of death there must be something in

immortality."
It was another wonderful victory ; and it

opened up an avenue to the hearts of the people
that was totally closed before. They began to

see that the missionaries lived and laboured solely

for their temporal and spiritual good, and not in

the slightest degree for themselves. Trust and

respect were engendered, and so a way was made

possible for the entrance of spiritual truths into

those benighted and hitherto rebellious hearts.

Shortly afterwards an opportunity presented
itself for the missionaries to show their zeal for the

welfare of the natives. Moffat, at great personal

risk, was instrumental in saving the Bechuanas

from being overwhelmed and annihilated by the
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invading hordes of the Mantatees ; and the respect
and admiration of the rescued people increased

accordingly. The chief was now so favourable to

them that he gave his aid to the laying out of the

station at Kurunam formerly known as Lattakoo

which was Moffat's headquarters for many
years to come.

Amid family sickness and bereavements, per-

petual risks and startling incidents, incessant

manual labour, such as standing up to the middle

in water every day for a fortnight cutting thatch for

the house, perils from heartless marauders, tribal

wars and rumours of war, and a thousand and one

harassing and disquieting difficulties and dangers
of mind and body, the good work went steadily on.

The outwardly emotionless Bechuanas, with the

stolid indifference in which they prided themselves,

at last began to show signs of a wonderful change.
There came a time of awakening that filled the

hearts of the humble workers with joyful surprise.

Everything was transformed in the life around.

Instead of empty benches, the meeting-house was

crowded before the service began. It was enough
to turn the heads of even those who had been

schooled in adversity. Songs of Zion took the

place of heathen songs, dancing disappeared, and

earnest praying was heard on all hands. The long
looked-for blessing had come. Even the home
life of the missionaries was not exempt from anxious

seekers for more and more enlightenment. The
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"
extreme selfishness, filthiness, obstinate stu-

pidity, and want of sensibility
"

that made Mary
and Robert Moffat so often almost lose heart, now
became things of the past ; and the indecency of

the native costume was exchanged as far as possible

for European habits of clothing.

But great caution was exercised by the elated

missionaries, and converts were carefully and even

rigorously examined and tested before they were

allowed to receive the rite of baptism. It must

have been a great day at the mission-station a

day of thanksgiving more intense than we can

probably imagine when they sat down with their

first company of Bechuana communicants at the

table of the Lord. Their prayers had indeed been

answered :

"
the moral wilderness had begun to

blossom."

Perhaps Moffat's most lasting work among, and

for, the natives of the Dark Continent was that of

translating the Scriptures into Sechuana, the

language of the Bechuanas.

We have already noticed how the idea of reach-

ing the hearts of those people through their own

tongue was given to him by his good and wise

wife.
"
Regardless of their filth, and fearless of

their ferocity, he went and lived alone among them.

He walked, he slept, he wandered, he hunted, he

rested, he ate and drank with them till he had

thoroughly mastered their language, and then he

began to preach to them, in their own language
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wherein they were born, the redemption of

Christ."

Then commenced the herculean task of trans-

lation, which was continued amid interruptions
and distractions that would have been abundant,
and even conscientious, excuse enough for the

average man to give up the labour. But Moffat

was not formed in the common mould.

Though Mr. Wishart and, later, his son John,

gave him assistance, yet for close on thirty years he

toiled on at his huge task virtually single-handed.
He created a record in such work even from this

point of view, for both Wickliffe and Coverdale

had the guidance and help of the labours of pre-
decessors in their work of translation.

In 1832 he translated the Gospel of St. Luke,
and some hymns. A difficulty arose at the outset

about paper, printing-press, and compositor ; but,

like all other impediments, it was soon overcome :

the translator travelled to the Cape and became
his own compositor. The Assembly's Catechism,

Scripture Lessons forming a volume of four

hundred and thirty-three pages, two thousand

copies of a collection of one hundred hymns, and

four thousand copies of Spelling Books, were

printed and put into circulation, besides sheets of

letters and numerous smaller works. It may be

noted in passing that to Moffat belongs the great
honour and glory of having written the first hymn
ever penned in the native language.
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In 1840 the translation of the whole of the New
Testament was completed ; and Moffat returned

to London, after an absence of twenty-three years,

to superintend the printing of it. In 1841 and

1843 six thousand copies with the Book of

Psalms added were sent out and distributed, to

the great joy and consolation of thousands of the

sable sons and daughters of South Africa. David

Livingstone
"
the missionary come of weaver

kin," and Moffat's illustrious son-in-law was

entrusted with the conveyance of this precious

gift from England to the Bechuanas.

During this time Moffat was also preparing his

volume on "
Missionary Labours and Scenes in

South Africa," which he published in 1842.

When he returned to Kurunam it was not to

rest, but to set about a greater task than he had

previously undertaken, that of translating the

whole of the Old Testament into Sechuana. It

was a stupendous labour ; and his wife in one of

her letters home says that she did not know how
even his great constitution and energetic brain

could stand the constant and intense strain.

Translation, revision, correcting of proofs, and

printing, ceased not night or day. There was

no leisure no rest : he wished for none. The
work had become almost a consuming passion.
But it must not be imagined that the duties of his

missionary office were for a moment, or in the

slightest degree, neglected. Writing of his work
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of translation about this time he said,
"
I have

felt as if I must die if I dropped it, or at least be

miserable to the end of my days, if I did not enlist

all the time, research, and perseverance at my
command in its accomplishment. In fine, I have
felt it to be an awful work to translate the Word
of God, and perhaps this has given to my heart the

habit of sometimes beating like a hammer." At
last in 1857 this labour of fourteen years was

completed, and the whole Bible became an open
book to the Bechuanas. Moffat thus describes his

emotions at that time.
"
I could hardly believe

that I was in the world, so difficult was it for me
to realise the fact that my work of so many years
was completed. Whether it was from weakness

or overstrained mental exertion I cannot tell, but

a feeling came over me as if I should die, and I felt

perfectly resigned. To overcome this I went back

to my manuscript still to be printed, read it over

and re-examined it, till at length I got back again
to my right mind. This was the most remarkable

time of my life, a period I shall never forget. My
feelings found vent by my falling upon my knees

and thanking God for His grace and goodness in

giving me strength to accomplish my task."

It says much for the literary merit of this great
work that it is still the version in use.

Like Carey for India, and Morrison for China,

Moffat did a work for South and Central Africa,

the value of which even Time can only exhibit a
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fraction. He conferred upon the Dark Continent

a priceless boon the free and simple Word of

God the great civiliser the wonder-worker in

dispelling the horrors of heathendom.

Moffat had the rich reward of seeing the

Scriptures eagerly sought after, and ravenously
devoured. For thousands of those benighted
souls no journey was too long, and no price too

high, if they could secure a copy of the wonderful

book. Speaking at a meeting of the London

Missionary Society, a Christian Hottentot voiced

the deep gratitude of his fellows thus : "I thank

you to-day ; I do nothing but thank you to-day.

Are there any of the old Englishmen here who sent

out the Word of God ? I give them thanks ;

if there are not, I give it to their children."

Had Moffat done no other work than this he

would have richly won his niche in the Temple of

Fame.

Kuruman was now not only a place of great

missionary activity, but also a kind of religious

metropolis a centre from which to carry on the

Gospel crusade far and near.

It goes without saying that the life and soul of

all this aggressive work against the kingdom of

darkness was the veteran missionary himself. He
would allow no one, young or old, to outdo him in

energy and exertion. His was the hand that must
do the heavy share of artisan work, his spade,
the digging, his pen, the writing, his hand, the
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printing, his brain, the thinking, and his heart,

the praying.
From Kuruman he made many journeys into

the interior, but always with the missionary spirit

dominant. His first visit of importance was to

King Makaba, a potentate who held sway two

hundred miles to the north. Three times he

visited the Matabele King, Moselekatze, who ruled

over a large portion of the territory known as the

Transvaal Republic, and at this day a British

Colony. News of the great and successful work

being done at Kuruman had reached Matabeleland,

and the king sent an embassy there to enquire into

the real nature of the work. Moselekatze gratefully

heard the message of love and peace from Moffat,

saying,
"
Father, you have made my heart as

white as milk." One of the great results of the

meeting of the savage king and the Christian

missionary was the beginning of a friendship of

mutual unselfishness and trust that lasted for the

long period of twenty-three years.

Moffat's second visit was undertaken when his

health had been shattered by over - strenuous

labours of mind and body. Instead of resting,

and taking a trip home, as advised, he set off to

the Limpopo, where Moselekatze was, preached to

his people, cured the king of dropsy, paved the

way for the marvellous journeys of his great

son-in-law, Livingstone, and then returned home

much improved in body and spirit.
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;
As a result of his third journey, a very successful

mission station was planted among the Matabeles,

first with the favour and assistance of Moselekatze,

and afterwards, of his successor, Lobengula.

Mary Moffat's journeys not undertaken with

evangelising aim, but dictated by a noble wife's

and mother's heart were long, full of danger and

adventure, and entailing months of absence from

home. She, like her great husband, had the spirit

of patient endurance, noble endeavour, unselfish

daring, and prayerful faith of one of God's own
heroes.

At a time of life when most men seek retirement

and rest from the toil and heat of the day, he was

facing, with unconquerable vigour and energy, the

full storm and strain of a life of extraordinary

activity.

In spite of perpetual toil and striving, his active

powers lasted far beyond the expectations of

everyone, and even of himself. He was a living

miracle to his wife. But the inevitable must come

to pass. During the long period of translation,

with all its attendant work and worry in connection

with the varying views of commentators and critics,

he had often to battle with the dread that his brain

would not hold out to the end. Nature is not in-

exhaustible in mortals : unceasing toil of mind and

body, with never a moment of restful pause,brought
on reduced powers of endurance and activity : so

many decades of labour, undergone amid tropical
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conditions of living, had taken much of the dash

and vim of former years from his movements, and

a bilious fever added its quota of effect in reduc-

ing the immense stock of masterful energy and

infectious buoyancy. Disappointments arising

from native indolence and indifference, and the

lack for many years of any visible blessing upon
their labours difficulties accruing from racial

complications, Government apathy, and, latterly,

the disastrous emigration of the Boers (whom
Moffat's son Robert said,

"
were the most

peculiar men under heaven ! ") discomforts con-

sequent upon primitive conditions and necessaries

of life, meagre assistance from home in helpers
and money, repeated marches for hundreds of

miles through desert and often hostile territory,

being an artisan consumed with study, and a

student to whom manual labour was necessary for

existence, all told, in their own time and place,

upon the iron constitution, the irrepressible energy,

and the marvellous versatility of mind and body.
He who had been ever the foremost in cleaving
a path through the dense forest, putting to shame

the youngest and strongest, had now to admit that

he was getting old : the one who was wont in

emergencies to be here, there, and everywhere,
with his wonderful resource, his inspiriting cheeri-

ness, and purposeful resolution, had now to face

the absolute necessity of handing on the torch of

light and leading to other and younger hands :
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and he who formerly
"
could sleep and hear a lion

roar," was now afflicted with sleepless nights that

defied all the power of opiates to charm away.
The fine sense of humour and the highly developed

imaginative faculty that had rescued him from

many a humdrum and desolate time could not

now arrest the ravages of age and strain.

At last he yielded to the loving and repeated

injunctions of his Directors at home, and resolved

to quit Kuruman for his native land.

Fully fifty years before, he had left the shores

of Britain, a young man, never entertaining for a

moment, even in his fondest dreams, the hope that

he would ever see home and fatherland again, and

resolved faithfully to lay down his life in the land

of his adoption. But it was otherwise ordered.

In 1840, accompanied by his devoted wife, he had

the great pleasure of revisiting the old country,

being everywhere received with loving acclama-

tions of welcome. In the providence of God he

had been preserved over three score and ten years
to spend the evening of his days in the land of his

nativity, amid loving and devoted friends and

admirers.

Less than three years after arriving home, the

loving and helpful companionship of a lifetime

was brought to a close by the death of Mary
Moffat. With her departed a missionary spirit

second only to that of her great husband. The

aged seer's first exclamation, his son John tells us,
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on finding her really gone, was,
" For fifty-three

years I have had her to pray for me." The remark

embodied at once the secret and source of the

perfect union of heart and life that characterised

the career of this noble couple.
For thirteen years he was almost the idol of all

religious bodies and classes. He had the unique ex-

perience of enjoying to the full, for a long period of

years, the gratitude and applause of his fellowmen.

The Mayor of London gave a banquet in his

honour ; and the Senate of Edinburgh University
conferred upon him the honorary degree of

Doctor of Divinity. All vied with one another in

giving praise and distinction to the worthy and

patriarchal servant of God.

His was a soul that could not be labelled accord-

ing to sect or clique : sectarianism was forgotten :

he belonged to the Church Universal : his work
was for all time and all humanity.
But humility was so woven into the fibre of the

old missionary's character, that adulation, how-

ever pronounced, and notoriety, however extreme,
could not in the slightest degree mar the consist-

ency of his disinterested and consecrated life.

Ten years after the death of his beloved wife, on

the 9th of August, 1883, the marvellous career of

the great
"
Apostle of South Africa

" came to a

close in his peaceful Kentish home, at the ripe age
of eighty-eight iyears .
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Fully six thousand miles of ocean separates
South Africa from New Guinea ; but the spirits

of their apostles were close and kindred.

Moffat and Chalmers had each great initial

difficulties and hardships to overcome before they
could be licensed to preach the Gospel to the

heathen : the same indomitable energy, effervesc-

ing buoyancy, and chronic cheerfulness were

theirs : they were alike in absolute surrender and

consecration to the Master's work, and also in

their intense love for the savages to whom they
devoted their lives : the conspicuous and native

power to lead and command, mingled at all times

with the sympathy and love of a large and ever-

responsive heart, was common to both : they were

alike in the eagle eye to note details and detect

danger, in the quick and far-seeing power to hit, in

a moment, upon the path of safety, and in their

boundless resource in overcoming difficulties and

eluding disaster single-handed, that would have

been enough to overwhelm hundreds of men less

gifted and devoted : the same rollicking and
almost boyish fund of humour, the capacity for

hearty abandonment to the indulgence of innocent
169
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animal spirits when occasion suited or demanded,
and an almost inexhaustible store of hopeful

vitality : and, amid all the likenesses in the traits

of those two great souls, there is one that must

not be overlooked, namely, a genuine humility in

greatness, that shunned publicity and notoriety

even with the shyness and dread of nervous

children, and that wished and looked for nothing
better or grander on earth than Christ, and Christ

alone, for their beloved savages, and to have their

bones laid where their hearts had so long been

firmly rooted in the land of their adoption.

James Chalmers was born in Ardrishaig, Argyll-

shire, on August 4th, 1841. His parents were a

thrifty, good-living, and strict church-going couple.

The father, a stone-mason, was an Aberdonian,

quiet and reserved : the mother was a native of

Luss ; and from her the son inherited his love for

daring action, constant excitement, boisterous

fun, and muscular exercises, that were life-long

characteristics.

His boyhood was full of fresh air and healthy

recreations ; and at no time was he devoted to

school or books. He says, "Three times I was

carried home for drowned. ... I was very

restless, and dearly loved adventure, and a

dangerous position was exhilarating." The boy
was father to the man ! At the age of ten he saved

a companion from drowning in the swollen Aray.
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Shortly afterwards he performed the same brave

act for a child at the quay.
The Rev. Mr. Meikle, United Presbyterian

minister, had a great and restraining influence upon
the wild but warm-hearted boy. One Sunday he

read to his class a letter from a missionary in Fiji.

James Chalmers was seized by a new idea and

possessed by a strong desire. He resolved, with

God's help, to carry the blessed Gospel to the land

of the heathen and the cannibal. He was then

about fifteen years of age. But a time of luke-

warmness and indifference set in, and his resolve

was for some time forgotten.

When James was eighteen years of age, two

evangelists from the north of Ireland came to

Inverary, having been invited there by Mr. Meikle.

In connection with their meetings young Chalmers

began by playing the role of a scoffer and obstruc-

tionist, but ended by giving his heart to God and

becoming a preacher. The vow he had taken three

years previously was now continuously in his mind.

A University course was beyond the means of

his parents, and so he had to do what many a

splendid Scotchman has been compelled to do,

namely, to support himself during his student

days by work, and the assistance of charity. In

1861 he joined the Glasgow City Mission. A
district in the High Street was given to him, and

he was connected with Greyfriars. Here he had

eight months of valuable experience in the slums,
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where, as he afterwards said, he found a heathen-

dom rampant that was more dastardly and

difficult to cope with, than the savagery that pre-

vailed among the distant Papuans. Unpleasant
work it was ; but it must have been the very best

of training for the future life of the young

missionary.
Two happy and profitable years were spent at

Cheshunt College, under the inspiring influence of

Dr. Reynolds. During those college days he was

never conspicuous for mental power or application
to close study, and it is questionable if his scholastic

attainments were very much increased by his life

there. He was famed at Cheshunt, as elsewhere,

for an irrepressible spirit of rowdy mirthfulness,

abundance of enthusiasm in everything but
"
cramming," for athletic habits, frank, open

nature, robust personality, and, permeating all,

the big heart that was always beating strong and

true to the Master's cause.

As a ringleader in a practical joke, or as a leader

in earnest prayer and a pointed speaker of the

Gospel Message, the same magnetic enthusiasm

prevailed, and its overmastering effect was felt

by all who came into contact with him. During
his sojourn at Cheshunt he was again instrumental

in saving life. By his bravery and presence of

mind he succeeded in rescuing two fellow-students

from certain drowning in the Lea.

Though not crammed with scholastic lore he
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came forth from his student life at Cheshunt as

his fellow-students in after days willingly and fully

testified schooled in the graces of the heart,

highly educated in the fundamentals of saving

knowledge as it is in Jesus, and thoroughly

grounded in love to man, and devotion to his

chosen calling.

In 1864, Chalmers was transferred to a college

at Highgate, founded by the London Missionary

Society with a view to complete their students'

course of studies, with a training and education

specially befitting them for their future labours and

sphere of work. After leaving Highgate he

stayed in the home of the Rev. Hugh Hercus, and

devoted himself to the study of Rarotongan.
On October 17th, 1865, he married Miss Jane

Hercus, daughter of Peter Hercus, Esq., Greenock,

and afterwards of New Zealand. Chalmers, like

Moffat, was happy in his life's partner. Her

training and experiences from childhood, rare

attainments of mind and heart, keen spirituality,

and, above all, her great missionary spirit made her

an exceptionally suitable helpmeet to such a man
as Chalmers.

Two days after his marriage he was ordained at

Finchley Chapel.
On January 4th, 1866, husband and wife, along

with some kindred spirits, sailed from Gravesend

for Australia, in the second John Williams

(called after the martyr of Erromanga), a new
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missionary ship, built in Aberdeen, and sub-

scribed for by the children of England to take the

place of the first John Williams, which had been

wrecked on the reef off Danger Island on December
10th.

Before they set foot upon Rarotonga the
"
gem of the Pacific," in far Polynesia, almost a

year and a half later, they were called upon to

undergo perils and adventures that are equal to

any ever met with in real life or portrayed in the

region of romance.

A rough gale was encountered in the Channel,
and total shipwreck was narrowly averted. The
result was a fortnight's delay in Weymouth for

repairs.

A pleasant voyage to Australia followed this

trying experience ; and the missionary spirit seems

to have been quickened by the helpful companion-

ship and services on board. He writes at this

time :

"
Souls and God's glory are all that we

desire."

A hearty welcome awaited them in Australia.

Some happy weeks were spent with good friends,

and in visiting the principal towns ;
and in August

they set out from Sydney and headed for the New
Hebrides. The voyage was progressing favourably
and pleasantly when, in a moment, the good ship
went crash, full sail, into a sunken reef. Much

damage was done to the vessel, and it took

days to get her off. After three weeks the
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pumps going strenuously night and day the

voyagers returned to their astonished friends at

Sydney.
Six weeks later the John Williams, with her

precious cargo, was standing away, in her second

attempt, for Aneiteum. All went well until Nine or

Savage Island was reached. The intention was to

spend a few days at Nine before setting out for

Samoa. On the night previous to resuming the voy-

age, some of the party had returned to the vessel

while the others remained on shore till next morning.
Those on board were gathering for evening worship
when the ship was noticed to be drifting astern.

Efforts were made to tow the ship with whale-boat,

pinnace, and gig ; but all in vain. She continued

to drift with alarming rapidity. Rockets were

fired, and blue lights burned to attract attention on

shore. Nearer and nearer the vessel approached
the fatal reef. Through the gloom of night the

white surf could now be distinctly seen. Not a

moment was to be lost. The seventy souls on

board must be saved from impending death. No
sooner had the last person left the fated ship than

she struck with a fearful crash. In a drenching

rain, and with the help of natives carrying torches,

and assisted by willing muscles, all were landed

safely. It was a marvellous deliverance.

Chalmers tells us that when he left the John
Williams for the boats, he

" had on a shirt and a

pair of trousers, and a pair of socks, no boots, and
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a watch which had been the gift of the poor of

High Street, Glasgow."
While detained at Nine he had one of his

miraculous escapes from death. As this is a most

characteristic episode, he will tell his own story :

"
During our stay in the Island, I nearly lost my

life. I was greatly interested in the surf-swim-

ming, and often watched the lads at it. One day
the sea was particularly big, and I determined

whilst bathing to try and run in on a sea with a

plank. I got too far out, and was sucked back to

the big boulders, and the sea washing me about,

I got much bruised and cut. I can remember

feeling that all was lost, when a great sea caught
me and threw me on to a boulder, and I felt now
or never, and with a terrible effort I clung to it,

and then rising, gave one spring, and landed where

help could come to me. I was picked up and

carried to the house. I was in bed for several days.

I never again tried surf-swimming."
After many more adventures and deliverances

they anchored on May 20th, 1867, in the harbour

of Avarua. He says :

"
I was the first to land,

and in being carried ashore from the boat by a

native, he asked,
' What fellow name belong

you ?
'

so that he might call it out to the shore.

I answered
'

Chalmers,' and he roared out
1 Tamate

'

;
hence the name."

From that moment the alias
" Tamate " became

the favourite name for our missionary.
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At last Chalmers had entered upon the long and

eagerly wished-for field of labour. A voyage in

which shipwrecks at first threatened, then

partial, and, in the end, complete haunted their

progress, did not in the slightest daunt the en-

thusiasm, cool the ardour, or weaken the faith of

Tamate, but had a diagonally opposite effect, and

even added an extra zest to his new life on that

beautiful Isle of Rarotonga in the distant Pacific.

Though the island itself was one of rare loveliness

there had been dark stains on the character of its

natives. Licentiousness, deceit, and theft were

formerly everywhere rampant. Tribal jealousy
was a fixed condition of life : war was at once the

occupation and the hobby of the natives. Plunder,

followed by bitter hostility and heartless revenge,

infanticide, and cannibalism, were prevalent all

around.

Thanks to the devoted labours of the great and

noble John Williams, these evils had been reduced

with an extraordinary degree of success ; and
Chalmers found that his long-cherished and domi-

nant wish to labour among real savages was not

yet to be realised.

Ten years of useful and pleasant work were in

front of him. Visiting the different stations,

meeting and consulting with native pastors, holding
classes for the students, preparing commentaries on

all the Prophets and Epistles, attending to the

schooling and training of the young, left Tamate
M
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and his helpful wife little leisure time. Besides,

he had to combat, incessantly and vigorously, the

curse of alcohol. The excessive use of orange

beer, and kava, or strong drink, smuggled into the

island by unscrupulous foreigners, who were willing
and eager to barter the souls of the islanders for

gain, was making sad havoc among the natives.

Their abandoned and beastly orgies were beyond

description. The king and the leading men were

only half-hearted in their wish for betterment and

reform; but the practical and tactful efforts of

Tamate proved effectual in the end, and a better

state of matters soon prevailed.
Real repentance for sin was almost an im-

possibility to heathen minds only about fifty years
removed from most pronounced savagery and

cannibalism. They acknowledged their faults in

a mechanical way, paid the penalty demanded in

fine or otherwise, and then thought that every

reparation had been made that was essential in

the eyes of God and man. Tamate found it his

most difficult task to implant into the minds of

his dusky disciples a scriptural conception of true
"
repentance unto life."

But the good work prospered ; and the fetters

that generations of heathendom had riveted upon
the minds and hearts of those Rarotongan savages
were now being slowly but surely torn asunder

by the power of the Gospel of Christ.

A company of beer-drinkers had started a volun-
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teer corps where drinking was more prevalent than

drill. Their fearful orgies, Sabbath desecration,

and general depravity, were in a very short time

changed, by the sympathetic and tactful energy
of Tamate, into classes for instruction in reading,

writing, arithmetic, and English, into attendance

at a Bible Class, and also into decorous and regular

church-going.
He commenced a monthly newspaper, by way

of interesting the natives in the big world beyond
their shores.

"
I am engaged," he says,

" from

4 a.m. to 9 p.m." and characteristically adds
"
I rest by going round the island occasionally."

In another letter he writes :

" We are both very

well, very happy, and very busy." Again he

writes :

"
I find a mountain trip excellent medicine,

and so, when out of sorts, and not quite up to the

mark for Jeremiah or Ezekiel, the Acts of the

Apostles, or Ephesians, the history of the Jews

from Malachi to Christ, or my condensed History,
ancient and modern, I throw down my pen and

away I go."
Tamate was immensely popular with the natives,

and possessed and wielded almost unlimited power

always, of course, in the best interests of the

islanders and for the advancement of the Kingdom
of Heaven in their midst.

How happy must he be who, having the care of

souls, can write about his work in this way :

" To
us it is a great pleasure to feel that there is no home
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on the island where we have not preached Christ

and that there is no one who has not heard of

Salvation through Him that prayer has been

offered to the Hearer and Answerer thereof in

every inhabited house." It is no wonder that

such thorough labour in the vineyard was so

signally blessed by the Master.

Well-trained native teachers and pastors under

the direction and supervision of a white missionary,
was Tamate's plan of evangelisation for the savage.

Intelligent natives could understand the weak-

nesses and failings, could appreciate the difficulties

and doubts, and could sympathise with the super-
stitions and customs of their brethren in a way,
and to a degree, that was perfectly impossible to a

European. Tamate had strong and warm words

in praise of many splendid specimens of native

teachers and pastors. Of Teava, who died in

1876, after extolling his virtues as a Christian and

a man, he wrote :

" What a change ! In his youth
he was a heathen, had fought with, and had

captured men, and cooked and helped to eat them.

In his manhood he was converted to Christ, became
a true soldier of the Cross, and led many to the

Saviour."

Many of those teachers and pastors were sent

to New Guinea, where Tamate, now getting from

his Directors the offer his heart so much desired,

was about to go, there to spend the rest of his

great and eventful missionary life.
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In April, 1877, Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Gill arrived

to take over the charge of Rarotonga, and on

May 21st, Tamate and his faithful helpmeet
left it.

The Directors invited him home about this time,

but he could not see his way to leave the field of

labour for the required length of time. Towards

the close of 1876, Chalmers was ordered to New
Guinea. Some time previously, speaking of the

Rarotongan teachers who had been sent there, he

said :

"
Quite a number of those who have gone

are dead, yet the desire decreases not in those who
are now with us. How I should rejoice to accom-

pany them, and stand in the centre of Papua, and

tell of Infinite Love ! The nearer I get to Christ

and His Cross, the more do I long for direct contact

with the heathen."

Taking leave of their beloved Rarotonga was

keenly felt by Tamate and his wife. During their

ten years' sojourn a strong bond of affection had

gradually wound itself round the hearts of both

missionary and natives ; but the change was

taking place for Christ's sake, and that was

sufficient cause in the eyes of those two devoted

souls for severing loving ties.

From the pleasant and hopeful work in that

almost Christianised island of the Hervey Group,
to missionary labours in the great unknown island

of New Guinea three times the size of Great

Britain, and famed for savagery, cannibalism, and
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extreme degradation was a change sufficient to

appal the most daring Christian pioneer. But
Tamate knew no fear. That which would have
made the ordinary missionary quake and halt,

only added to the pleasure with which he undertook
the task, and cast an inviting glamour over his

new life that a better state of matters could not

have done. It was no great cause of alarm to him
to know that the ferocious natives would have the

utmost delight in clubbing him to death, and after-

wards feasting upon his body as a dainty ;
the

knowledge rather added a new zest to life. That
the act of murder was a distinction held in high

repute, and that they bore on their tattooed bodies

one famous warrior having such marks to the

number of sixty-three the testimony of blood,

with as much pride as a British hero would adorn

himself with his nobly won Victoria Cross, were

only additional incentives to the missionary who
had from early manhood been longing for direct

contact with cannibalism and heathendom.

It was the Stone Age in New Guinea. The use

of money was unknown. Religion was only an

abject fear of evil spirits.

Mrs. Chalmers was strongly advised not to

accompany Tamate to New Guinea ; but she

answered all such friendly solicitations with the

reply :

" No ; my place is by my husband's side."

Mr. Lawes gave him a hearty welcome to his

new home ; and he found there native teachers
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who had been doing, and were still willing and

ready to do, good missionary work.

Although the life was one after Tamate's own

heart, yet it was a strikingly strange one. Kiriken,

a friendly native, as a mark of the highest respect

and favour, presented Mrs. Chalmers with what

was considered a great dainty a portion of a

man's breast already cooked ! The persons of the

natives were bedecked with necklaces of human
bones ; a favourite ornament of the arm was a

human jaw-bone ;
and the most valued adornments

of their homes were human skulls. As Tamate

himself said, it was the Gospel of tomahawks

and tobacco that could alone be preached at first ;

but through that door the Gospel of light and

saving grace would eventually shine into the

darkest recesses of their hearts and minds.

Personal risks were as numerous as days of the

year. Often death at the hands of misguided and

fanatic hordes of natives was only averted by great

bravery and presence of mind ; and Mrs. Chalmers

seems to have been the bravest of the brave in

those times of extreme danger.
Take a typical experience. The people of Suan

and those of Tepauri were in deadly feud, and

Tamate determined to make peace between them.

Such a task could not be attempted without great

personal risk. In spite of much opposition from

his Suan friends he said :

" To-morrow I go to

Tepauri." He failed to secure a companion bold
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enough to share in his task. That evening Tamate
and Mrs. Chalmers were sitting at the front door,

when a number of natives came in front, some

bearing skulls. They arranged the skulls in a row,

and then the leader said :

"
Friend, are you going

over there to-morrow ?
" The answer was a

decided
"
Yes."

" Do you see these skulls ?

They belonged to people we killed from over there,

and on these rocks
"

(black rocks at the water's

edge, in front of the house)
" we cut the bodies

up, and ate them. They have not been paid for,

and your head would be considered good payment,
as you are our great friend. Will you go now ?

"

The answer was as decided as ever.
"
Yes, I go

to-morrow morning, and God will take care of us."

Morning came : a native teacher, Beni, accom-

panied him. On landing they were surrounded

by shouting and dancing natives, many with spears
and clubs which they brandished menacingly.
Tamate and Beni were instantly seized by the

hand and hurried along the beach, while the

gestures of the noisy crowd appeared more and

more hostile. Shouts of
"
Goira, goira !

"
were

heard on all hands, and the two captives inter-

preted these words as
"
Spear them, spear them !

"

All opposition was useless. They made up
their minds that they were being hurried to the

place of sacrifice. They could only trust in God.

The mad run was kept up until, through thick

bush, they at last arrived at a large rock, where
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was a pool of sparkling water, with moss, ferns,

and lichens growing luxuriantly all around.

Tamate was placed upon one stone and Beni on

another, with the crowd of natives around. The
two captives could now gather from what they
saw and heard on all sides, that the word "

goira,"

that sounded so sanguinary in their ears a little

time ago, signified nothing more terrible than

water. The native who had hauled Tamate along
now addressed him :

"
Tamate, look

; there is good water ; it is yours,
and all this land is yours ; and our young men will

begin at once to build you a house. Go, and fetch

your wife, and leave that bad murdering lot you
are now among, and come and live with us." They
had heard that when Tamate had arrived at Suan
his first inquiry had been for good water. Hence
the mad rush inland to the spring, during which

the poor couple had given themselves up for lost.

Sometimes the attentions paid to them were not

quite so alarming, and had not a little of the

humorous element in them. Visiting Farm Bay
he landed on a beach swarming with natives of bad

repute. He was dressed in white, with black

boots. The natives, armed as usual with spears
and clubs, discussed him at a distance. His

dress seemed to bewilder them. One came and

touched his shirt to see if it were cloth. Next the

trousers were examined in the same way, and

seemingly found satisfactory. Those daring ones
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who ventured forward to test the garments re-

turned to their friends to report. No one had yet
been brave enough to touch his boots. At last

an old woman came slowly forward, tears rolling
down her cheeks, and covering her heart with her

hand to hide her excitement, she tried first the

shirt and then the trousers. She then looked

piteously up in Tamate's face. Knowing what her

trouble was he nodded acquiescence. She then

placed her hand on his left boot. While she was

occupied feeling it, he raised his right foot and

drew off his boot. There was a loud scream of

horror from the poor woman, and a rush in frantic

terror to the bush. The whole crowd of natives

disappeared, as if the earth had swallowed them

up.
The following is a very good instance of Tamate's

presence of mind and quick wit. Cruising along
the coast he landed in Fife Bay. Though warned

not to do so, he went straight to the chief, a sulky,
sullen fellow, of whom he could make nothing.
Words were of no use, and his presents were hurled

back at him in disdain. He soon discerned that

mischief was in the air. To get away quietly to

the boat was his only chance. Armed natives

were crouching in the bush all the way back to the

boat, and the crowd was pressing in the rear.

When about half-way down the beach, the mate,

who had accompanied him, and who was walking

behind, shouted,
" Look out, Sir ; there's a native
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just behind you ready to strike with his club."

Tamate on the instant wheeled round upon his

would-be assailant, quickly took a piece of stock-

iron from his satchel, and held it out close to his

face. The savage, taken aback, stretched out one

hand to get the iron, while Tamate with his right

hand, seized the club, wrenched it from his grasp,

and carried it, as he himself says,
"
as if I meant

work and I did !

"
His bravery and presence

of mind had saved the situation once more : before

the natives had recovered from their surprise and

indecision, Tamate and his companion had pushed

away from land.

Chalmers's great capacity for action made him

an ideal pioneer in opening up new districts. In

that work alone he did great service to humanity.
He not only had the heart, but the unerring eye
of the pioneer. His keen perception could detect

almost at a glance the suitability or otherwise of a

certain district as a mission station ; and the daily

risk of spearing, clubbing, or poisoning could not

alter his decision. It was a work that exactly

suited him
; and no one could have been found

better fitted by nature and desire to be "
the

Livingstone of New Guinea." Natives might

appear with pieces of human flesh dangling from

their arms, or they might show unmistakable signs

of a desire to secure his body for a feast, but his

determination to stay and plant a mission among
them remained unshaken. Times without number
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the life of our hero seemed not to be "worth a

pin's purchase"; but the restraining hand of

God withheld the knife of the cannibal, and made
miraculous escapes of constant occurrence.

The devoted heroism and calm faith of Mrs.

Chalmers during those trying times and in ever

failing health fill us with wonder and admiration.

Her great missionary ambition shared in by her

husband was more and more entire consecration,

a complete breaking-away from self, and a burning
love for Christ, that would make the word "

sacri-

fices
"

lose all its terror.

At last the ravages of consumption made it

imperative that husband and wife should be

separated for a time. But the loving ministrations

of her Sydney friends could not prevent this bright
ornament of the mission-field from entering into

her rest. A paragraph in a newspaper was the

first intimation Tamate received of the great blank

that had been made in his life !

Renewed and redoubled work for the Master was

the only burial for sorrow that he wished or

attempted. Now more than ever he felt happier
in his labours among his savage friends than in

civilisation.

His magnetic influence over them seemed to

become greater and greater, and even savages,
who had never come directly into contact or even

conversed with him, yielded readily to his per-
suasion or command.
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Writing, in 1881, of his trip to Elema he says :

"
Only in daring much can we hope for much, and

the greater our hope the greater our success. . . .

Why should we be so niggardly in enthusiasm,

men, and money, and so nice as to trials and

hardships ?
"

Slowly at first, but steadily, Chalmers saw

evidence of the power of the Gospel. The gross
darkness of superstition, of cruelty and crime, of

murder and cannibalism, gradually gave way
before Gospel light ; and cannibal ovens, beastial

feastings, pride in murder and the possession of

human skulls and jaw-bones, fierce tribal massacres

and hatred towards missionaries, became things of

the past ;
and an improved state of behaviour and

morals was now seen and felt everywhere in the

daily life of the natives. It was direct contact

with the people that could alone work such better-

ment. They were not treated to far-away theo-

rising, but were made to see, hear, and feel the

blessed Gospel in practice. In one letter Tamate

says :

" We preach the Gospel in many ways ;

one of our best at present is making peace between

tribes." Surely no more Christ-like way of preach-

ing could be practised than that ! Tamate con-

sidered
"
preaching and living the Gospel to the

heathen the grandest work on earth, and the

greatest of Heaven's commissions." It was no

wonder that the work of such a devoted and

burning soul should accomplish great things.
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Writing to Hutchin, his successor at Rarotonga,
he says,

"
During the last six years I have known

little of home life, have spent much time in queer

places, and with as queer people, have had a good
share of fever, several narrow escapes from spears

and clubs, travelled many thousands of miles in

boats, and many, many weary ones on land,

carrying my own swag, and have lost what to me
was more than life yet I have never repented

leaving Rarotonga, and would even more willing-

ingly now do the same, notwithstanding all."

With the annexation of New Guinea, a fresh

difficulty had to be encountered in the necessity

for watching and checking the encroachments and

unscrupulous dealings of speculating globe-trotters,

traders, and land-grabbers. In dealing with these

Tamate followed his invariable rule of doing the

right, and taking the consequences. About this

time he writes : "I like opposition, and I like hard

knocks." ... "I am a tyrant missionary ....
I must be put down. Capital ! I like a fight."

He says that evil tongues tried at intervals to make

out that he was guilty of every sin in the decalogue.

The British Government and its officials have not

always been generous in their acknowledgment
of good work done by missionaries ; but Tamate

was very warmly thanked and praised by several

of the latter, and especially by Commander
Erskine and Vice-Admiral Bridge. In a letter

to The Times in 1901, the latter wrote of him:
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"His vigilance, cheeriness, readiness of resource,

and extraordinary influence over native savages

made his help quite invaluable. ... It is difficult

to do justice in writing to the character of this

really great Englishman
"

(Scotchman !).
"He

is endowed with the splendid characteristics which

distinguished our most eminent explorers and

pioneers."
In 1886, yielding reluctantly to the repeated and

urgent requests of the Directors, Chalmers visited

his native land. In spite of his great dread of

deputation work, his fear of the British climate

after twenty years in the Tropics, and his conscious

unfitness now to move in conventional and cultured

society, he found himself at once, the
"

star
"

of

every platform, the lion of every drawing-room,
and able to win hearts and ears with conspicuous

rapidity and success. Everywhere he went the

people felt the strong personality, the intense

devotion, and the magnetic enthusiasm of the man.
He never failed to touch and thrill his audiences.

A new light dawned upon his hearers' minds in

regard to mission-work, when, with flashing eye
and trumpet voice, he expressed such truths as

these :

"
It is not the preaching of a sermon, so

much as the living the life, that tells on the native

heart :

" "I have had twenty-one years' experi-
ence amongst natives ; . . . but I have never met
a single man or woman, or a single people, that your
civilisation without Christianity has civilised.
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Gospel and commerce ; but remember that it

must be the Gospel first :

" "I know a little of

New Guinea, have visited the New Hebrides,

Loyalty Group, Samoans, Hervey Group, Society
and Leeward Islands, Penrhyns, Humphrey Group,
and Danger Island, and nowhere have I seen our

boasted civilisation civilising, but everywhere
have I seen Christianity acting as the true civiliser."

It was the influence of the Gospel as a civilis-

ing agency that made Tamate's name talismanic,

as Captain Henderson testified, and gave the

traveller a safe conduct where but a few years
before it was unsafe for a white man to venture.

His programme at home had been one long,

continued series of triumphs.
After sixteen months' absence, he was back

again to New Guinea and his former work and ways.
In October, 1888, his second marriage took place.

The second Mrs. Chalmers had been a life-long

friend of the first, and proved a most worthy
successor. She immediately fitted herself into her

surroundings, and was a great blessing to her hus-

band. Her life at Motumotu was one of a most

trying nature ; but she played her part heroically

and well. She writes : "In the midst of all our

sickness and worry, it is impossible to feel dull

where Tamate is." It was a hard, but happy life.

About this time Tamate and Robert Louis

Stevenson met ; and at once a strong affection

and lasting friendship sprung up between those
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two, who, outwardly, at least, did not bear any
likeness to each other. Stevenson felt a kind of

hero-worship for this
"
pioneer of civilisation and

love," and called him " The Great Heart of New
Guinea." He wrote to Tamate,

"
I count it a

privilege and a benefit to have met you. I

count it a loss not to meet with you again." In

another letter he says : "I have a
'

cultus
'

for

Tamate ; he is a man nobody can see and not

love. He has plenty of faults like the rest of

us
; but he's as big as a church." The novelist's

wish was to outlive his missionary friend, so that

he might write the story of his life. Such a life

written by such a sympathetic and masterly hand

would indeed have been a great gift to mankind.

For the work done by Tamate and his fellow-

labourers Stevenson had almost as great admira-

tion. He says,
" Those who deblaterate against

missions have only one thing to do, to come and

see them on the spot." Their convictions would

soon undergo a change, as his had done.

Leaving Samoa, Tamate had a pleasant and

inspiring time among his beloved Rarotongans,
and received many encouraging testimonies of

lasting friendship and love.

Travelling to Cookstown in the Harrier, he ex-

perienced his fourth shipwreck. The recital of

the experiences in this mishap reads like a

romance. His daily life was as full of sensational

and stirring incidents as ever. Two things he
N
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could not bear, in connection with his work and

experiences, were sensational descriptions of hard-

ships and perils, and cold-blooded missionary
statistics.

"
Manufactured converts," he says,

" do not last. Let the work grow with our

lives :

" and again,
" Our statistic system is all

wrong. They will keep the statistics in Heaven,
I feel sure ; and I would leave them in their

hands."

His last undertaking was the Fly River and

Western Division mission work. In almost a

prophetic way he looked upon this from the begin-

ning as his last and greatest work for Christ.

In 1894 the directors telegraphed to him to

come home. The home-coming was not such a

formidable ordeal to him on this occasion as on

the previous one. He seems to have been elated

at the prospect of another opportunity of raising

his voice in his native land in fervent advocacy
of missions, and especially of the one dear to his

own heart. His success in this was even more

signal than formerly. He swayed large audiences,

won hearts, and raised enthusiasm, with ever-

increasing power. Our "
Laodicean weather,"

as he called it, upset him occasionally, but could

not put a stop to his unceasing exertions. Honours

were showered upon him ;
but none gave him more

intense pleasure than that of being made a
"
burgess

freeman, and guild brother
"

of the royal and

ancient burgh of Inverary.
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January 1896 finds him at Sagaune, on the

Fly River. His great ambition now was to

christianise the untamed and fierce skull-hunters

of the Aird River. He seemed to be delighted
with the progress that was being made. The
bell that was wont to hang in Mr Meikle's church

at Inverary, and had called Tamate to church and

school in the long ago, was now tolling out the

same invitation at Sagaune.

Perhaps the only great sorrow Tamate ever

had during the former years was the loss of his

first wife ; and now in the midst of prospering

work, his second great affliction overtakes him.

Mrs Chalmers, after a happy, successful, but

laborious sojourn among the savage Papuans,
sickened and died, and was laid to rest in the

native cemetery.
And now the last stage of this wonderful

career is reached. A young colleague the Rev.

Oliver F. Tomkins, a missionary after his own

heart, and of whom he predicted great things
was sent out, and this gave Tamate freedom to

explore the Fly River.

The end came with startling suddenness. On

Monday, April 22nd, the London morning papers
contained the sad announcement :

"
Sydney, April 21. The Rev. James Chalmers

and the Rev. Oliver Tomkins have been murdered

by natives on the Fly River, New Guinea.

Reuter."
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The report was universally discredited, and

many passed it lightly over with such a remark

as "Chalmers has too often been murdered before !

"

But soon the awful truth that a tragedy had
taken place at Dopima was finally forced upon
the Christian world. Tamate and Tomkins had

been clubbed, then stabbed, their heads cut off,

and their bodies cut up, cooked, and eaten, on

the same day. It was a dreadful end ; but

much more so, we may be sure, to the friends at

home than to the victims. There is little room
for doubt that such a death had long ago lost

all terror for Chalmers. His whole life had been

spent for heathendom ; and now he had laid it

down in the very stronghold of the enemy, and

with his hand to the plough. His entire mode
of living makes one feel convinced that such a

death would be to him an almost ideal one. The

cry of the dying martyrs of all ages, if not on his

lips, would assuredly be in his heart, as he was

struck down "
Father, forgive them, for they

know not what they do."

So ended the career of one of the finest specimens
of a Christian Scotchman that the history of our

land contains. Terrible as the blood-stained

crown of martyrdom seems to us, we are forced to

conclude that it was a most fitting close to this

noble and strenuous life. Who knows but that

his death was, and will be, as powerful for good

among his beloved Papuans as many future lives.
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In some beautiful verses to the memory of

Chalmers, John Oxenham concludes thus :

" Great Heart is dead, they say ?

Nor dead, nor sleeping ! He lives on. His name
Shall kindle many a heart to equal flame

;

The fire he lighted shall burn on and on,

Till all the darkness of the lands be gone,
And all the kingdoms of the earth be won,
And one."

u A soul so fiery sweet can never die,

But lives, and loves, and works, through all eternity."
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VIII

Uganda is a kingdom of Central Africa, extending

half-way round the north and west shores of Lake

Victoria Nyanza. It is about 300 miles long,

and 60 broad, with a population, including that

of tributary tribes, estimated by Stanley at

2,775,000. The soil is fertile, and coffee, tobacco,

sugar-cane, yams, and bananas grow in profusion.

Large herds of cattle and goats are reared.

Elephants are numerous, and are hunted for their

ivory. Iron is abundant in many places ; and

the chief industries are iron-working, skin-tanning,
and the weaving of bark-cloth. The capital,

Ulagalla, is situated a little inland, and not far

from the outlet of the Lake.

In 1843 John Ludwig Krapf, having been

twice expelled from Abyssinia, sailed from Aden
in an Arab dhow, and in January 1844, landed

at Mombasa on the coast of British East Africa.

He was the first European to hear of the great
inland sea, Victoria Nyanza. His companions
Rebmann and Erhardt produced a sketch-map
of the great Lake that caused a flutter among
geographical circles in Europe. From this came
the expeditions of Burton and Speke, of Speke and
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Grant, of Livingstone, and of Stanley. Stanley's

interview with Mtesa, the king of Uganda, re-

sulted in that monarch appealing, through him,
for white missionaries.

On November 15th, 1875, a letter from Stanley

appeared in the Daily Telegraph, conveying Mtesa's

request. It was in answer to this that the Church

Missionary Society organised their Nyanza Mission.

The first expedition was composed of a remark-

able band of men. Lieutenant Shergold Smith

was the first volunteer, and Alexander Mackay,
a young Scotch engineer, was the second. There

were also Dr. John Smith, a friend of Mackay's
from Edinburgh, the Rev. C. T. Wilson, a Man-

chester curate, Mr. T. O'Neill, an architect, Mr.

James Robertson, a builder from Newcastle, Mr.

G. J. Clark, an engineer, and Mr. W. M. Robertson,
an artisan.

History contains few groups of braver or more

devoted men than that which set out in 1876

to carry the Gospel into the heart of Darkest

Africa.

The second volunteer composing that band of

heroes is the subject of our present sketch.

Alexander M. Mackay was born on the 13th

October, 1849, in Rhinie, a small village in Aber-

deenshire. Like most of our Heroes of Faith he

was nurtured from infancy in an atmosphere of

piety and devotion. He was favoured with the

inestimable boon appreciated and acknowledged
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by him with deep gratitude of the loving care and

prayerful goodness of a mother, rich in the graces

of the heart. Unlike the subjects of the three

previous sketches, he had the advantage of a

splendid all-round education, thanks to the great
care and attention of his father.

The Rev. Alexander Mackay, LL.D., the Free

Church minister of the parish, was not only an

accomplished and ardent scholar, but he had

also the loving zeal and enthusiasm of the successful

teacher, and knew well how to impart his store of

information to his eager and intelligent boy in a

practical and highly educative manner.

From his earliest days young Mackay showed

a marked degree of mental capacity. At three

years of age he could read the New Testament

easily, and at the age of seven he was reading
such advanced works as

" The Decline and Fall

of the Roman Empire," and "
Paradise Lost."

One would naturally conclude from these early

attainments that he was developing into a very

pronounced specimen of the book-worm. But
the father's idea of sound education had not the

slightest tinge of bookishness, and being his son's

only teacher until the age of fourteen was reached,

much of young Mackay's mental training was

acquired while tutor and pupil were walking in

the open air, and in close and loving touch with

Nature. Botany was a favourite study of the elder

Mackay, and he had no difficulty in converting his
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son into as ardent a hunter after specimens as he

was himself. Many a problem of Euclid was tackled

and mastered under the blue dome of heaven,
with the dusty road serving as a blackboard,
and a walking-stick doing the combined work
of chalk, straight-edge, and compasses.
He spent many hours at map-drawing in which

he excelled ; and the working of a small printing-

press also pleasantly occupied a good deal of his

time.

A book entitled " Small Beginnings ; or, The

Way to get on," presented to him by his father's

intimate friend, Sir Roderick J. Murchison, seems

to have imparted to the boy a wider view of life

and its possibilities than had before possessed
him

; and an ambition to rise out of the beaten

track of common, humdrum existence, and to

do something worthy and great in the world,

now entered into his mind and heart.

About this time he began to go in for more

physical life, such as gardening, riding, and out-

door occupations generally ; but his love for

study, and his thirst for information of all kinds,

continued unabated. The joiner's shop and the

village smithy had lessons and attractions for him
as well as his books, and his education in its

broadest and best form was continued and

developed in such places. His eye took in every

detail, a mental note was made, and he never

forgot what he had once seen or learned.
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Surely the hand of Providence was guiding him

even from his earliest days, to an almost perfect

outfit for his life's work ! Like the youthful

training in the cases of our other missionary-

heroes, but to a greater degree, every one of

such occupations and hobbies turned out to be

of priceless value in the after days of strain and

stress.

The manse was his only school up to the age
of fourteen. Mr Mackay wisely thought that

now had come the time when his son's education

should be handed over to others, and accordingly,
in 1864, Alexander was sent to the Grammar
School of Aberdeen. Needless to say he was a

diligent scholar and made great progress in his

studies. If his father's influence and training
in educational matters had conferred upon him
one boon more than another, it was the idea of

thoroughness in everything.
His mechanical and scientific bent was not

neglected even here, for he found time to study

Photography and Practical Shipbuilding, in his

spare moments.

When Alexander was about seventeen, the

Mackays removed to Edinburgh. In the Entrance

Examination to the Free Church Training College
for Teachers, he took a very high place on the list

of successful candidates, and entered that seminary
for a two years' course of training for the scholastic

profession. At the end of that time he gained his
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diploma with distinction, and became a fully

qualified and certificated teacher.

We next find him attending classes in Mechanics

and Engineering at Edinburgh University. Be-

sides these subjects he studied Classics, Higher

Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, and Surveying
and Fortification. This formed his first year's

course.

Carrying on the study of so many subjects at

one time would have meant educational failure,

and probably a physical break-down to most

young men, but Mackay had such a craving and

capacity for work that he seemed unable to get

enough.
For the next two years he taught three hours

each forenoon in George Watson's College, by way
of raising funds : the afternoon found him plodding

away at practical engineering in the establishment

of a Leith firm : the evening was occupied in

attending lectures in Geology, Chemistry, and other

subjects. Leisure with Mackay meant a new work

or a new hobby otherwise he had none !

Great as were the number and the diversity of

the subjects that he studied at this time, every
one of them came into use in after days, and there

was not a single hour of the labour and study of

youth but bore fruit in the dark days that followed.

His Sundays in Edinburgh were devoted mainly
to mission-work among the poor, and in addressing

children's meetings.
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Three years were spent in this busy manner, and

then getting an appointment as draughtsman in

a leading German firm, he went to Berlin. From
9 a.m. till 5 p.m. he was busily engaged drawing

designs of steam engines and all sorts of machinery :

in the evenings he applied himself to mastering the

German language, and inventing an agricultural

machine. Always keeping up his system of
"
thorough," and working at everything with a

definite aim and object, his evening work at this

time resulted in a splendid translation of a book,
and in the production of a machine which was

awarded first prize at an exhibition in Breslau.

Surrounded in those days by men of all nationali-

ties, most of whom were infidels, his private life

would have been lonely indeed, but for the loving
and Christian friendship of Dr. Baur, one of the

ministers of the Cathedral, and his wife, who
looked upon him as their

"
son Mackay."

Promoted to be chief of the locomotive depart-

ment, he now felt that he could engage in some

aggressive religious work among the employees.
He writes at this time that his Bible was becoming
more and more "

a mine of gold
"

to him, and his

great desire was to make his religion
"
a practical

thing."

In August 1874, he intimated to his family that

he had definitely decided to become a missionary.
There can be no doubt but that this idea and
desire had been maturing in his heart for years.
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To his sister he wrote : "I am not a doctor, and
therefore cannot go as such

; but I am an engineer,
and propose, if the Lord will, to go as an engineering

missionary."
His desire to be a missionary was no sentimental

emotion, or the fleeting product of some highly-
coloured narrative or touching appeal. It was the

result of deep conviction, and an overpowering
love for the work. He took no rosy view of a

missionary's lot : he meant work, and abundance

of it : he was prepared to
"
endure hardness as a

good soldier of Jesus Christ."

His idea was to use his scientific knowledge in

the cause of religion to make science the fore-

runner of Christianity in the dark places of the

earth, wherever and whenever the call summoned
him.

He knew that this decision would bring down
much hostile criticism upon his head, but the

strength of his convictions was quite equal to the

strain of bearing all that ; and his faith in the

ultimate success of such a plan was strong and

complete. Opposition only strengthened his

purpose, and spurred him on afresh to action.

He had no doubt but that it was the voice of

God he heard calling him to this service. Mada-

gascar
" was not ripe for his assistance

"
; but

he continued studying native languages, and fitting

himself for a missionary's life. He writes at this

time, "If Christianity is worth anything, it is
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worth everything. If it calls for any degree of zeal

and warmth, it will justify the utmost degree of

these."

A partnership in a large engineering firm in

Moscow was powerless as an allurement to ease and

affluence. The prospect of worldly wealth and

position had lost its glamour. His whole being
was drawn towards Africa, and he had no place
in his heart for anything else.

Stanley's letter to the Daily Telegraph now

appeared, and resulted in the Church Missionary

Society organising their first expedition, as already
noted.

With characteristic thoroughness Mackay im-

mediately set about getting his outfit ready, even

to the extent of having a boat made in sections,

with engine and boiler, for use on Lake Nyanza.
His friends in Edinburgh had not much of his

company in those days of preparation, for besides

the many calls upon his attention, he was learning

Astronomy and Printing, and acquiring a smatter-

ing of Medical Knowledge. The conventional

trivialities of modern society were not according
to his taste at any time : now they would have

been irksome in the extreme. All social claims

were politely but firmly waived aside, so that he

might be free to devote all his remaining time

to gain as full an equipment as possible for life and

work in Africa.

Mackay was the youngest but one of the band
o
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of eight volunteers. On taking leave of the

Church Missionary Committee each of the mission-

aries made a short farewell speech. Mackay, the

last to do so, startled his hearers somewhat by the

practical turn he gave to his remarks :

" There is

one thing which my brethren have not said, and

which I want to say. I want to remind the Com-

mittee that within six months they will probably
hear that one of us is dead." There was a painful

silence, for all present wished to keep that aspect

of the undertaking highly probable though it

might be in the background. Mackay' s remark

was not made through fear, or to cause it : the

successful establishment of the mission was his

whole concern, as his next words showed :

"
But,"

he added, after a pause,
" what I want to say is

this, when that news comes, do not be cast down,

but send some one immediately to take the vacant

place."
It was a speech that the Committee were not

long allowed to forget, and of which the noble

volunteers were soon to realise the stern signifi-

cance.

With his companions he sailed from South-

ampton on April 27th, full of zeal and devotion

for
"
the enlargement of the Kingdom of God's

dear Son."

His first glimpse of the Dark Continent brought

forth the exclamation, "Now for the springing

up of new light in the dark land of dusky Ham
"

;
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and again, in his enthusiasm, he says : "I shall,

in the name and strength of God, set up my
printing-press on the shores of the Victoria

Nyanza, and I shall not cease to toil till the story

of the cross of Christ be printed in the language

of Karague and Uganda, and every man be taught
to read it, and believe it too !

"

They arrived at Zanzibar on May 29th. Seventy
miles of laborious sailing up the Wami, and one

hundred and sixty miles up the Kingani, in the

Daisy the boat they had brought with them in

sections convinced them that it was useless

to attempt further exploration or navigation by
river, and that they must now proceed by road.

Already Lieutenant Smith had had three attacks

of fever ;
and O'Neill had also been down with it.

The expedition was divided into four caravans,

each in command of a leader. Mackay took

charge of the third. When Ugogo was reached

be became so ill that he had reluctantly to give in,

and return to the coast. Dr. Smith pleaded to

be allowed to go with him as nurse, but Mackay
would not consent to deprive the expedition of

one of their number. Such personal sacrifices

are only possible to great souls ! The success

of the cause was more to him than the ties of

loving friendship, and even than life itself. The
two friends parted never to meet again on earth.

Before Mackay had rejoined his party, Dr. Smith
had fallen a victim to dysentery.
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Orders had come from headquarters that the

missionaries were to proceed no further until

the end of the rainy season. Such a delay was

difficult for Mackay to bear ; but his energy
and eagerness found vent in making up a relief

caravan to send to the advance party, in cutting
two hundred and thirty miles of road inland

through thorny jungle thicket, and in chasing
the slave-dealers whose caravans were constantly

passing.
He was as whole-hearted as ever in his fervour.

A letter from home contained a remark that a

friend of his had been expecting to hear that he

regretted having embarked upon a missionary
life. His reply was,

"
Why, I would not ex-

change my position for a thousand times the

value of his." It was a noble reply the retort

of a great mind.

As soon as fever had relaxed its grasp, he had

a rough time cutting the road to Mpwapwa.
It was the first real touch of pioneering.

"
I

have," he says,
"
slept in all sorts of places a cow-

byre, a sheep-cote, a straw-hut not larger than

a dog-kennel, and often in no house at all. Any-

thing suits me, provided I can get a spot tolerably

clear of ants and mosquitoes." Assisted by forty

men, armed with the best-made English axes,

saws, picks, spades, and other tools, he hewed his

way in one month through fifty miles of dense and

thorny jungle.
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The advance party had already fallen on evil

times. Lieutenant Smith and O'Neill, protecting

an Arab slave-dealer from the vengeance of

King Lkonge at Ukerewe, were slaughtered with

their whole party. In the midst of his great

grief on receipt of the dreadful news, Mackay
wrote,

" But God has other hands in reserve. . . .

The work will proceed whether we break down
or not." His chief desire now was to hurry
forward in the hope of preventing further blood-

shed.

Hardships and difficulties were innumerable on

his march to the Lake. Fierce robbers were

prowling about. The people through whose terri-

tory he passed were coarse and insolent in their

behaviour towards him, and desperately greedy.
His supply of quinine had been stolen by skulking

natives, and now he felt fever gradually fixing

its hold upon him. When just at the helpless

stage, a supply of quinine providentially arrived

from Mpwapwa, and he was able to press forward

once more.

Wading for hours up to the middle, sleeping
at night with miserable accommodation, and with

half-supply of rations, only the bravest of mortals

and the staunchest of Christians could have

kept from fainting by the way and giving up the

struggle. But such a possible finish never seemed

to suggest itself to Mackay's mind.

His deliverances were equal to his extremi-
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ties
; and hardships and perils only strengthened

the faith of the intrepid leader, and convinced

him all the more that God was with him in his

labours.

One after another his companions had been

stricken down, and now he was left alone. But
the God of his fathers was an ever-present help
in his time of sore need.

When he arrived at Kagei, and got his first

view of the great Lake, his socks were in tatters,

and his feet blistered with travelling, but his

heart was full of praise and thankfulness to God
for His continued love and mercy. Yet he had

troubles enough to damp the ardour of the ordinary
man.

He found the store of goods that had been left

for him plundered or spoiled, the Daisy unfit

for use, and machinery and tools destroyed from

rust and exposure. It took him ten days of hard

and incessant labour, from dawn to dusk, to put
the confused mass of goods into some degree of

order. Working under great difficulties, it taxed

his engineering skill to get the Daisy into sailing

trim again ; but by plating and caulking, nailing

and screwing, he at length managed to make her

water-tight.

Now he resolved to tackle Lkonge, the king of

Ukerewe.
"

I am going (D.V.)," he said,
"
to

the island of Ukerewe to see the king who murdered

Lieutenant Smith and O'Neill." The chief and
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natives of Kagei warned him that he was going
to certain death. However, he not only bearded

the lion in his den, but went alone (except for

the necessary interpreter) and weaponless. Having
the gift of palaver to a very marked degree, and

being absolutely without fear, he succeeded where

a weaker man would have met his death. After

nine days' absence, his astonished friends saw

him return alive and unscathed, having got

permission from the king who had murdered

his dear friends to send one or two white men to

live with his people and teach them to read God's

book, and also having been fully and ceremoniously
initiated into

"
blood brotherhood

"
with the

dusky monarch. Their surprise was only equalled

by their joy at seeing him back safe and

sound.

Again Mackay had a visit from his old enemy
fever. Quinine was powerless to dislodge it on this

occasion, and he had recourse and successfully

to a native remedy.
After much more labour on the Daisy which

had again got into a bad condition from exposure,
he set his face resolutely towards Uganda. On
the fifth day, one of the sudden storms peculiar

to Victoria Nyanza overtook them, and the

Daisy was stranded on the beach all but a

wreck. Nothing daunted, after changing his wet

clothes, and partaking of food, he set about con-

structing a new, and, necessarily, smaller Daisy
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out of the wreck. To accomplish this, eight weeks

of constant toil were required.
On the 1st of November, he came in sight of

Uganda, and on the 6th, he reached the capital.
He received a cordial welcome from King Mtesa,
whom Stanley praises as

"
the most striking figure

in Equatorial Africa." The king was not well, and,

therefore, the first interview was short ; but he

greeted the missionary in a most friendly manner,
and freely accepted and bestowed presents.
For some time all went smoothly. The king

appeared anxious to know more of the Christian

religion of which he had heard from Stanley.

Mackay had long talks with him about God, the

Bible, and Salvation through Jesus Christ. Re-

ligious services were held at court every Sunday ;

and the day was observed as a Christian Sabbath.

Mackay's great mechanical skill was an endless

source of wonder and awe to the king and his

people, and the great secret of his power and in-

fluence over them. His marvellous deeds as an

engineer, a physician, a surgeon, a tailor, and
"
Jack-of-all-trades," were attributed to witch-

craft, and he himself was declared to be the Great

Spirit. He found that every scrap of knowledge
and training, laboriously acquired in former years,
was now of the utmost value.

Translating the Bible and religious books into

the language of Uganda, imparting to the king
some notion of railways, Astronomy, Electricity
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and Physiology, working his magic-lantern for the

amusement and betterment of the natives, teach-

ing the young to read and write, inviting and

answering questions from Mtesa and his courtiers

on passages read from the Bible, kept him fully

occupied. The work upon which Mackay had set

his heart seemed to be going on prosperously.

But appearances were deceptive. Mackay found

that the king's promise to abolish slavery was only

a little by-play in his habitual process of double-

dealing.

Mtesa professed admiration for the character

of Jesus, and seemed for a time as if about to

embrace Christianity ; but the missionary was

soon to get unmistakable confirmation of his

quickly growing suspicion that the king was only

engaged in a clever bit of selfish manoeuvring.
The dusky monarch was intelligent enough to see

the immense advantages of possessing the know-

ledge and skill of the white man, and that was

really all he wished.

From the first moment of Mackay's arrival in

Uganda, the Arabs had been his bitter enemies ;

and, in order to make matters unpleasant for the

missionaries, they alleged to the king that Mackay
and his friends meant ultimately to acquire his

whole country; and the arrival of two French

Roman Catholic missionaries at Uganda soon made
matters even more difficult for Mackay. Mtesa

summoned a conference at which he asked our
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missionary to explain wherein his special religion
differed from that of the Catholics. It was a

difficult task, especially as the two Frenchmen
were present ; but he tried to perform it in as

friendly a manner as possible. He was not quite
successful in his effort, for during his explanation
one of the priests ejaculated

"
Liar ! ", and the

king professed to be completely astounded and

confused to find men professing to worship God and

Christ calling one another liars, and vilifying each

other's beliefs. He affirmed that he could not

change his religion like a garment upon the arrival

of every additional white man into his dominions.

Mackay knew that the work had got a decided

back-set. The king emphatically refused to send

the Frenchmen away. All the missionary could

do was to wait and pray.
For a time Sunday services at court were

stopped, and the king avoided all discussions on re-

ligious matters. Having been laid aside again by a

severe illness Mackay visited him, and had a talk

about death and the resurrection, managing at

the same time to have some misunderstandings
cleared away, and receiving permission to resume

services at the palace.
His cares and vexations, however, were not

lessened. The greed of the chiefs rendered him

well nigh destitute. He set out for Uyui to get

supplies. Travelling had to be done mostly at

night, to avoid the avaricious exactions of powerful
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natives. At one time ground nuts were his sole

food for days. Much of his two-and-a-half months'

stay at Kagei was spent in bed with repeated
attacks of fever. He returned to the capital only
to have his fresh supplies also plundered in due

course. Making articles for sale with the turning

lathe, and by incessant toil, alone enabled him and

his band to keep clear of complete dependence

upon the king's charity. He wrote at this time,
"
God's will be done. . . . After such a night as

we have had, and still are in, we look for a happy

morning."
Mtesa now deliberately showed that he had

cast aside both Christianity and Mohammedanism,

by openly consulting a
"
lubare

"
or sorceress.

Although Mackay saw clearly that the king was

only using him for his own selfish ends, and to

feed his vanity, yet he boldly and fearlessly

denounced witchcraft and slave-raiding, the latter

of which the king now organised without the

slightest pretence of secrecy. Mackay wrote re-

garding this diabolical custom,
" The most heart-

rending of Livingstone's narratives of the slave

hunts by Arabs and Portuguese on the Nyassa
and Tanganyika shores dwindle into insignificance

compared with the organised and unceasing slave

hunts by this
'

enlightened monarch and Christian

king.'
"

Stanley had been completely deceived by
the profuse but hypocritical professions of Mtesa.

Mackay found him intelligent enough, but as
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degraded in lust, and as steeped in blood, as the

blackest ruffian that Africa ever reared.

The king's example now affected the con-

duct of others upon whom Mackay had built

high hopes ; and the state of matters was most

disheartening. Any pioneers but those of the

Gospel would at this stage have washed their

hands of the king and his whole crew, and left

them to the darkness of heathendom; but that

is not the way of Christ's messengers.
The missionary and his band had now to suffer

a system of bullying and ridicule at the hands

of Mtesa. Arab insinuations and intrigues were

incessant. The most outrageous falsehoods were

fabricated, and freely circulated in the hearing of

the king. The revolting butchery of human

beings, sometimes to the extent of two thousand
in one day, was carried on with all the details of

ostentatious display, and without a particle of

shame. Can we wonder at Mackay quoting with

sarcasm Stanley's opinion that Mtesa was "
an

enlightened monarch and Christian king ?
"

Periods of privation were common : all the

missionaries' spare clothes had to be sold to procure

necessary food. A terrible plague broke out in

the palace. When appealed to by the king for a

remedy, Mackay advised cleanliness of dwelling
and person.
A mission-house which he commenced building

caused great wonderment ; when he kindled a fire
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with a small lens and the sun's rays they were

bewildered ; and when he dug a well and pumped
pure water to the surface, they said,

"
Mackay is

truly the Great Spirit." His red and blue cart,

drawn by oxen, was nothing short of a monstrosity
in the eyes of the people ; and report made out its

destructive and other powers to be far beyond
those possessed by the demon-like motor of

European invention. They called him Mzunguwa
Kazi,

"
the white man of work," for from the first

day of his coming they had never seen him idle.

But he was more of a working missionary than he

cared to be ; and he yearned for increased oppor-

tunity to teach the people the Way of Salvation.

The lies of the Arabs and the Catholics were

not being corroborated; and, in the meantime,

Mackay regained much of his former influence.

But in the many-sided life he had to lead there

were few bright moments. Isolated cases proving
that the seed had fallen upon good ground,
cheered his heart at intervals ; but such gleams of

a good time coming were few and far between.

The baptism of the first five converts marked the

beginning of the Christian Church in Uganda. It

was a day that the missionaries had eagerly

longed for, and their hearts were full of joy and
thankfulness.

Mtesa shuffled for excuses to hug his evil

practices still tighter, in spite of Mackay's straight-
forward and pointed pleadings and arguments.
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Our hero had become "
all things to all men "

for Christ's sake ; and now we find him playing
the role of undertaker, and earning the passing

gratitude of the king, by constructing, at enormous

expense, a huge coffin for the dead queen-mother
Mtesa was thus enabled by Mackay's skill to

perform this ceremony on a grander scale than it

had ever been done before, and he was delighted.

Although the missionary's hair had become

grey, and lines of care and suffering were now

deeply imprinted upon his face, he had still the

vigour and enthusiasm of youth, and a store of

unquenchable sunshine in his heart.

Additional helpers were sent out by the Society.

A new boat, the Eleanor, was dispatched from

England in sections, and left at the south end of

Nyanza. Mackay set out to put the parts together,

and after many hardships and dangers in travelling,

and many weeks of hard labour upon the boat itself,

it had been almost ruined by the sun and plunder-

ing natives he launched it on the lake, and re-

turned to Uganda amid scenes of rejoicing.

The work of the mission now appeared more

successful than ever, and Mackay fondly hoped
that the happy time had dawned for Gospel

supremacy ;
but soon the banner was doomed to

be lowered once more.

Mtesa was friendly, but still a heathen. The

Arabs were as full of hatred as ever. As long
as Mtesa lived they were kept in check, but there
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were signs that the end of the king's career was

near, and the outlook was ominous. Mackay,
ever practical, made all possible provisions for

the evil day that he felt was impending. He and

Mr. Ashe laboured incessantly at printing the

Gospels so that there would be abundance of copies

of the blessed Word left in Uganda even though

they themselves fell.

With Mtesa's last breath, tacit hate was suddenly

changed into open persecution. Mwanga, a boy
of seventeen, succeeded as king. Mackay had

high hopes of the young ruler, because as a boy
he had often been to the mission-house, and the

princess chosen to be
" maiden queen

"
was one

of his girl converts. But Mwanga had not a single

redeeming quality. He had all his father's vices,

but was devoid of his intelligence, and without

a thought of a better manhood.

The missionaries were refused admittance to

the palace ; accusations were trumped up against
them ; by royal command their every move-

ment was watched ; traps were laid for them ;

the king insulted them, and the katikiro, or prime
minister, threw off his cloak of friendliness, and

ordered them to be driven from the country.
Now was enacted in far-off Uganda exactly

what took place during the
"

killing times
"

in

our own country. Climate, and colour of skin,

do not alter the workings of the human mind and
heart ! A time of horrors set in for the Christians.
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Converts were hunted out and burned to death.

The martyrs of Uganda, like those of our own

Scotland, sang songs of praise while the cruel

flames devoured their poor bodies. Surely

Mackay's and Ashe's work had prospered more

than mortal eye could discern, when noble souls

such as these grew up ripe for martyrdom in

heathen Uganda. It was a Gospel triumph

enough to uplift the most dejected apostle. It

holds good all the world over that " the blood of

the martyrs is the seed of the Church." The

number of converts grew as the waves of per-

secution increased ; and the roots of the Tree of

Life spread and deepened more and more.

But it was a hard time for our hero. He wrote,
" Our hearts are breaking : all our Christians

dispersed. We are lonely and deserted, sad and

sick."

Meanwhile the affairs of the country were in a

wretched condition. The king lived in daily fear

of dethronement and assassination ; the prime
minister was a scheming and unscrupulous
villain ; the chiefs were at the point of rebellion.

Mackay saw that the only hope of the mission was

in Mwanga being kept in power.
The king suddenly roused himself and asserted

his authority, and brighter days intervened.

Mackay spoke to both king and katikiro about

their sins, in a manner that admitted of no equivo-
cation ;

but they answered, as thousands who
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are not heathens have done, and are doing, that

they were convinced of their sins, but that they
would make a final decision at a more "convenient

season
"

; and the sad fact was there, as every-

where, that that happy future day never came.

In 1885 the long impending storm burst upon
the missionaries. The reported arrival of Bishop

Hannington and party unfortunately roused afresh

the old suspicion of encroachment that had lain

dormant for some time. The king refused to see

Mackay when he called to explain matters and to

plead for the safety of his friends. They could

only await events ;
the terrible news came at last :

the Bishop and his whole party were ruthlessly

murdered. "
0, night of sorrow !

"
wrote Mackay

in his diary. For himself
"
the bitterness of

death was past." He was prepared at any
moment for a martyr's crown, if the good Lord

so willed it.

But he was practical still. Permission to leave

the country was refused ; but this noble soldier

of Christ managed to procure the concession for

Mr. Ashe, while he himself was left alone to face

danger and death. It was a noble act of self-denial,

worthy of the most devoted saint, and quite in

keeping with Mackay's whole life.

Fear of Great Britain's revenge alone restrained

his enemies from dipping their hands in his blood.

Although he wrote at this time,
"

I am almost

entirely broken down with fatigue and anxiety
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and want of sleep ;

"
yet because he saw the Gospel

spreading, he redoubled the labours that had

already for nine years been beyond the strength
of any one man.

The crisis came when a report was circulated

that Stanley was coming to meet him. The
French priests at last persuaded the king to

send Mackay away before this meeting could

take place.

It is characteristic of the people of that dark

region that all, from the king to the meanest

subject who had maligned and persecuted our hero,

vied with each other in an exhibition of grief

at parting, and showered gifts upon him. The

king accompanied his gifts with an invitation

to return soon !

When at last a successor was secured to look

after the mission, Mackay, with a sad heart and

worn-out body, but still unshaken in his faith

in the ultimate victory of light over darkness

in those parts, stepped on board the Eleanor,

and looked his last upon ungrateful and perverse

Uganda.
Messrs. Gordon and Walker carried on the good

work so thoroughly established by Mackay and
Ashe ; and Christianity took a firm hold of the

country.
After many adventures our worthy pioneer

settled under the protection of a friendly chief

at Usambiro, and there founded a mission-station.
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Helpers came to cheer his loneliness. But soon

the old enemy, fever, was at its deadly work

again ; and once more he was alone. Few
missions can lay claim to such a large death-roll

as this comparatively young one.

Mwanga fell on evil days, and was driven from

his throne. He appealed to Mackay for help,

but the latter was powerless to aid him. After

a time, however, Mwanga was restored to his

kingship, although he was now only the nominal

head of the country, the real power being in the

hands of the Christians.

Mackay had many of his Uganda Christians

at Usambiro. Stanley, staying with him for

some days, was much struck by the fidelity dis-

played by these Baganda Christians.
"
These

native Africans," he says,
" have endured the

most deadly persecutions. The stake and the

fire, the cord and the club, the sharp knife and the

rifle bullet, have all been tried to cause them to

reject the teaching they have absorbed. Staunch

in their beliefs, firm in their convictions, they have

held together stoutly and resolutely, and Mackay
and Ashe may point to these with a righteous

pride as the results of their labours." Stanley
had nothing but admiration and praise for our

hero. He looked upon Mackay as the ideal

missionary, and spoke of him as the greatest

since Livingstone. The great traveller and ex-

plorer wished Mackay to accompany him home ;
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but a stern sense of duty kept him at his post until

a suitable successor could be found.

The applause of the multitude, platform ova-

tions, banquetings and receptions, were never to be

his. Even into his last few months of life were

compressed toils and hardships sufficient for the

life-time of an ordinary man. Work was his watch-

word the greatest invigorator in his medicine-

chest. Teaching, doctoring, and building, at the

forge and at the lathe, from early morn till sunset,

translating, printing, binding, and letter-writing,

often far into the night, was still his daily, as it

had been his yearly programme. He maintained

that the grand secret of health in Africa was

constant employment for body and mind.

With his accustomed fervour and point, he

advocated the planting of large and powerful
mission-stations at suitable places on the coast,

as essential to the safety and development of

Christian missions, and also the construction of

a light railway from the coast to the Lake a

scheme which has since been carried out.

Stanley was surprised at the health and vigour

of our hero, after so many years of African climate

and work. But the strain had told
; and the

many attacks of fever had done much to under-

mine his constitution.

One day Mr. Deekes, who had joined the mission,

reported him as
"
jovial and well

"
; a few days

afterwards an ordinary cold had developed into
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"
the hot stage of fever

"
; next day delirium

set in
; and four days later, on the 8th of February,

1890, the brave young Scotchman's work was

ended, his marvellous career was closed, and, hero

of heroes, he had entered in triumph into the reward

of those who have proved
" faithful unto death."

Such a life is a legacy for all time : neither

date nor latitude can claim it. It stands as a

powerful argument in favour of missionary labour,

and as an overwhelming rebuke to all decriers

of this form of Christian endeavour.

Let us try to catch the spirit of this noble hero,

to recognise the true value and excellence of un-

selfish labour, to
"
spend and be spent

"
with all

our might while our day of life lasts, and to leave

the result in the hands of Omnipotent Wisdom
and Love.





JOHN G. PATON OF THE NEW HEBRIDES





IX

The NewHebrides,a group of islands situated in the

South Pacific, and so named by Captain Cook who

explored them in 1773, cover an area of 2500 square

miles, and extend over an expanse of about400 miles

of ocean. The principal are Espiritu Santo (160
miles in circumference), Mallicolo, Vate, Erromanga,

Api, Ambrym, Tanna, and Aneiteum. Erromanga,
as noticed in a former sketch, was the scene of the

murder of the Rev. John Williams, in 1839, and of

the Rev. Mr. Gordon and his wife in 1860.

These islands, volcanic in origin, lie about 1000

miles to the north of New Zealand. Ambrym
and Tanna have active volcanoes. The soil is

fertile, and produces yams, cotton, maize, bananas,
and sandal-wood.

The population to-day is greatly reduced from

what it must formerly have been, chiefly on

account of the ravages of the Kanaka-hunters and

epidemics especially a most disastrous epidemic
of measles that broke out in 1876.

The inhabitants are chiefly Melanasian, but there

is a Polynesian element in some of the islands.

These two races do not intermingle freely, and there

is consequently a large number of dialects, which
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makes missionary labour all the more difficult.

The natives have all the characteristic vices of the

savage and the cannibal, and a state of perfect

nudity prevailed before the advent of missionaries.

There are no traces of civilisation, and no religion

except that of a degraded form of ancestor worship,

a blind, animal dread of evil spirits, similar to what

we saw among Tamate's Papuans, and a form of

tree, stone, etc., fetishism. Polygamy, infanticide,

and the slaying of widows and aged parents, were

indulged in, as if they were practices to be

applauded, and virtues to be zealously fostered.

To such a place and people it was the destiny

of the subject of our present sketch to go.

John Gibson Paton was born on the 24th May,

1824, in a cottage, since demolished, on the farm

of Braehead, in the Parish of Kirkmahoe, near

Dumfries. His father, James Paton, was
"
a

stocking manufacturer in a small way." Assisted

by his worthy spouse, Janet Jardine Rogerson,
whom her missionary son characterises as "a
heroic little woman," James Paton was the

exemplary and devout head of a model Scottish

household. The spirit and characteristics of the

Covenanters were strongly exhibited in the father.

The religious atmosphere of the home was like,

but perhaps more intensely devout than that of

Tamate at Inverary ; and like James Renwick,

our missionary was offered to the ministry of the
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Gospel from childhood, by a parent who had the

great desire to become a preacher, but was all his

life-time without the necessary means.

When John was five years of age hie parents
removed from Kirkmahoe to Torthorwald.

In his autobiography edited by his youngest

brother, the late Rev. Dr. James Paton, St. Paul's,

Glasgow, and a paper edition of which appeared
last year (1906) he says of his home life, "No

hurry for market, no rush to business, no arrival

of friends or guests, no trouble or sorrow, no joy
or excitement, ever prevented at least our kneeling
around the family altar." He speaks thus of the

Sundays of the old home-life,
"
Oh, I can re-

member those happy Sabbath evenings ;
no blinds

drawn and shutters up to keep out the sun from

us as some scandalously affirm, but a holy, happy,

entirely human day for a Christian father, mother,
and children to spend." Not by force but by love

was the good seed sown in that humble Scottish

home, that was afterwards to yield such a plentiful

and blessed harvest.

The family place of worship, he tells us, was the

Reformed Presbyterian Church of Dumfries, then

under the ministry of the Rev. John McDiarmid,
"
a genuine, solemn, lovable Covenanter."

" Dumfries was four miles from our Torthorwald

home," he says ;

"
but the tradition is that during

all these forty years my father was only thrice

prevented from attending the worship of God
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once by snow so deep that he was baffled and had

to return ; once by ice on the road, so dangerous
that he was forced to crawl back up the Ploucan

Brae on his hands and knees, after having de-

scended it so far with many falls
;
and once by

the terrible outbreak of cholera at Dumfries.

All intercourse between the town and the

surrounding villages was publicly prohibited ;

and the farmers and villagers suspecting that no

cholera would make my father stay at home on

Sabbath, sent a deputation to my mother on the

Saturday evening, and urged her to restrain his

devotion for once."

Such was the religious calibre of the stock from

which the missionary sprang. We might be

inclined sometimes to look upon the father as

having not a little affectation in his staid and stern

goodness ; but we know that there can be no

affectation where hypocrisy is absent, and James

Paton of Torthorwald, in his Christianity, as

otherwise, was true to the core. We know, from

the testimony of the son, that even the after-

influence of
"
the saint, the husband, and the

father
" was a powerful stimulus for good in the

lives of his children. Such an influence is, in the

opinion of many in these conforming days, too

austere and saintly; but if there be a failing,

which is from many points of view highly im-

probable it is all on the side of virtue and

spiritual security.
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Torthorwald, in the boyhood of the missionary,
" had one of the grand old typical parish schools

of Scotland, where the rich and the poor met

together in perfect equality ;

" and at it and

Dumfries Academy he received his early education.

When still under twelve years of age he started

to learn his father's trade, and made surprising

progress at the stocking frame. He worked from

six in the morning till ten at night, with an hour

at dinner-time, and half-an-hour at breakfast

and again at supper. These spare moments were

spent in acquiring the rudiments of Latin and

Greek. Resolved to aim at being a missionary or

a minister, and having saved as much at his trade

as enabled him to go for six weeks to Dumfries

Academy, he decided to keep to a line of work that

would tend more than weaving did, to help him
forward in the path of education.

Next we find him engaged with the sappers
and miners who were mapping and measuring the

county of Dumfries, in connection with the

Ordnance Survey of Scotland. A misunderstand-

ing, in no way discreditable to young Paton, arose

with his superior, and his surveying duties came

suddenly to an end.

Determined not to be a burden upon the home
resources he attended the Lamb Fair at Lockerbie,
and "

took a fee
"

for the harvest. He passed
from the harvest-field to the position of district

visitor and tract distributor to the Glasgow West

Campbell Street Reformed Presbyterian Con-
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gregation, with the privilege of receiving a year's

training at the Free Church Normal Seminary, in

order that he might qualify himself for teaching,
and thereby push forward to the ministry.
A small bundle, tied up in his pocket-hand-

kerchief, contained his bible and all his personal

belongings ; and armed thus for the battle of life,

he set out, with his patriarchal father's blessing

upon his head, on his forty miles' walk to Kilmar-

nock, where he took train for Glasgow.
The sum-total of his emoluments in this situa-

tion amounted to 25 ; but he entered his new

duties in high hope. It proved a tough, up-hill

struggle to keep abreast of the other Normal

students ; and before the year closed, his health

broke down, "partly by hard study, but princi-

pally, perhaps, for lack of nourishing diet."

A short rest in the caller air of Torthorwald

worked wonders in bringing him back to health

and strength ; and soon he was earning an income

by teaching in a small school at Girvan. Having
saved 10 at this work, he returned to Glasgow
and enrolled as a University student. Before the

close of the session he again felt the pinch of

penury. He had lent some of his money to a poor
fellow-student who had failed to repay him, and

now there was only the sum of nine shillings

between him and absolute need. At his wit's end

what to do, he went out to sell some of his books,

when an advertisement in a window arrested his at-

tention :

"
Teacher wanted, Maryhill Free Church
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School; apply at the Manse." He immediately
boarded a passing 'bus bound for Maryhill, applied

for, and received the appointment.
He was fully warned that he had entered into a

very tough bit of work, for the school was a wreck,

having been broken up chiefly by coarse and bad

characters from mills and coal-pits, who attended

the evening classes. They had abused several

masters in succession, and tried similar tactics

with John Paton
;
but he was equal to the emer-

gency, discipline was restored on a lasting basis,

and the school began to flourish amazingly.
The Committee in charge of it now dealt in

rather a cavalier fashion with the worthy servant

whose tact and energy had worked such a re-

formation : they dispensed with Paton's services,

and appointed a teacher with higher scholastic

qualifications and credentials. It was high-handed
and thankless treatment ; and many of the

parents, resenting it, offered to hire a hall and

set Mr. Paton up in an opposition school. But
this proposal was not accepted by him. A
testimonial was got up by the children, and

presented by the young fellows who had formerly
been the rowdies and wreckers of the school, but

who were now his devoted friends.

In his renewed difficulties young Paton again

placed himself implicitly in the hands of that

God for Whose service he was striving thus to

prepare himself with his whole mind and strength.
His faith, as usual, was not in vain. No sooner
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had he left Maryhill than he received an appoint-
ment as a missionary from the Glasgow City

Mission at a salary of 40 a year.

He now cast his eye back upon the hard turns in

his past lot, and clearly saw the gracious hand of

God guiding him to this most opportune and

congenial sphere of service.
" Man proposes

God disposes !

"

He found his work to lie among a very low and

abandoned class of people.
"
Sin and vice," he

says,
"
walked about openly naked and not

ashamed." A hayloft was the only available place

for Sabbath evening meetings. The work lagged
for a year, and little or no success was outwardly
evident ; but the good seed was being sown all the

time, despite barren statistics. The devoted

labours and true missionary spirit of Paton had

quietly but effectively been undermining vice and

callousness, and soon the meeting-house was too

small, Bible, Singing, and Communicants' Classes

were instituted, a Total Abstinence Society was

launched, and the whole work proved highly suc-

cessful. Not long afterwards a Church at the

foot of Green Street was given to him, in which to

carry on his evangelistic mission, and this formed

the nucleus of much good work done in the Calton

district. Publicans, Romanists, and Infidels, in

clubs and individually, fought desperately and

bitterly against these encroachments of the Gospel

of light into their happy hunting-grounds ;
but in

spite of all the mission continued to prosper.
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Mr. Paton, now an elder of Dr. Symington's

church, continued his successful work in connec-

tion with the City Mission for ten years. During
that long period of strenuous and exacting labour

he carried on his studies, first at Glasgow Univer-

sity, and afterwards at the Reformed Presbyterian

Divinity Hall. With a view to foreign mission

work he also attended medical classes at the

Andersonian College.

The ground-work of his education had never

been firmly and properly laid, and his scholastic

attainments were, therefore, very much crippled,

in spite of laborious and anxious study. But the

full possession of the blessed consciousness of the

Master's approbation in his ever-burning desire

to become a thoroughly qualified and equipped

preacher of the Gospel to perishing men, was a

splendid substitute for mere scholarship and

book-lore.

The Reformed Presbyterian Church of Scotland

had been advertising for another missionary to join

the Rev. John Inglis in the New Hebrides. No
one could be got to fill the gap, and Dr. Bates and
his Committee were at a complete stand- still in the

matter. A strong conviction took hold of Mr.

Paton that this was his life's opportunity for enlist-

ing in ideal work for Christ. The wail of the

heathen seemed to mingle within his soul with

another voice urging him to apply for the vacant

post, and their persistency was so overcoming that

Q
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he felt convinced it was nothing less than the

manifestation of the will of God. After much

heart-searching and prayer, he finally resolved

to offer himself for this particular service. Many
kind friends tried to persuade him not to go ;

many inducements were put forth to get him to

stay ;
and his Green Street people were in great

distress at the prospect of losing him. In regard
to those who put forward the " heathen-at-home

"

argument against his going, he makes some very

pertinent remarks in his autobiography :

"
I un-

failingly observed that those who made this retort

neglected these
' home-heathen

'

themselves ;

and so the objection, as from them, lost all its

power. They would ungrudgingly spend more on

a fashionable party, at dinner or tea
;
on concert,

or ball, or theatre
;
on some ostentatious display,

or worldly and selfish indulgence, ten times more,

perhaps, in a single day, than they would give in a

year, or in half a life-time, for the conversion of the

whole heathen-world, either at home or abroad."

He received every encouragement from his

parents who rejoiced greatly that God was now

accepting the life-work of their first-born, which

they had long ago laid upon His altar for accept-
ance as a missionary of the Cross.

On the 1st December, 1857, he was licensed as

a preacher ;
on the 23rd March, 1858, he was

ordained as a missionary to the New Hebrides ;

and on the 7th April of the same year, he left the

Tail-of-the-Bank at Greenock, and set sail in the
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Clutha, accompanied by his newly-married wife

formerly Miss Robson, of Coldstream.

A very pleasant voyage brought them to

Melbourne. After spending a few days at Geelong
with some friends, Mr. and Mrs. Paton embarked

in an American ship, the Francis P. Sage, the

captain of which, for the sum of 100, had agreed
to land them on Aneiteum with two boats and

fifty boxes. A voyage of twelve days brought
them to Aneiteum, but when close up to the island,

the captain refused to land the passengers, the

probable reason being that his treatment of the

sailors during the voyage had been so bad that,

had the}'' once got on shore, they would never have

returned.

Timeous assistance was, however, received from

a trader's boat : Dr. Geddie, one of the missionaries

on the island, was informed of their peril ; and

after much difficulty and danger, they were eventu-

ally landed in the mission boats, just four months

and fourteen days after leaving Greenock.

A hearty welcome awaited them from the mis-

sionaries' wives, Mrs. Geddie, Mrs. Inglis, and Mrs.

Mathieson. It was resolved that Mr. and Mrs.

Paton should be located at Port Resolution on

Tanna Island, with Mr. and Mrs. Mathieson on the

south side of the same island Mr. Copland going
between the two stations giving assistance as

required.
Now that Paton was face to face with savages

and cannibals his heart almost gave way. Horror
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at the extreme barbarity and depravity of the

natives for a time overwhelmed all promptings of

compassion or longings for their spiritual welfare.

After all, had he come this distance from friends

and fatherland to find that the task was greater

than he could face ? He was almost driven to the

conviction that a horrid blunder had been com-

mitted in coming out to attempt the salvation of

such degraded creatures. These natives, with

their naked bodies crowned with feather-decked

and twisted hair, adorned with paint in grotesque

and hideous combinations, ever at war with

contiguous or distant tribes, with adjoining

villages or nearest neighbours, ever restless and

excited, were a most distressing people to a mission-

ary still inexperienced in the peculiar difficulties

of the situation. But he laid his burdens at the

feet of his father's God, and the first gloomy

impression over felt refreshed and strengthened

for the task.

Scarcely had the new-comers settled down when

a foretaste was given of the character of the people

around them. A fierce feud took place between

the dwellers in the harbour and those inland.

The discharge of muskets, and the yells of the

savages were heard in the bush all around ; and

the strife ended with the conquerors carrying the

dead of the enemy to a boiling spring a mile from

the spot where Mr. Paton's house was being built,

and there cooking and feasting upon them. Next

evening the missionary group was startled by a
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wild, wailing, and unearthly cry from the bush.

It meant that one of the wounded warriors had

died, and that they had just strangled his widow
to death, so that her spirit might accompany him
to the other world, and be his servant there as she

had been here. Surely this was the very depths
of heathendom !

Scarcely four months after landing on Tanna,
Paton had the great misfortune to lose his young
wife and child. The fatal mistake had been made
of entering upon their work too near the unhealthy

rainy season. The error was discovered too late.

It was a crushing blow, and ague and fever helped
to complete his prostration. Only close fellowship
with his heavenly Father kept his mind from

becoming unhinged. With his own hands, though
with breaking heart, he built the grave of his dear

ones round and round with coral blocks, and
covered the top with beautiful white coral. That

quiet spot at the end of the house became a sacred

shrine to him, amid years of difficulties and dangers.
The wisdom of such a sore dispensation was

beyond his power of perception ; but he trusted

now, as always, to the Love and Providence that

had decreed it so to be. The mourning labourer

received much spiritual comfort and consolation

from Bishop Selwyn and the Rev. J. C. Patteson,
who called at Port Resolution in a mission-ship.
Both begged him to take a health trip with them
round the islands ; but he saw it to be his duty to

remain at his post, though his health was far from
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satisfactory, and he was surrounded by appalling

dangers from fierce, dishonest, and treacherous

natives.

The horrible propensities and loathsome habits

of this heathen people were encouraged and stimu-

lated by contact with white men representatives
of civilised and Christianised nations ! Vices, un-

known before to the poor deluded savages, were

added to their already abundant stock, but not

a single virtue. The pioneer traders dealing for

the most part in sandalwood were a Godless and
shameless class of men, who wantonly and openly
boasted of cruelty, oppression, robbery, and murder,

perpetrated upon these defenceless creatures. The
revolver and the rifle were in constant use in their

inhuman trafficking.

Revenge and suspicion were by such treatment

deeply implanted in the minds of these poor
heathen against all white men. Those unscrupu-
lous and heartless malefactors were white men
so were the missionaries : that was logic enough
for the native mind to produce the conclusion that

the missionaries were their enemies. Drought
came ; the yam and banana crops suffered ;

the

missionaries and their Jehovah-God were blamed

for it. Heavy rain came ;
sickness and disaster

followed
; again their sacred men pointed to the

missionaries as the cause. Everything uncommon
or unfortunate that happened was attributed to

them. Prejudice and passion swayed the native

mind completely and continuously.
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Nouka, the high-chief, and Miaki, the war-chief,

openly declared to Mr. Paton that his murder and

that of his Aneiteumese teachers were resolved

upon. When matters seemed at their blackest,

and death appeared to be inevitable, in an instant

powerful chiefs would spring up in the native

assemblies, and boldly stand between them and

impending death. One such chief "rose, swung
aloft a mighty club, and smashing it earthward,

cried aloud, 'The man that kills Missi must first

kill me ; the men that kill the mission teachers

must first kill me and my people.'
"

Thieving was both an art and a passion with

them
; and if opposed in their nefarious practices

they instantly had recourse to the club or the

tomahawk, the musket or the killing-stone. The
arrival of H.M.S. Cordelia, under Captain
Vernon, was the cause of great fear and panic,
and also the signal for the restoration of heaps of

goods of all descriptions stolen from Mr. Paton.

Abject fear of punishment at the hands of the re-

presentatives of the Great Queen Victoria was

the sole reason of this outburst of honesty.
The Revs. Messrs. Turner, Inglis, Baker, and

Macfarlane, called in the mission-ship, John

Williams, and urged him to take a trip for the

sake of his health
; but Paton feared that if he

left the island, the war-fiend would break forth

once more, and in all probability he would be denied

a footing there again.

His trials were constant and terrible. Fever
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and ague attacked him fourteen times ; and once,

taking farewell of life, he lay down to die. But
his time had not come ; with returning conscious-

ness came refreshment from the trade-wind ; and

he took heart again to work and wait.

Matters, however, did not brighten. Time and

again the war-chief and his men came to put him
to death

; but his life was spared by the restrain-

ing hand of God. The hourly danger of death did

not for a moment lessen his labours. Though using
all lawful and sensible means to preserve his life,

he never shrank from the path of duty, however

perilous. At the risk of instant death he deliber-

ately and resolutely took his stand against the

diabolical customs of wife-beating and widow-

strangling.
He set about erecting a building to serve for

church and school. The heavy wood for it was

bought from the natives for fifty pairs of trousers,

all of which had been cut and sewn by his old

Bible Class in Glasgow. He was overjoyed when
he managed to complete the printing of a booklet

in Tannese with a press gifted to him by Thomas

Binnie, Jr., of Glasgow.

Dangers crowded round this devoted labourer.

One day, toiling away at his house, he became sud-

denly conscious that the war-chief, with his brother,

and a body of armed men were surrounding him,

and that each man had a musket levelled at his

head. Escape was impossible : speech was useless :

prayer for protection was the only course. He
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worked on as if unaware of the presence of anyone.

They withdrew a little, and then took up the same

attitude. Each seemed to be urging his neighbour
to fire the first shot ; but not a musket was dis-

charged, and they departed as silently as they came.

Again the missionary and his teachers were

selected as victims for a great feast of tribal

reconciliation ; but after the "
killers

" had sur-

rounded the house for a whole day, they dispersed
in the same manner as before.

Momentary bright times intervened only to be

followed again by darkness and danger. The

tribal reconciliation was of short duration : soon

the war-fiend was again unleashed. Paton fear-

lessly visited the fighting-ground, and preached
the message of Gospel peace in both camps ; and

for a time the ravages of war were checked.

The murder of the Gordons of Erromanga acted

as an incentive to the Tannese to do likewise. At
this time a man-of-war called, and Commodore

Seymour pleaded with Paton to give up what to

every sensible mortal had proved itself to be a

hopeless and thankless post of duty. But still the

missionary could not bring himself to desert the

Tannese. He had acquired their language, had
some staunch friends among them, and had yet
a yearning for their Salvation that would not let

go the hope of ultimate success. When Bishop

Selwyn heard that he had again deliberately de-

clined to leave Tanna, he said,
" And I like him

all the better for doing so." ..." Talk of bravery !
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talk of heroism ! The man who leads a forlorn

hope is a coward in comparison with him who, on

Tanna thus alone, without a sustaining look or

cheering word from one of his own race, regards it

as his duty to hold on in the face of such dangers."
Like Moffat at Kurunam, he boldly stood forth in

the midst of his enemies, and cried, "You may
shoot or murder me, but I am your best friend."

The plundering of the missionary's and teachers'

house was followed by a combined and savage
attack upon the Mission-house. As last he was

compelled to come to the conclusion that there was

nothing left but flight for life. All his earthly

possessions were gone except his Bible, some trans-

lations which he had made out of the Bible into

Tannese, and a light pair of blankets. He had
been despoiled to the extent of one thousand

pounds' worth of goods.
Perils by water and land were ever present ; and

the recital of Paton's hair-breadth escapes from a

hundred deaths at this time, makes one wonder

how any mortal could possibly come through such

experiences and live. His dangers and sufferings

in endeavouring to reach a place of safety were

almost superhuman ; but in spite of the shameless

treachery and deceit of avowed friends, and

through the hands of fanatic enemies thirsting for

his blood, he made his way to Mr. Mathieson's

station on the other side of the island.

No sooner had he got there than this mission

also was surrounded by armed savages, who fired
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the church, and then attempted to burn out the

missionaries, intending, of course, to kill them as

they tried to escape. But their designs were

miraculously frustrated. The yells of the mad-

dened savages, returning, after a temporary scare,

to the murder of the missionaries, were checked by
the joyful cry of

"
Sail ! Sail !

" and the

Blue Bell hove in sight. Miaki had sold all that

could be sold of Mr. Paton's goods to the traders,

and the poor missionary now saw the mate and men

wearing his very clothes, and heard them freely

boasting that they had bought them for tobacco,

powder, caps, and balls. Again the conviction

comes to the reader of this story, that had it not

been for the extreme, and worse than heathenish,

heartlessness of ourfellow-countrymen, Patonwould

not have failed to " hold the fort
"
at Tanna.

Mr. Paton's intention on abandoning the mission

was to take up his abode on Aneiteum, continue

his work of translating the Gospels, and watch for

the earliest opportunity to return to Tanna. But
it was ordered otherwise. Yielding to urgent
solicitations he was at last constrained to under-

take the visitation of all the Australian churches

for the purpose of collecting money for a much-
needed mission-ship for the New Hebrides. The

history of his own life on Tanna was proof positive,
if such were needed, of the clamant need of such

assistance to missionary effort and comfort.

Travelling in the colonies in those days was a

very difficult and hazardous undertaking. His
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surroundings were not so crowded with savagery
and blood as during his lonely life on Tanna, but his

adventures, privations, and hair-breadth escapes

from perils, as he journeyed from place to place

amid the hardships and dangers of the bush, were

often exciting and sensational enough for any
romance. Armed with

" an indispensable bag of
4

curios
' and a heavy bundle of clubs, arrows,

dresses," etc., from the islands, with which to

illustrate his lectures and enforce his appeals, he

was often at the point of breaking down. At such

times as these the promise came to his heart, "As

thy days so shall thy strength be," and also the old

adage,
" Where there's a will, there's a way." With

these truisms in his mind, he thought that a Scotch-

man and a Christian should not be easily beaten !

Though his mission lagged somewhat at first, it

was in the end eminently successful. He not only
raised sufficient money for the missionary ship, but

the Presbyterian Churches of Australia formed a

missionary Committee who sent him to Scotland to

procure men for the New Hebrides Mission Field,

for whose support they would be responsible.

He sailed for London on 16th May, 1863, and ar-

rived in the East India Docks on 26thAugust. Next

day he was in his native Scotland, and had arranged
for an early meeting with the Foreign Mission Com-

mittee of the Reformed Presbyterian Church ; and

the same day, after a lapse of five brief but eventful

years, he received a warm and tearful welcome

home from the fond hearts at Torthorwald.
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Full of the enthusiasm and devotion that thrill

and captivate the heart, and the power of practi-

cal goodness that convinces the mind of hearers,

and aided by the logic of startling facts and dearly

bought experiences, his crusade was carried on

successfully in every church and Sunday school

in the Reformed Presbyterian body. The Day-

spring was taken up enthusiastically on all hands,

the children of the Church taking an eager delight

in becoming shareholders in this
"
white-winged

Angel of the Seas
"

; four new missionaries volun-

teered from Scotland, and three from Nova Scotia.

He was delighted with the result of his campaign.
His life's wish was to see a teacher provided for

every tribe, and a missionary for every island, in

the New Hebrides.

Mr. Paton was unanimously and enthusiastically

appointed Moderator of the Church of his fathers

the highest honour he could receive and a

resolution was passed testifying in terms of strong

praise to his worth and work as a missionary.
Before he left Scotland in 1864 he was married to

Margaret Whitecross, who was long spared to be a

devoted and loving wife to him.

Embarking at Liverpool for Australia in The
Crest of the Wave, a voyage of ninety-five days
landed them at Sydney, on 17th January, 1865,

and they sailed for the Islands in August, 1866.

His destination, however, was not Tanna, but

Aniwa, the nearest island to it.
"

It was," he

says,
"
one of the bitterest trials of my life not to
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be able to return and settle down at once on dear

old . . . blood-stained Tanna." " Aniwa became

my mission home in 1866, and for the next fifteen

years was the heart and centre of my personal
labours in the heathen world. . . . God never

guided me back to Tanna ; but others, my dear

friends, have seen His kingdom planted, and

beginning to grow among that slowly relenting
race. Aniwa was to be the land wherein my past

years of toil and patience and faith were to see

their fruit ripening at length. I claimed Aniwa
for Jesus ; and by the grace of God, Aniwa now

worships at the Saviour's feet. . . . The Aniwans

were not so violently dishonourable as the Tannese.

But they had the knack of asking in a rather

menacing manner whatever they coveted ; and

the tomahawk was sometimes swung to enforce

an appeal."
The lessons learned on Tanna through so much

anxiety, suffering, and danger, now stood the

missionary in good stead. The Aniwan language
had to be acquired, the horrors of heathendom

to be faced and fought, degraded superstitions

to be discounted and removed, and the old

familiar thieving and treacherous dealing to be

warily watched and tactfully dealt with, in the

name and strength of the Master. In spite of many
sore disappointments and failures, and with rescues

from the jaws of death almost as numerous as ever,

the work among the Aniwans steadily advanced

with wonderful success. He had claimed the
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whole island for Christ, and hoped to win it as a

small jewel for the Saviour's crown ; and his

wishes were realised to a remarkable degree. Old

war-chiefs became ardent students of the Bible,

and leaders in prayer ; noted murderers were

transformed into public Scripture-readers ;
and

there came a time when every person in Aniwa
was at church, except the bedridden and sick.

He paid a second visit to Scotland in 1884. His

object was to raise 6000 in order to enable the

Australian churches to provide a steam auxiliary

mission-ship for the enlarged and constantly

enlarging requirements of the New Hebrides.

Eighteen months of whole-hearted and strenuous

pleading enabled him to hand over the sum of

9000 for the desired end.

When he returned to Aniwa, he tells us in his

autobiography,
" The whole inhabitants of Aniwa

were there to welcome me, and my procession to

the old Mission-house was more like the triumphal
march of a conqueror than that of a humble

missionary."
His tour round the world in the cause of Christ

was carried on amid many difficulties, and with

his life-long determination and devotion for the

cause of the islanders. As the result of his touring
labours he handed a cheque for 12,527, 4s. 2d.

to the Moderator of the Assembly of the Reformed
Church at Melbourne, being the combined offerings

of many lands for the furtherance of the evangelisa-

tion of the New Hebrides. In addition to that
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large sum, he handed over also 1000 the profit

accruing to him from the sale of his book.

In April 1891, the University of Edinburgh con-

ferred the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity,
in absentia, upon him. Professor Taylor on that

occasion said that
"
by his conduct of the mission

entrusted to him in the New Hebrides, Mr. Paton

might claim to rank with the greatest missionaries

of the Christian Church." He also described our

hero's autobiography as
"
a missionary epic in

prose," and as, perhaps, his
"
greatest and most

enduring service to humanity."
For years after he had ceased his strenuous

labours, and had settled in Victoria, Australia,

he was busy with voice and pen in advocating
the cause of Missions especially of the one nearest

and dearest to his own heart, that of the New
Hebrides.

Mrs. Paton died in 1905 ; and the venerable

missionary only a few weeks ago, in his far-off

Australian home.

His was a life full of Christian zeal and devotion,

at home and abroad. He is worthy to be placed
in our group of Scottish Heroes of Faith. Surely

such a work as his is more than enough to silence

the heartless censor, shame the sneering critic,

confound the man of statistics, and widen our

conception as to what can be, and has been done

in the way of devoted service and heroic self-denial

in the cause of Christ.
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Now that we have come to the close of the session,

and completed our study of the life-histories of

eight splendid specimens of Scottish Heroes of

Faith, it will be good for us to take a backward

and bird's-eye glance at that noble group, and to

endeavour, in so doing, to learn the lessons taught

by their bright examples.

Tennyson, in his poem
"
Maud," speaks of

people who are

"
Faultily faultless, icily regular, splendidly null

;

"

but that description does not answer to a single one

of the characters who compose our little picture

gallery. They were each strong and earnest men ;

and often through strength of conviction, and

earnestness of purpose, they exhibited the faults

and failings of their fellow-men to a marked

degree ; and therein, perhaps, lie much of the

preciousness and direct charm of their lives as

incentives and inspirations to us.

In our group of martyrs, the examples have been

chosen from two distinct periods of the Scottish

Reformation : first, Patrick Hamilton usually

regarded as the proto-martyr and his successor

George Wishart, who belong to the times of the
259
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barbarous tyranny of Rome and her Popes ; and

second, Richard Cameron, and the last of the

Scottish martyrs James Renwick, who are con-

nected with the tyrannous times emanating from

London and the Stuarts. Broadly speaking,
Hamilton and Wishart figure in connection with

the Reformation from Popery, while Cameron and

Renwick belong to the Reformation from Prelacy
sometimes called the Second Reformation.

The former couple are representatives of the

upper classes of society ; the latter, of the common

people, which fact shows that God is no respecter

of persons even in servants but that the living

soul in contact with the living Christ is the only

standard of manhood that the spiritual world can

own and accept.
That the first life voluntarily offered up in

the struggle against Popery should have been of

noble birth and destined for high preferment and

honour, was a circumstance that laid forcible

hold of the public imagination. Men's minds

were peremptorily arrested by this spectacle

of a martyr aristocrat, and they were made to

think and reason about it with an earnestness and

a point that the death at that time of hundreds

of lower rank could not have effected.

Let us recall the state of matters at the com-

mencement of the sixteenth century. Europe
was at the feet of Rome : Popish tyranny had as

its handmaidens, ignorance, superstition, and
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degradation : minds were enslaved, consciences

were deadened : to use the faculty of independent

thought in matters of religion was to run the risk

of dire punishment, and even death : clerical

despotism had stamped out all spiritual individu-

ality and character : religion was a mere system
of debased trafficking, the details of which were

devised and carried out for the aggrandisement
and glorification of the profligate ecclesiastics :

luxury, avarice, simony, scandalous pluralities,

and shameless ignorance, were backed up by
relentless cruelty upon unoffending people : the

cancelling of sins for the living and the dead were

to be alone effected by celebrating mass : pompous
ceremonials and elaborate forms were the author-

ised means of redemption : absolutions, pardons,
and penances had to be bought to secure the soul's

passage to peace and safety : holy water, chrism,

crossing, exorcism and purgatory, were the stock-

in-trade of lawless and immoral clerics, who were

the unscrupulous and tyrannical guardians of

Romanism : the Virgin Mary and departed saints

were pitted against the One Mediator between God
and Man : the Roman Church was affirmed to be

the successor of St. Peter, and the Vicar of Christ :

the Bible was a new and forbidden book, and the

language of the representatives of religion was

unintelligible to the great mass of the people.
Such was the state of the country and religion

when Hamilton and Wishart appeared upon the
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scene. Their struggles against the abuses and

shams of the Church of Rome were short and severe.

Patrick Hamilton won the martyr's crown at the

age of twenty-four. The sermon of his death was

equal in influence and power to a long life of

preaching and argument. In six hours his bitter

foes reduced his mortal body to its original dust,

but his imperishable spirit is working to this day.
Another noble soul, Phoenix-like, arose out of

the handful of ashes that were scattered by the

winds of heaven before the gates of St. Salvador

College, to hold aloft the Reformation torch. The
murderers of Hamilton hoped to extinguish the

young reforming spirit that was afoot, but their

efforts only recoiled upon themselves, and hastened

the downfall of the effete doctrines and system
which they were trying to bolster up. Cardinal

Beaton and his satellites might loll on luxurious

cushions in castle window and balcony, and gloat

upon the death-struggle of Wishart, but not many
days after, the Cardinal's lifeless body was to be

exhibited to the public gaze, dangling from the

same castle walls ; and the everlasting principle

contended for, would, in the end, emerge from

the ordeal clear and triumphant.

Fame, preferment, wealth, and ease, were freely

and completely abandoned by the proto-martyr
and his follower for lives of humility, loving self-

sacrifice, and whole-hearted devotion to God and

goodness.
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The fight against Prelacy and Stuart tyranny in

which Richard Cameron and James Renwick were

engaged, though nearer our own times, were not

one whit less severe. The all-powerful reign of

Romish terror was now practically a thing of the

past. Prelacy had taken the place of Popery.
Lawn and mitre were the emblems of supreme

power in Church and State. Cameron and
Renwick mark the end of this great struggle for

freedom of conscience against arrogant Church-

manship and degrading royal prerogatives.

Blasphemy and drunkenness were as much the

characteristics of curate and bishop as of the

hordes of brutal soldiery drafted into the country
for its wanton devastation. The "

killing times
"

had set in for the Covenanting stalwarts. Claver-

house now made himself conspicuous for brutality
in a brutal age. It was a time of hard knocks, no

quarter being given or asked for on either side.

Richard Cameron, the Lion of the Covenant, was

a man of rigid opinions and strong words ; but

speech and acts, faulty though they sometimes

might be, were the result of stern devotion to the

cause of freedom, and, as we have seen, he was ever

ready to seal them with his life. Royal decree,

government bribery, and Claverhouse's threats

were alike powerless to keep the intrepid Cove-

nanter from proclaiming his message at all times.

Romance and family distinction are awanting
in him

; instead we have an exhibition of stubborn
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devotion to a spiritual duty, an unflinching

struggle for the vital principle of the Headship of

Christ, and an intense hatred of civil and religious

tyranny in every form. The very intensity of the

devotion and hatred of such men made them figure

often in awkward dilemmas, and caused them to

be represented in some quarters as factious demo-

crats, who aimed at defying and rendering abortive

all constitutional authority, and wantonly exposing
themselves and their dependents to the weapons
of those in power. Such a criticism is as uncharit-

able as it is untrue ; but as an argument it has

been a favourite one with critics against the re-

formers of all times and countries.

The banner of freedom was trampled under foot

at Airsmoss
;
but James Renwick, the last of the

noble army of Scottish martyrs, was ready to

snatch it up, and carry it forward to the eve of

glorious victory. When he came upon the scene

the faithful few were in sore straits.

Renwick as a youth was characterised by a

lovable disposition, and in manhood he was more

of the saint than the soldier. But though he

did not possess the fighting instinct of Cameron,

yet there was no yielding to tyranny either in

things temporal or spiritual. False accusations

and malignant opposition dogged his steps from

first to last, but never made him swerve one degree
from the stern task he had undertaken. His

seven years of laborious struggling did much to
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rescue Scotland from civil and religious thraldom.

His death was another testimony, stronger than

many lives, for freedom of conscience, and was

the beginning-of-the-end of the united downfall of

Episcopal sham and Stuart despotism.
On a monument at Ayr is the inscription :

"
Boots, thumbkins, gibbets, were in fashion then :

Lord, let us never see such days again."

The scandalous atrocities of those blood-stained

times are happily past and gone ;
but the records

of religious intolerance should not be allowed to

lie in oblivion; they should instead be flaunted

before the eyes of the world, as a dreadful warning
of what has been, and may be again.

History repeats itself, and intolerance is still

prone to assert itself. Let the dark patches act

as danger-signals, and the bright ones as kindly

lights inviting onward and upward. And if it be

judicious that
"
men's evil manners

"
should

"
live

in brass," let us make doubly sure that
"
their

virtues
"
are not recorded on the inconstant water,

but engraven also in brass deeper and more last-

ing ! Yet " to be forewarned is to be fore-armed."

Fanaticism easily cheats itself into the belief that

it is
"
doing God's service," when it is persecuting

those who do not see eye-to-eye with it. It does

not say to-day,
"
Stand to this dogma and that

sect, or we will bind you to the stake, or consign

you to the block !

" To rekindle the fires of
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Smithfield is impossible in 1907. Law, written and

unwritten, established customs, and habits of

thought, all forbid it. But the old hatreds that

cling to the sons of Adam are with us still : the

ancient spirit of the persecutor is not dead. The

weapons of vengeance alone are changed to suit

the times.

We need not pose as angels in this respect, and

pour all our vials of wrath upon Roman Catholics.

Cameron and Renwick could testify that intoler-

ance for them had nothing to do with the Church

of Rome. Their persecutors belonged only to

another division of the Protestant Church.

Those were infamous days when Christian

reddened his hands in the blood of Christian to

stifle freedom of thought and conscience. The
chain and the faggot, the sword and the axe, are

now obsolete weapons in religious conflicts ; but

the principles of mutual toleration are by no means

paramount at this date throughout the Christian

world. The petty spites and persecutions of our

daily lives are worse, in many respects, than fire

and faggot. The jealous antagonisms of Christians

do incalculable harm to religion. It is a common

thing for a Christian to set himself up as supreme

judge and dictator to his neighbour. One degree
of difference in weaknesses, indulgences, habits,

or pet sins, is constituted the material for crying
down character. Incompetent judges give their

scathing verdict upon people presumably as good
as themselves, with an air of finality, and an unction
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worthy of immaculate wisdom and virtue. Words

of bitterness are spoken that rankle in a humble,

suffering soul for life ; deeds of treachery and per-

secution are done in the name of religion that

may take a century of goodness to annul. After

a time the process becomes easy, and may be

carried out with mechanical unconsciousness.

But it does not end here. The cynic, the worldly-

wiseman, and the atheist, look on, and hear each

champion of his pet habit and patent belief give

chapter and verse of authority for the vilification

of those of his neighbour. Sunday's charity

sounds well, but Monday's uncharity is not fair

to look upon. It is great sport to the minions

of Evil to see so-called Christians at each

other's throats, and outstripping the murderers

of our four martyr-heroes in mean and deadly
hatreds.

This intolerance is not confined to individuals :

it infects bodies, and even groups of bodies, of

Christians quite as virulently. For example, the

whole Christian world has been deploring a sad

lack of mutual toleration in the recent rupture in

one of the sister churches. There is no intolerance

so bitter as religious intolerance, and no quarrels
so unscrupulous as those of professing Christians.

It is pitiable that such is the case, and all the

more to be deplored because so common.

Extending our view outside purely religious

life, we see the same intolerance exhibited in

worldly exclusiveness, that thrusts its hideous
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form into all phases of life. This predominance
of caste of class distinction is naturally more

pronounced outside, than inside, the Church. Often

the Castle looks proudly down upon the Mar or

House the latter eyes disdainfully the West-end
Crescent or Square the Crescent shows contempt
for the Suburban Villa and the Villa, in its turn,

sneers at the Tenement. There are noble excep-

tions, and there are also pretended exceptions
the former establishing the painful fact, and

the latter testifying to the conscious sinfulness

and inhumanity of it all.

When the common clay is laid aside, and the

scales shall have fallen from our eyes, we shall

be incapable of discerning plebeian or patrician

among our fellows nor shall we have the desire

to do so. In the atmosphere of Infinite Love,
life will be on one grand, blissful equality.
A study of martyrology not only teaches the

lesson of mutual toleration, but the equally grand
one that the world may ticket off lives as failures

to which heaven awards a palm of victory. The
world's frown is often the regulator of God's smile.

After man has expended his scoffing and scorning

upon some suffering head, He gives the
"
well

done
"

of loving approbation.
"
All that glitters is not gold." Richard III.,

on Bosworth Field, was ready to stake his "
king-

dom for a horse," and the proud and great Queen

Elizabeth, on her death-bed, would willingly have

bartered the English realm for a moment of life.
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"
Things are not

"
always

" what they seem." The

great accumulations of a Crcesus in Time, may be

millstones about the neck in Eternity. If we had

only eyes to pierce through the gauze and tinsel,

we would see in the brave shows of the world

only gay distress, splendid misery, and luxurious

poverty !

Applause is often meted out to miserable failure,

while noble victory is as often derided or over-

looked. It is so easy to do our summing-up on

wrong principles. The stake and the block have

a background of gloom, but there is a rift in the

cloud that discloses a bright heaven beyond, with

angels swelling the
"
triumph song." Hamilton

at twenty-four, Wishart at thirty, Cameron at

thirty-two, and Renwick at twenty-six years of

age misjudged, persecuted, and put to death by
their fellows might be looked upon as lives cut

off before the maturity of manhood had been

reached, and the fair promise of their careers as

having been stifled in ignominy and failure. Length
of life is no criterion of success. A day of humble

integrity is better for the world's progress than a

long and stirring career of questionable glory.
The tens of thousands of lives wantonly sacrificed

during the three centuries of the Inquisition, the

victims of the Colosseum, and the tens of thousands

more who perished during Scotland's
"

killing-

time," might be looked upon as failures. But in

the movement of mind, and the development
of nations, they have counted for much. The
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once despised and butchered ones have been as

bright stars of guidance and inspiration. Savona-

rola's death was not a disaster, but a momentous
success. His story will continue to exhilarate,

inspire, and impel men onward and upward as

long as they have hearts to admire devotion and
heroic endeavour. All such lives are precious

legacies to mankind as sublime exhibitions of

practical goodness. The crackling pile has been
" a light to lighten

"
the world.

The life-stories of these men make our heart

beat faster, as we catch the infection of the master-

spirits. Everything connected with the struggle

for freedom of conscience will always be full of

interest to Christian nations. We cherish even the

relics of those dark days with tender care. A piece
of the stake to which Ridley and Latimer were

bound at Oxford is preserved in the Ashmolean

Museum : the door of the cell wherein Bishops

Cranmer, Ridley, and Latimer were confined is an

object of veneration : the steel band that fastened

Cranmer to the stake is a treasured relic : Dundee

has a church the name of which perpetuates the

memory of Wishart : in the Free Church Library
at Aberdeen is to be seen the watch given to John

Knox by Queen Mary : the arm-chair of the Rev.

James Guthrie is preserved in the Smith Institute

at Stirling. These are only a few instances. The

memory of " the noble army of martyrs
"

will

never be allowed to sink into oblivion by a

grateful Christian world.
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When the Lord enters the Heavenly Jerusalem

in regal splendour and power, the martyr-saints
will assuredly be in the front rank of His triumph.
Scorn will then have become honour chains,

crowns, groans, hallelujahs, tortures and death,

fulness of joy and eternal life.

Of our group of missionary-heroes, one only was a

martyr in the sense of meeting a violent death. The

high-souled Tamate was clubbed to the ground by
the poor deluded fanatics whom he had lived only
to befriend. Moffat and Paton were both spared
to enjoy a ripe old age among loving friends, and

amid the comforts and advantages of civilisation.

Mackay alone was stricken down by fever in the

field of his labours. But martyrdom was a

constant factor in the lives of each : theirs was life

in the midst of death. Their biographies are long
tissues of intrepid bravery, stirring adventures,

hair-breadth escapes, and incessant battlings with

treacherous savages, wild beasts, the forces of

nature, and the deadly enemy fever.

Had those four labourers been what might be

called
"
subjunctive

"
heroes, with an "

if
"

in

their bones, and a wish to be, without the corre-

sponding will to do, they would have given up in

despair and fear at the very outset, and come back

to a comfortable ministry at home. Theirs, how-

ever, was not a Gospel of ease. It can be said of

each of them that their trials were never of the
"
parade

"
nature, but at all times practical and
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useful to the Cause. They looked upon their

sufferings as great privileges for Christ's sake.

Mackay wrote to his sister that he would not

exchange his life of laborious toil and constant

worries for a thousand times the comfort and

ease of a certain prosperous friend, who had sent

a message of commiseration.

If in some instances these devoted souls had not

a great stock of academic learning compared with

our mental giants, yet their comparatively meagre

scholarship was consecrated upon the altar of

humanity, and thus made to yield a double crop

of blessing. Carlyle in his
" Goethe

"
says, "Clever

men are good ;
but they are not the best :

"
he

means, of course, merely clever men, like the
"
didactic artisans

"
of Sydney Smith, who are

without the fire of an overmastering purpose.
Mental ability is a valuable possession ; but mere

talent without the graces of the heart would make
mission work a miserable farce and failure. Carey,

Morrison, Duff, French, Selwyn, Patteson, and

Steere, were not only successful and devoted

missionaries, but also men of scholarly attain-

ments : mental power, however, was subordinate

in each case to the burning desire to reclaim

the savage and the heathen.

The right man for the mission-field must be

physically, mentally, and spiritually fit. It is a

high standard ; but experience in this work goes
to prove that all three are requisites to success.

Mental brightness alone might expend itself in
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nibbling at the fringes of new theologies, or

manufacturing subtleties out of the old, instead of

coming out into the street, the workshop, and the

office, and bearing
"
the burden and heat of the

day." It is the vanity of learning that exhausts

itself in quibbles and conundrums.

Douglas Jerrold in
" A Matter-of-fact-Man

"

says,
" Talk to him of Jacob's ladder, and he would

ask the number of the steps." The inwardness of

life and duty is missed by such. It seems that, at

the present time, we can more easily become too

matter-of-fact than too mystical.

Not from a single point of view can it be said

of one of our missionary-heroes that

"He was a man
Who stole the livery of the court of Heaven

To serve the Devil in."

(Pollock
" Course of Time.")

Each was intensely true to his highest self, his

life's work, and his Master. If the world had been
"
too much with them "

as Wordsworth puts it

each had capacity and energy enough to work out

a path of ease and affluence for himself ; but
"
getting and spending

"
with them were all for

the hastening of Christ's Kingdom into the hearts

of their beloved heathen. They had counted the

cost of service, and arrived at the conclusion that

" Too low they build who build beneath the stars."

(Young.)
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Fame and the famous, gold and its collector,

power and its possessor, are as ephemeral as mortal

breath, which, for a moment showing on the mirror

of Time, is by the next instant's evaporation

absorbed in nothingness. Every school-boy

knows that
"
the path of glory leads but to the

grave
" and there the great levelling process of

humanity sets in. All flesh, and its greatness,

become null and void in the cold tomb :

"
Only the actions of the just

Smell sweet, and blossom in the dust." (Shirley.)

After a loving and careful consideration of the

lives and labours of our missionary-heroes, there

is no doubt possible as to their pre-eminent qualifi-

cations for the work they chose. Their consuming

passion for instilling the fundamental truths of the

Gospel into minds darkened with centuries of

ignorance and superstition, and their ability to

carry on at the same time observations on men
and manners, investigations in science, translations

into the vernacular under great difficulties and

disadvantages, and also to render themselves of

great service to their country from a geographical,

philological, and even political point of view,

testifies to their special fitness for their respective

spheres. In the hands of men like Moffat and

Chalmers, Mackay and Paton, the future of

missionary work must be great and full of glorious

possibilities.

The cause of missions is entitled to the best men
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the Church possesses. Talented, devoted, marked

men, are urgently needed : the weaklings are better

at home they will probably do more good there,

and certainly less harm.

It is only the man on the spot who can know
the enormous and vital difficulties that must be

faced in most missions, especially where pioneering
has to be done. Traditions, castes, the influence

of climate, constitution, degrees of civilisation,

the historic past, the immediate circumstances,

and many such details of fact have to be dealt with

tactfully and with great discrimination. The

primitive beliefs and deep-rooted superstitions of

the natives must be understood and mastered, and

then slowly superseded by a foundation of rudi-

mentary ideas, before any attempt can be made at

imparting the simplest elements of Gospel truth.

Ignorance of existing customs is fatal ; an unsym-

pathetic contempt of them may entail fanatical

antagonism, disaster to the mission, and death to

the missionaries. To contend against heathendom

without complete understanding of the particular

case in hand is to beat the air and court certain

defeat. The familiar touch is all potent. Sharing
the daily lot of the savages, as did each one of our

heroes, and thereby getting to know their inmost

thoughts, is the only method by which to make it

possible to check and correct error successfully.

It was the firm conviction of Tamate, and com-

pletely verified by his whole experience, that

native teachers are best able to lead the native
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mind from a dark past to a bright future. They

speak the vernacular with freedom, are of the

same blood, know intimately and sympathetically
the customs, superstitions, prejudices, and diffi-

culties of their heathen brothers, and are conse-

quently not so crippled in their work as Europeans.
A missionary who is

"
superior

"
to the people

among whom he labours is not a worker after the

pattern of the Master, and, therefore, cannot

succeed.

A little too much haste or injudicious enthusiasm

at first, might mean disaster to a mission for years.

The weary and trying days of hard sowing and

scant reaping had to be borne patiently and in

faith by each of our heroes. The work went on

for ten years in Madagascar, five in Burmah (Dr

Judson's), seven in China (Dr Morrison's), fifteen in

Tahiti, seventeen in Bengal, without yielding any
visible fruit from the labours of the missionaries.

Paton had to give up the task at Tanna, and

Mackay in Uganda ; but their failures were only
in appearance, for others entered into their labours,

and the work prospered, thanks to the devoted

toiling of the pioneers.
Each of our four missionaries was not long

in discovering that a splendid asset in all such

work is a knowledge of medicine. All four,

besides being handy men with tools, were more

or less able to relieve bodily distress ; and Moffat

may even be looked upon as the pioneer of the

medical missionary. The ministry to physical
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pain had often led to the higher ministry, where

otherwise it would not have gained the slightest

foothold. From healing drugs to the Water of

Life, and from surgical operations to the working
of Divine Grace was a natural and easy sequence.
The body was used as the doorway to the soul :

it was the method practised by Christ Himself.

The healing art may thus be a powerful ally of

evangelisation. In the preparation of this type
of missionary, Edinburgh has performed a noble

share of the work. Men trained in the Cowgate
are now medical missionaries in Syria, China,

India, and Madagascar.
Is the scantily attended meeting, the paltry

subscription, or the casual collection always to be

the standard of our churches' zeal for missions ?

Will they not some day soon take a broader and

deeper view of the command to
"
preach the

Gospel to every creature," and vie with one another

in a noble rivalry of generous offerings of men and

money. Missions should not be left solely in the

hands of their intimate friends
;

their propaga-

tion, sustenance, and success, should be the great
concern and function of the Church Universal.

Some divisions of the Church have done a generous
share : but the cry of heathendom for light and
life should be attended to by the whole Church of

Christ. The magnitude of the task is no excuse

for the neglect of it. It has been computed that

836,000,000 "sit in darkness," seven-eighths of

whom are Pagans and Buddhists, and the rest
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Mohammedans : there are 320,000,000 heathen

under British rule : these are startling figures.

To minister to about 50,000,000 of people in this

country there are employed, calculating approxi-

mately, an army of 32,000 ministers of various

denominations, and 26,000 home-mission workers.

Roughly speaking, one-twelfth of the workers pro-
vided for Christians is supplied by us to meet the

spiritual needs of seventeen times greater a number
of heathen. The proportion is not creditable to

the Christian Church.

All honour to these devoted ones who faced such

herculean tasks, and also to those who are to-day

doing the same noble work in the Master's Cause.

Looking generally upon our group of missionary-

heroes we find that the main characteristics of their

lives and labours were most strikingly alike. We
see the same indomitable will in right-doing, the

same altruistic enthusiasm, and the same inex-

haustible energy exhibited by each. Carlyle says,
" Man is born to expend every particle of strength

which God Almighty has given him in doing the

work he finds he is fit for. To stand up to it to the

last breath of life
;
and do his best." Theirs also

was this Gospel of Work. " Thou shalt !

" was

stamped as deeply into their spiritual beings as
" Thou shalt not !

"
Positive goodness dominated

the negative. Longfellow's couplet seemed to be at

all times chiming in their ears, and firing their souls,

"
Act, act in the living present,

Heart within, and God o'erhead."
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Fowell Buxton says,
" The longer I live the more

deeply am I convinced that that which makes the

difference between one man and another between

the weak and the powerful, the great and the

insignificant, is energy, invincible determination

a purpose once formed, and then death or

victory."
And when that commanding energy is composed

of fifty per cent, of self-denial, and the other fifty,

of love for souls, and the motive power of the whole

is
"
for Christ's-sake," then assuredly the greatness

arrived at is of the very finest quality to which

mortal man can attain.

Of all the likenesses in these great souls, the pre-

eminent one was that of humility. Publicity and

notoriety were shunned by them ; and even when
it was impossible to avoid the welcome and applause
of throngs as was the case with three of the

missionaries public adulation was powerless to

arouse the slightest feeling of vanity in the hearts

of those who had walked so closely with their God

during long years of loneliness and extremity.

Surely the stories of such lives are full of grand
lessons to us. They teach us that to be true

Christians we must be true men, that to live for

others is the real life that the only loneliness is

absence from God that the darkest night is

followed by the light of day that worldly
wealth, fame, and power are as ephemeral as our

fleeting breath that perfection can only be

reached through much suffering, and that a
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martyr's crown is an emblem of the grandest of

victories.

These noble men, by their lives and deaths, have

added greatly to the world's stock of stable good-
ness : they have added dignity to strenuous labour,

raised self-sacrifice into the highest place of honour,

brought victory out of defeat and life out of death,

given heart to the suffering, joy to the sorrowing,

encouragement to the drooping, and imparted in-

spiration to the toilers in the Master's vineyard for

all time.

Heroes of Faith, they belong to the brotherhood

of great souls ; and their lives are heritages that

Christianity will prize more and more as Time rolls

on. They have run their earthly career : their

fight is over, and their battle won : the
"
Well-

done
"

has welcomed them to rest and reward :

but their spirits are with us still.

In taking leave of these eight noble Scotchmen,

let us say to each, in the words of A. L. Barbauld,

u
Say not Good-night, but in some brighter clime

Bid me Good-morning."

TUKNBULL AND SPKAKS, rKINTERS, KUINBUKOH
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